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Introduction  

 

The idea for this book came after Gerald Wilton spoke of his memories of 

the people and events of St.Tudy at a Coffee Evening held in the 

Methodist Sunday Schoolroom in February 1997.  His account was 

printed in the Parish Magazine in July 1997, afterwards followed each 

month by others willing to share their fascinating reminiscences.  

 

The W.I. happily agreed to supporting the production of these memories 

into a book as one of their projects for the Millennium.  More 

contributions have been offered, specifically for the book, which is linked 

to the re-instatement of the Binding Stone - the village project to mark the 

Millennium. All the articles will be entered on the Web Site of the School.  

The final chapter has been written by the present generation of children 

attending the school, whose parents, grandparents and in one case great 

grandparents, have made their unique contribution to this book.  

 

  "The binding stone was used by the blacksmith to fit an iron tyre or 

"bond" to wooden wheels.  The hub of the wheel was centred on the 

binding stone and the bond, which had been heated in the forge, was 

dropped onto the wheel.  Then it was cooled with water from the pump, 

causing it to shrink to a tight fit, thus bonding the wooden wheel 

together." 

     Taken from Gerald's memories. 

 

The people of St.Tudy are the hub of the village bonded together by the 

"ordinary" daily happenings over the past ninety years - the "oldest"  

memory has been given by someone born in 1910.  We believe that this 

village is very special in having such a large number of families whose 

forebears lived here in the last century.  We wonder what the next 

century will bring?  It has been a great privilege and pleasure to have 

shared these memories during their compilation and collection onto disk. 

 

Mavis Kingdon, Sue Dibble 

April 2000 
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Thanks to:- 

 

All the villagers who have so generously and enthusiastically provided 

their "memories" and loaned their precious and irreplaceable 

photographs.  

Derek Handover for scanning all 150+!  photographs and putting them 

on CD ROM. 

Christine Fletcher for helping type some of the articles and putting them 

on disk. 

Mrs Long, Headmistress, for agreeing to a Web Site being set up.  We 

hope it will be a valuable educational resource for present and future 

generations.  

Shaun and Geraldine Livesey for being the retail outlet in the village. 

Bricknells for offering to be another retail outlet.  

Councillor Colin Brewer for loan of original postcards and Kelly's 1914 

directory and Roger Hoskin who also contributed some old photographs 

of St.Tudy.  

To all those who have generously given a donation towards the cost of 

printing this book:- 

Keith Turner, D.B.Knight, Pearman Fencing, Mr & Mrs.E.George, Kevin 

Hancock, Safeways (Bodmin), G.Keat & Son, Buttons Meats, Webbers 

Travel, Mrs P.Metters, H.O.P.Oils, Rene Cardon, Chestnut Products, 

Mid Beds Fencing, Bill & Hazel Long, Cedar Croft Nursery, Fairmile 

Fencing, Fernden Construction (Winchester), Colin & Judith 

Jasper,T.J.Burden.  

I. Hodge, Tresa & Jim Kempthorne.  

 

 

Last but not least!  All of you who have purchased a copy.  We trust you 

will find it a pleasurable, enlightening (and in some cases, educational) 

and  nostalgic read. 
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 FORWARD 

By Vice Admiral Sir Louis and Lady Le Bailly 

 

When the St.Tudy W.I. so imaginatively decided to collect 'Memories' for 

a Millennium Book it is certain that they never anticipated the wealth of 

reminiscence it would bring. 

This unique collection encompasses the very essence of a Cornish 

Village growing with the times, yet sustaining the old traditions, and 

emerging amidst the clatter of contemporary life into the thriving and 

caring community it is today.  

Between us our joint ages tot up to 160 years.  This collection brings 

back the memories of our own childhoods, one in a small Devon village 

and the other in a remote hamlet at the top of the Cotswolds.  The milk 

in a tin pail fresh from the cow, the slaughtering of pigs, the mile and a 

half walk to the Station, the old man who never ventured into Plymouth, 

the sightseeing trip in a charabanc, pumping from the well, hip bath and 

jugs of boiling water. 

But our memories of St.Tudy only go back 20 years.  Those first two 

nights before we moved in, staying at Trewen.  And what a breakfast 

before the movers arrived.  The first of many joys to come as we settled 

into our 17th home after 33 years of marriage.  Such was the life in the 

Navy. 

Now, as we approach the evening of our days, our thoughts turn to all 

the kindnesses we have received from St.Tudy, as they have let us 

share a little of their lives and hopes and sometimes, worries  We have 

watched 'the smalls' grow from their prams into such fine young men 

and women, whether from Church or Chapel, with a secure background 

as they proudly face the world; with their future based on the traditions 

and practices of a Cornish and rural heritage, many with the same 

names as there are on the centuries old graves in 'God's Acre'. 

We are privileged to live in Garlands House, once the Rectory and later 

the home of the Headmaster of the school, Mr Garland, renamed by us, 

at the instigation of a member of the Parish Council, just one among the 

many in the village he so well taught.  We till the garden, tilled by the 

schoolchildren to help feed the village during world war II. 
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There are many newcomers besides us in St.Tudy, one shop not three, 

no garage, no blacksmith, although till lately a farrier wrought his trade.  

But a thread of continuity still runs through the whole village, enshrined 

perhaps annually in the 'Over Sixties' Dinner.  And, God willing, the 

seemingly rackety future will not break that thread. 

A copy of this book should be given to every child leaving the School.  In 

not much more than half a century the village has moved from outdoor 

toilets, water from the pump and candles, to mains water and electricity; 

but the old verities, the old traditions to be lived up to, remain.  Surely the 

recorded memories of those who have lived throughout the sometimes 

terrible, sometimes wonderful years recorded in this book, will provide for 

their successors a much needed anchor in what may face the young, 

especially the young, as we all enter the Third Millennium from Christ's 

birth in Bethlehem. 
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   ST.TUDY CHURCH & PARISH  

Extract from Family History Journal December 1992   

contributed by May Garland 

St.Tudy is a parish of contrasting landscapes. To the west, lanes 

darkened by overhanging branches lead up from the beautiful Allen 

valley, to the east lies the wild moorland of Bodmin Moor and, in 

between, is a scattering of old manor houses and farmsteads set in 

fertile fields with the picturesque village of St.Tudy in the centre.  

St.Tudy was a Breton Abbot of the 6th century who trained in the 

monastery of St.Mawes on the Ile Modez. It is doubtful whether the saint 

ever visited Cornwall. Probably monks from his Abbey crossed to the 

county and named the church after him.  The original Norman church 

was cruciform in shape but in the fifteenth century a south aisle was 

added running the full length of the church.  A north aisle was never 

completed, reaching only a short way beyond the chancel.  

The church contains many memorials to the country squires and their 

families who lived in the manor houses around.  The most impressive of 

these is a large marble and limestone altar tomb which commemorates 

Anthony Nicholl Esq. of Penvose who died on 20th February 1658. He 

was a Member of Parliament for Bossiney in 1640 and he sat on 40 

Parliamentary Committees between 1640 and 1647 and was appointed 

Receiver General of the Duchy of Cornwall in 1644 after the Civil War.  

Behind the altar tomb are many memorial tablets to the Onslow family of 

Hengar.  The Cornish Onslows once owned the Hawks Tor China Clay 

Pit which can be seen from the A30 near Jamaica Inn.  They also owned 

Rough Tor Moor which was given to the National Trust in 1954 by the 7th 

baronet Sir Richard Onslow.  

Behind the High altar is a fine Victorian stained glass window, a 

memorial to John P. and E.A.Magor of Penventon, presented by their 

children in 1879. This window was cleaned and restored in memory of 

Daphne Davies Magor of Lamellen, who died on 25th August 1972.  Her 

husband, Major Walter Magor, was High Sheriff of Cornwall from 1981 - 

1982. In the north aisle a stained glass window representing Christ, the 

Good Shepherd, was erected in memoryof Giles Jory Lang of Tamsquite, 

born 1787, died 1864.   An inscription in the Lucan window in the south 

aisle reads ' To the Glory of God and in Loving Memory of William 
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Pearse, M.R.C.S. who died February 25th 1893 age 75.  This window is  

erected by his widow.'   Dr. Pearse, the local doctor, was organist at the 

parish church and also one of the organists at the local Methodist 

Church, where a tablet to his memory was also placed.  This early 

example of ecumenism was repeated in this century by Mr Tom Button 

who combined membership of the parish church choir with service as a 

lay preacher.  

 An interesting relic of the pre-Norman building is a carved head over the 

arch facing the south door.  It was found amongst rubble under the altar 

during alterations in 1932. In the lower vestry is a picture of  the Last 

Supper, by a Flemish artist.  This was given by Mr.S.T.Button in 1930 on 

behalf of the Belgian Refugees who were housed by parishioners during 

World War I and who donated it to the parish church in gratitude. The gift 

of a figure of the Risen Christ was presented by the parishioners in 

memory of Mr Willcocks, a village Headmaster.  It was carved in elm 

from the Hengar estate by Fritz Loeng, a refugee from Oberammergau.  

He once played Christ in the Passion Play.  A pair of wrought iron 

candlesticks made by Gerald Wilton in the St.Tudy forge form part of a 

gift in memory of  Mr.L.Garland Headmaster of St.Tudy school for many 

years, and his wife. 

High on the outside of the south wall is a memorial to members of the 

Bligh family.  It reads 'In memory of Charles Bligh son of Mr John Bligh of 

Tinten in this Parish who departed this life ye 7th Day of July 1770 in the 

74th year of his Age'.  This is the grandfather of Captain William Bligh of 

the Bounty fame.  William Bligh is reported to have said that he was the 

son of Charles and Mary Bligh and that he was born at Tinten in St.Tudy 

about 1753.  Polwhele, who met Bligh, states in his "Biographical 

Sketches",  "Bligh (as he himself informed me) was a native of St.Tudy".  

His baptism is recorded in St.Andrews Church, Plymouth 4th October 

1754.  His father was a senior Customs and Excise Officer at Plymouth.  

William Bligh accompanied Captain Cook on his third voyage in 1776-80.  

In 1787 he was appointed to command the Bounty.  During this voyage 

the Mutiny took place.  In 1805 he was appointed Governor of New 

South Wales and was promoted to Admiral on his retirement in 1811.   

The organ was installed at a cost of £250 on 25th February 1892 due to 

the effort of the Rector, Reverend C.Bridgewater.  One of the organists 
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Mrs. Bertha Keat has been playing the marvellous instrument for 62 

years.   The beautiful coloured kneelers, each one depicting a religious 

or decorative scene provide a warm welcome as one enters the church.  

These were worked in tapestry by the ladies and school children of the 

parish.  The well-polished brass umbrella holders at the end of the pews 

are an unusual feature. There is a ring of six bells in the tower.  The  five 

original bells were re-cast in 1751 and a sixth bell was added in 1920.  

The bells have been twice re-hung since then, once in 1934 and more 

recently in 1974 in memory of Laura Crisp of Tremayne Cottage.  

The circular Saxon churchyard remains intact, surrounded by stately 

trees.  Within the churchyard is a flowering cherry tree given in 1952 (the 

original tree having died, it was replaced in 1975) in memory of 11 year 

old Laurence Titheridge 'who died in this friendly place'.   Adjoining the 

boundary of the churchyard on the south side is a magnificent chestnut 

tree.  This was grown from a seed brought home from the battlefield of 

Ypres.  A granite war memorial in the shape of a Celtic cross is situated 

close to it.  Nearby is the old village clink, once used as a lock-up by the 

village policeman in the 19th century.  It has been restored and the 

ground floor is used for coffee mornings.  The R.A.O.B hold their 

meetings in the room above.  

The village school on the north-west side of the church was built on land 

leased to the church, the Rector and their successors on 27th November 

1863 by Samuel Trehawke Kekewich Esq., of Peamore, Devon, Lord of 

the manor of St.Tudy.  The annual rent was £1 free of rates and taxes.  

The original school was for 80 children. Mr Leonard Garland, the 

headmaster, lived in a house near the churchyard called 'the Old 

Rectory'. However everyone called it 'Garlands House' so the present 

owners changed the name and the plaque on the front wall now reads 

'Garland's House.  

The village lies clustered around the church, the now disused 

blacksmith's shop with the village pump nearby, the P.O. combined with 

the general stores and an attractive grouping of cottages, with some of 

the older ones carefully restored.  On the outskirts lies the village 

Methodist Church opened in 1869, the third to be built in the parish.  The 

first built in the early 1800's, the second followed in 1846.  Both these 

buildings have been converted into cottages.   William Oke, born in 

St.Tudy in 1796 entered the ministry and trained under the Missionary 

Society.  In 1821 he visited St.Tudy and preached a farewell sermon 
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before leaving for the West Indies.  While travelling to Antigua on the 

mail boat 'Maria' he was shipwrecked and drowned.  He was only 29 

years old.  His memorial in the churchyard commends him for being ' a 

pious, zealous and useful Missionary in the Wesleyan Methodist 

Connexion'. (Oke Cottage in St.Tudy is named after William Oke, this 

would explain the spelling,  not as some would think, misspelling of Oak )  

Some of the old Manor houses are still farmsteads but many have been 

put to other uses.  Hengar passed through the hands of many of 

St.Tudy's ancient families.  In 1773 Anne Michell, who married Admiral 

Sir Richard Onslow, inherited Hengar from her father Sir Richard Lower.  

It remained in the Onslow family until the 1950's when Sir Richard 

Onslow sold it and went to live in Malta.  In 1904 most of the old house 

was destroyed by fire, all the family heirlooms and jewellery were lost 

and Sir William Onslow moved to Ireland until the house was rebuilt in 

1906.   Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827) the English caricaturist stayed 

with his friend Matthew Michell, the London banker, at Hengar in the late 

eighteenth century.  During his visits he produced many pictures of 

St.Breward and the countryside around the rivers Camel and Allen.  

 

Document loaned by Mr & Mrs Stanley Harris 

Postcard of St.Tudy Church - sent from Ethel Lobb,  Cornish Arms P.H.  to Miss W.Stewart in 
Devonport,  dated 4th September 1909  
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Village view - St. Tudy  

 

 

St. Tudy Church  
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St Tudy Church & War Memorial 

 

 

 

Village view - St. Tudy 
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St Tudy Church 

Children by pump 1898? probably waiting to visit Hengar to celebrate Queen Victoria’s Diamond 

Jubilee 
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Postcard - date unknown but possibly late 1890's - Chapel members, band & schoolchildren - 

maybe celebrating Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee?  Grey haired man, carrying hat to right of 

centre, is possibly Richard Kingdon Elford Esq. J.P. of Penvose. 
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Extract from Kelly's Directory - 1914 

St.Tudy  &  St Tudy church:  

At the west end of the south aisle  is a monument with effigies in stone, 

an inscription in Latin and 25 rhyming lines in English, to Humphrey 

Nicoll esq. of Penvose. ob.20th September 1597; at the east end of the 

south aisle is a sumptuous monument of stone and marble, to Anthony 

Nicoll on.20th February 1658, and four sons 1649-78; there are kneeling 

effigies of himself and his wife, and others of the four boys; above is a 

long Latin inscription and 10 rhyming verses in English; this memorial 

was erected by Amy (Speccott) his wife, in 1681: on the floor is a slab 

inscribed to Humphrey Nicoll, ob.6th June 1699: at the west end of the 

north aisle is a slate slab, with 22 English verses, four female kneeling 

figures of a mother and three daughters carved in low relief; over their 

heads are five shields of arms; no names are given, but the shields 

clearly show this to be the tombstone of Alice (Denzell), wife of William 

Reskymer, ob.14th January 1563-4, and her daughters Anne, Katherine 

& Johanna: there is a tablet to Philippa (Nicholl) wife of John Silly, of 

Trevelver, ob.8th May 1669, and a granite floorstone to Margery, wife of 

Humphry Lower, ob.27th August 1686;and there are other memorials to 

the Billing family, 1579-1624; Honor, wife of John Barrett, ob.February 

1636; William Lobb, ob. December 1663, and Margery, his wife, ob.June 

1661; Admiral Sir Richard Onslow bart.G.C.B.d.27th December 1817; Sir 

Henry Onslow bart. d. 13th September 1853; Sir Matthew Richard 

Onslow bart. d. 3rd August 1876: in the churchyard is a slab inscribed to 

Sir Henry Onslow bart. d. 20th November 1870, and a very ancient 

coped tomb of pre-Norman date, with traces of carving upon it; there are 

also memorials to the Rev. George Allanson M.A. rector (1727-41) and to 

his wife Elizabeth, daughter of Sir Jonathan Trelawney bart. bishop of 

Winchester (1707-21) d.January 25th 1744: the church was thoroughly 

restored in 1873-4, 1888 and 1892, at a cost of £1496: in 1890 a sum of 

£50 was expended in finishing the reredos, erecting a communion table, 

and in 1892 a new organ was built, at a cost of £250: there are 275 

sittings: during the years 1890-92 the churchyard was levelled and 

improved, and in the course of the work an ancient and curiously-

wrought coped tomb of granite was unearthed.  The register dates from 

the year 1559.  The living is a rectory, net income £450, including 16 

acres of glebe, with house, in the gift of Christ Church, Oxford, and held 

since 1912 by the Rev. Norman Leslie Bicknell M.A. of that house.  The 

rectory house, built in 1910, is a building of stone, situate close to the 
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church.  Here is a United Methodist chapel, erected in 1869, at a cost of 

£700, and seating 200 persons.  On the west side of the road leading 

from St.Teath to Mount Charles and Bodmin, stands a mutilated cross, 1 

foot 8 inches high; the round head, now incomplete, is pierced by four 

holes and there is a boss in the centre.  Hengar, the seat of Sir William 

Wallace Rhoderic Onslow bart. D.L., J.P. was totally destroyed by fire in 

1904, and was rebuilt in 1906; the present building is of granite and 

stone in the Tudor style.  Lamellen is the residence of Edward John 

Penberthy Magor esq. B.A. J.P.  Tinten Manor House, now a farm 

residence was erected about the end of the 15th century: a portion of the 

original work still remains, but the house was rebuilt in the 19th century, 

and is now occupied by Mr. Harry Eldred Bastard.  The manor house of 

Penvose, now a farmhouse, occupied by Richard Kingdon Elford esq. 

J.P. comprises many features of interest; it was built by the Nicholl family, 

who resided here from 1446 or earlier to 1721, and at the entrance to the 

garden by which it is approached is a gateway with the initials 

"A.N." (Anthony Nicholl) and the date 1646; it originally consisted of three 

blocks, partly inclosing a courtyard, and of these, two sides and part of 

the third still remain; the windows are mullioned, and those lighting the 

present parlour contain medallions or shields emblazoned with the arms 

of Nicholl, Cavell, Giffard, Prideaux and others; the windows of the hall 

similarly display the coats of Nicholl, impaling Mohun, Roscarrock, 

Rouse and Speccot; some of the ceilings are of moulded plaster work, 

enriched with various devices; the farm buildings were erected in 1817 

and 1847: fastened to the wall of the old farmhouse at Kellygreen is part 

of a tombstone with the inscription, "Sic Transit Gloria Mundi, John 

Rowe, Fecit 1729."  Trehawke Herbert Kekewich esq. of Peamore, 

Exeter, is the lord of the manors of St.Tudy and Penvose.  The principal 

landowners are H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Duke of Cornwall K.G. who 

is the lord of the manor of Tinten, Sir W.W.R. Onslow bart. of Hengar; 

John Bevill Fortescue esq. of Boconnoc, Lostwithiel, lord of the manor of 

Polrode; E.J.P. Magor esq. of Lamellen, lord of the manor of Kellygreen, 

and George K.Hext esq. owner of the Tremeer estate.  The soil is light; 

subsoil stone.  The chief crops are wheat, barley, oats and roots.  The 

area is 3,275 acres of land and 7 of water; rateable value £3,480: the 

population in 1911 was 499. 

Deputy Sexton, John Osborne.  

Post, M.O. & T. Office (letters should have Cornwall added) - Matthew 
May, postmaster.  Letters are received at 7.55 a.m. dispatched at 4.40 
p.m. & on Sundays received at 8.30 a.m. & dispatched at 10.50 a.m. 
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Wall Letter Box, Lamellen, cleared  3.25 p.m. week days only 

Public Elementary School (mixed) built in 1863 & enlarged in 1889 by 
the addition of a new class-room called the 'Magor memorial room', 
which, with other improvements, cost £220 & again enlarged in 1904; the 
school will hold 140 children: average attendance 70; Leonard John 
Garland, master; Miss Elizabeth Wright, infants mistress. 
 

Atkinson Charles Henry Fairbank, Mount Villa. 

Bicknell Rev. Norman Leslie M.A. (rector) The Rectory. 

Cole Wm. Robert Newton M.D. M.Ch de Clermont Philip Otto, 
Wetherham 

Elford Richard Kingdon J.P. Penvose 

Garland Leonard J. 

Hocken William, Wenford 

Hooper Elijah 

Hooper James, Hill view 

Juste Mademoiselle, Hendra cottage 

Langford John, Church town 

Magor Edward John Penberthy B.A.,J.P. Lamellen 

May Director-Gen. Arthur William C.B., R.N. Tremeer 

Onslow Sir William Wallace Rhoderic bart. D.L., J.P. Hengar 

Pilkington Rev. J.W. (United Meth) 

Rowse Miss, The Cottage 

Stone Miss, Glebe cottage 

COMMERCIAL 

Alford William, farmer, Trenarlett 

Atkinson Charles Henry Fairbank M.R.C.S. Eng., L.R.C.P. Lond.(firm 
Cole & Atkinson), physician & surgeon, Mount villa. 

Bastard Harry Eldred, farmer and breeder of pedigree large black pigs, 
Tinten manor 

Bastard Hubert William Bawden, farmer Tregooden 

Button Charles, butcher 

Button Charles, farmer, Polshea 

Button Samuel T. farmer, auctioneer, valuer, house & estate & insurance 
agent, certified bailiff, seed merchant & agricultural machinery agent. 
Town farm 

Button William Henry, farmer, Bodriggan (letters through Blisland) 

Cole & Atkinson physicians & surgns. 

Cole William Robert Newton M.D. M.Ch. (firm Cole & Atkinson) surgeon 

& medical officer & public vaccinator No. 7 district, Bodmin union. 
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Cornish Hannah (Mrs.) shopkeeper 

Couch Francis Parkyn, carpenter 

Elford Richard Kingdon J.P. yeoman, Penvose 

Eyre Richard, carpenter, Penhale 

Harris James farmer, Kellygreen (letters thro' St.Kew, Wadebridge) 

Hewett John, grocer & asst. overseer 

Hooper Harry carpenter 

Kempthorne Edward John & Son, farmers, Lanterrick 

Kempthorne Jas.Thos.farmer, Trewen 

Knight Joseph, carrier 

Lean James Henry Pearn, farmer, Coldsent (letters through Blisland) 

Lobb Samuel, Cornish Arms P.H. 

Lobb William Henry, blacksmith 

Masters John, farmer, Leskeel 

May Matthew, draper & grocer. Post off. 

Menhinick William Elford, farmer, Penvose & Bodinnick 

Mitchell & son, farmers, Tresquare 

Nottle Emma (Mrs.) baker 

Richards The Misses, farmers, Tamsquite 

Stephens Nathaniel, farmer, Hendra parks (letters Longstone, Helland) 

Thomas Wm. Jas. Lander, carpenter, Water la.  (letters Longstone, 
Helland) 

Tremain Marsena, gardener to Dir. Gen. A.W.May C.B.,R.N. Tremeer 

Tremaine William, farmer, Tremeer 

Trethewy William John & Samuel Bonython, farmers, Tregarrick 

Worth William Henry, mason 
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Reminiscences from Gerald Wilton 

 

 

Gerald by the pump 

 

This photograph shows me at the village pump in the 1940's or 50's.  At 

that time, just below the pump was the "binding" stone - a large flat 

granite stone with a hole in the middle (this was partially under the 

present gate of the Forge but has recently been moved to a new 

position by the pump) In the photograph there is a notice on the ground 

to the immediate left of the pump which states "Water unfit for drinking".  

This was not a problem as I admit that at the time of the photograph no 

water came from the pump! The original pump was of a wooden box 

construction and when this needed repair it was replaced with the metal 

top, as seen now, but the underground mechanism was not fixed to it. 
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In this photograph (taken about 1947) you can see the stone which was 

used to bond the wheels of carts, wagons and corn drills.  To bond 

means to fix a metal band around the circumference of a wooden wheel.  

The wheels were very skilfully made and repaired by Mr P.Couch.   He 

lived in the cottage, now known as Pinza Park, and his workshop was 

opposite. Mr. William John Wilton (my father) and sons (three sons of 

whom I was the youngest)  made the metal rims , which depending on 

size and function of the wheel, might be made ¾ " smaller than the 

wheel for greatest shrinkage. The rim would be heated inside the forge 

building, as hot as possible to cause it to expand.  Two people would 

carry it, with tongs, to the binding stone. The hub or nave of the wheel 

would fit into the central hole, with the outside of the wheel resting on the 

stone, as wheels were "dished" for strength.  The red-hot rim would be 

placed over the "felloes"  and then shrunk to tighten the joints.  (See 

photographs below) 
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The shrinkage was caused by water, 

from the nearby pump, being poured 

over the rim until the metal was cool and 

all joints tight. (see photograph above)  

Pins would finally be driven in through 

the rim into the felloes.  The biggest 

wheels were cart wheels, being 4'6" in 

diameter, wagon wheels had back 

wheels of 4' and front wheels of 3' 

diameter allowing for an undershot (like 

a turntable) to be fitted to the axle of the 

front wheels to allow for ease of turning 

a tight corner.  I recall trying to turn a wagon not fitted with an 

"undershot", the front wheel got caught under the platform of the wagon 

and horse could only go round and round!!  A corn drill was the lightest 

wheel, with metal spokes so the rim did not need to be expanded/

contracted as much as the other wheels. 
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In the background of the photograph (top of page 23)  is Miss Dorcas 

Hewitt's  grocery shop, where Bernard & Jennifer Skinner now live; the 

left hand window was the display area, with the entrance door being up 

four steps on the end of the house. I remember buying tuppenny bars of 

Cadbury's milk chocolate , 

 Bluebird toffees ten for a penny (there were 12 pennies to one shilling - 

5p!)   Miss Hewitt's father was a local Methodist preacher for 60 years.  

When Dorcas retired she exchanged houses with Mr & Mrs Harold 

Burden who lived at "Bronsley", Bodinnick Road. In those days there 

were two other grocery shops in St. Tudy, the Post Office and Kerslakes 

(positions shown on the sketch map)  

The Post Office and shop was run by Mr Matthew (Matt) May until the 

1920's.  On retirement he built "Bosvean".  Every Sunday morning at 

8a.m. he rang the chimes in the Church Tower for 15 minutes, always 

concluding with "Now the day is over"! On the left hand side of the Post 

Office lived Mr. Joe Knight who owned a wagonette.  Mr Knight travelled 

to Bodmin in his wagonette every Saturday evening and brought back 

special sausages.The wagonette was also used for trips to the seaside, 

Polzeath or Port Isaac.  

Mr. Bill Johns with his pony & trap. 

Mr. Bill Johns kept a pony & trap in Well Lane.  He was a trapper and 

would visit local farms to deal with the rabbits.  Being a man of few 
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words, on meeting children while out in his trap he would say "Goin' Ride 

Deur?" - then say no more for the rest of the journey! 

The Clink was used as the Surgery and patients had to wait outside.  

This was before the Port Isaac Practice bought Messrs Button & 

Mutton's office.  The upper room had been used as the Schoolroom 

before the present school was built.  

Garlands  was the old Rectory before Wetherham House and the 

Edwardian Rectory.  It was bought from the Church in the 1920's by Mr 

Garland.  He was the Headmaster of the Village School.  The family had 

some status in the village and Mrs Garland taught French to Miss 

Pamela Bailey, the daughter of Dr Bailey of Butts Park.  

I worked at Wetherham for the Hon. Mrs Strutt for about 18 months with 

Mr Tom Butter,  Mr Jim Nicholls and Mr Milner, with Francis Herring part-

time. 

 The Hon. Mrs. Strutt outside Wetherham House 

Every morning the men were expected to go up the outside stone steps - 

knock on the door -  admitted to her bedroom - to report for orders for the 

day.  I remember one day planting blackcurrants in a particularly steep 

hillside site.  When Mrs Strutt asked how the work was proceeding, I was 

driven to reply that it was proving hard work!  To which Mrs Strutt retorted 

that I must take the rough with the smooth.  I rejoined that there was no 

smooth over there! 
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Memories from St.Tudy Garage Proprietor  

by 

Ralph Murrell 

Babs and I moved with our family Graham, Alan and Sonia to St.Tudy on 

19th September 1960 from Horsham, Sussex.   I purchased the garage 

from Mr. Lewarne 

Mr. Lewarne's garage in 1960 

The three petrol pumps sold Supershell, 4s.10d (24p), Shell 4s.8d (23p) 

and Mex 4s.3d.(21p) a gallon!   I.C.A. on the petrol pumps stood for 

Ignition Control Additive and was only included in the two more 

expensive grades of petrol.  One of the oil distribution cabinets was 

Castrol Oil.  It was stored in bulk and sold in ½ pints, 1 pint, 1 quart, ½ 

gallon and 1 gallon measures.  Graham still has some of these 

measures!  The second oil cabinet was pre-packed oil in glass bottles 

and tins. In the cabinet on the extreme right of the photograph was Shell 

591 - this was cheaper oil in a green container.  We put measuring jugs 

underneath the tap and turned the valve for oil to pour into the measure. 

There were three grades of oil - XXL summer grade, SAE-40 thickest oil, 

XL-SAE-30 medium thickness and Castrolight SAE-20 thinnest oil. The 

cheapest petrol was used for older, lower compression engines, lorries 

and some tractors. 
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The garage was open from 7.30 a.m. to 10.30 p.m. weekdays and 

Saturdays and on Sundays from 8.30 a.m. to 1.0 p.m. Most business 

was done in the evening when people were going out, they came in to 

get their petrol for their outings.  I had a self-drive car for hire - a black 

1953 Morris Oxford registration number PRL 289.  I also did private car 

hire, as Mr.Lewarne had done previously, with a 1956 Vauxhall Cresta 

which I brought from Sussex..  It was a well used service as not many 

people had their own vehicle.  I used to collect children from Colesent, 

Lanseague Mill and Kelly Green, take them to St.Tudy Primary School 

and return them after school had finished.    

Mr.Mitchell, who lived with his niece and daughter in Well Lane, was a 

cattle haulier.   He had two lorries. He would always fill up on a Sunday 

morning - about 8 - 10 gallons, ready for Wadebridge Market on Monday 

mornings.  He carried cattle from neighbouring farms and returning later 

in the day with cattle purchased at the market.  During the week he 

carried goods for other village businesses such as building materials, 

wood for Hoopers and furniture for householders.  He used a flatbed 

lorry which had back and sides that dropped down and had a pulley 

system to lift containers off the flat bed.  

Mr.Dray, a porter for Mr. Mutton JP at Wadebridge Market and Auction 

Rooms, drove a three wheel Reliant and was also chauffeur to Mr.Mutton 

who owned a Wolseley 6/80.    

Babs had trouble one day when General Harrison's car arrived for a fuel 

stop and she couldn't find the dip stick to check the oil.  Fortunately a 

similar car arrived very soon after and the driver was able to help!  This 

wasn't the only problem Babs had.  Colonel Muir had a wooden framed 

Shooting Brake and the petrol cap, despite a good search, could not be 

found - until it was discovered inside the back double doors! 

Mr.Bob Armstrong had a 1934 Austin Riley, Mr.Colin Bartlett a 1934 

Hillman Minx, Mr Jack Cleave a 1936 Austin 10 and Dr & Mrs Bailey had 

a 1932 Austin 6 - registration number CV 6066.  It was blue with black 

wings and the tyres were 500 x 20.  Dr Bailey bought it new in 1932 from 

Hawkey's at Wadebridge.  I believe he bought two the same, one as the 

doctor's car and one for his own personal use.  Mr. Nicholls was his 

chauffeur.  Miss Bailey drove the Austin 6 around the village and 

neighbourhood until her death when it went to relatives up country.  

Another car I remember was that owned by Commander Sharp, he had a 

1948 model Bentley.  Graham has a tremendous memory for anything to 

do with cars - he has been a great help with all the fine details in this 
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account.  Graham himself still owns an Austin 7 1935, a four seater 

tourer which cost £130 it is green with the wings sprayed black for £5 

extra!    

I also sold tyres for bicycles, cars and tractors. I supplied Goodyear, 

Firestone and Dunlop tyres but the Eddistone Remoulds were the most 

popular as they were the cheapest.  When I took the garage over there 

were three tanks, two held 500 gallons and one held 300 gallons. In 

1962 I put in a 5000 gallon tank, divided into three compartments, two of 

1000 gallons and one of 2000 gallons.  I dug the pit by hand, it was 20ft 

long, 8ft wide and 10ft deep!  It took about six months and hole kept 

filling with water so I had a pump working all the time. 

With the new tank came the kiosk where we had the till, which had 

previously been in the house, and I displayed and sold sweets, 

cigarettes, car accessories, fan belts, polish etc. (This kiosk is still in use 

as  potting shed in my garden!)                                                             

New pumps and kiosk - 1962 

Half of our kitchen was converted to be used as a shop where we sold 

sweets, vegetables, fruit and ice-cream. In the heyday of  Broughtons 

Paper Weight Centre there would be a long queue to buy Kellys Cornish 

Ice-cream that Babs sold over the stable door of the kitchen. 
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I also did car servicing.  The suspension joints, steering joints and  prop 

shaft joints all had greasing points or nipples and I used a pressurised 

greasing system from a compressor to pump grease into these joints.  

Oil change was done every 1000 miles.  Petrol didn't burn cleanly then, 

so more engine maintenance was required,  the filter had to be changed, 

gear box oil topped up and back axles checked.  I sold Ridex (1d a shot) 

this lubricated the top end, valves and pistons of the engine.  

About two years after we came to the village, we took over the milk 

round, half from Mr.Coad of Polzeath and half from Mrs.May who sold 

milk produced from her own cows. We bought milk from Unigate at 

Davidstow, delivered by 7.00 a.m. in metal crates, cream from Polshea, 

eggs from Pope at Tresarrett.  We sold in the village, Michaelstow, 

Hengar and Tamsquite and  1/3 pint  bottles to the school.  I did the 

round in a Bedford van, it took all weekday mornings and Saturdays, 

when I collected the money it took until 2 o'clock in the afternoon.  Milk 

cost 2½d a pint, 3d for Channel Island, cream was 6d for ¼ lb. I 

remember the winter of 1963 when all the roads around were blocked 

with snow and the milk lorry could not collect the churns from the farms.  

 

Road to Highgates blocked by snowdrift - 1963 
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Snow covered centre of village - winter 1962.     

 We had milk from Tregooden whilst the snow remained!  All dairy 

products we kept in a large cold room purchased from Buswells of 

Plymouth, I've still got half of this in my small work shop right opposite 

our present home.  

We retired from the garage and moved to our present house which we 

purchased from a Mrs.Brooks. This had previously been owned by Jack 

Cleave who had taken over the shop from Kerslakes.  Whilst converting 

the shop into our sitting room we opened up the large ingle-nook fire 

place and found, amongst other things, an invoice dated January 8th 

1912 and an envelope addressed to Mrs.A.Cornish, Grocer, St.Tudy, 

indicating that there was a shop here in the early years of the last 

century. 

Life goes on - Babs and I celebrated our Diamond Wedding with our 

family and many friends from this village on 10th May 1997 and we look 

back with gratitude and affection.  

 

January 2000 
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St. Tudy Recollections 

by  

Doris Armstrong 

I was born at Michaelstow School House as the Church bells were 

ringing in the New year 1913.  My father was ringing the bells at St.Tudy.  

He was a St.Tudy man, Mr William John Worth, brother of Alfred Worth, 

who worked with his father and brother as builders.  My mother was a 

Carthew from St Teath, who from the age of fourteen worked as 

housemaid for the Reverend Bridgewater at Wetherham.  Later she 

worked for Dr Cole, a retired GP who lived at Mount Villa (present home 

of Drs. Partington).  She walked to work; down the hill to Trehannick Saw 

Mills, up the hill to St.Tudy and on to Wetherham, a journey of probably 

three miles. However, there were compensations as she met my father 

during this time!  My grandfather, Mr William Henry Worth lived here at 

Spare Hill House, which is over 200 years old.  Unfortunately I do not 

know the origin of its name.      

Spare Hill House (Centre of picture)                                                               

My family moved to 1 Leslie Cottage  when I was 9 months old and my 

younger sister Phyllis was born there.  We used to fetch our drinking 

water from the well at Hangar Lane and Hollis Gate.   I started school at 

five.  Miss Wright was the infant teacher and Mr Garland the headmaster. 

We all wore white aprons over our school clothes and although we had 

paper and pencils, we used slates  and chalk for our tables which we 
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learnt by rote.  There were three classes, infants, middle class which had 

standards 1 - 3 and the top class which included standards 4 - 6.  

At 6 years old I was struck down with scarlet fever.  I was very ill for 6 

weeks and needed to be kept in isolation.  My sister was sent to St. 

Teath to stay with our grandparents.  It was summertime and my 

playmates collected flowers from the hedgerow and wild strawberries, 

which they would leave by the gate.  Fortunately the fever did not spread 

and I gradually recovered to full health and strength - although it was a 

very anxious time for my family. Despite this I have such happy 

childhood memories - the ice-cream man coming to the village in a 

decorated cart pulled by a small pony.  He would ring a bell and I would 

buy a penny (1d) cornet.  The cherry seller came too in his pony and 

trap.  He would shout "Cherry ripe" and my sister and I would take a bowl 

and buy a pound of big black beautiful cherries for 6d (2½p) a pound. 

In the summer evenings we would play with our friends with skipping 

ropes, hoops and balls.  I remember going to bed whilst it was still light 

and from our bedroom window at Leslie Cottage listening to the song of 

the corn crake from Tregooden fields.  Winter evenings were spent 

playing ludo, snakes and ladders and whist with our parents.  I can 

remember with great pleasure my sister and I visiting Miss Wright, who 

had retired, and was living in one of the cottages in Chapel Row.  We 

would sit together and knit and sew.  She would sometimes give us 

apples which always tasted very special.  

In those early years there was no seat, no shelter and no chestnut tree in 

the heart of the village, just a heap of  stone for road making when the 

steam-roller came!   After the 1914-18 war the Honourable Mrs Strutt's 

sister, Mrs James from Wetherham, gave money for shrubs and flowers 

to be planted and a seat was placed there.  The old men of the village 

sat on this seat and they loved to chat to the village youngsters.   I 

remember the chestnut tree being planted with a fence placed around to 

protect it 

During my school days I remember that when 11th November was a 

school day, Mr Garland would walk with some of the older children to the 

cross - some of my family are named there. If my father was working at 

Wetherham, Mr Garland allowed me to leave school at 11.50 a.m. I 

would cycle there with a pasty and bottle of hot tea for father's dinner.  I'd 

have my meal there too, and cycle back for the afternoon session.  
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My father, William John Worth "Jack" Worth front right, Wilfred Burden back right, 

 Lonzel Nicholls 2nd from right at back 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. William John Worth and colleagues working on an extension at  Wetherham House 

When the "Meet" came to the village Mr Garland would take some of the 

children to see the horses and hounds and the riders in their bright red 

coats, a wonderful sight.  The children were allowed to follow briefly to 

the edge of the village.  On one particular day, the lure of the horses and 

riders was too great and some girl friends and I continued to follow to the 

bottom of Wetherham Hill.  When we eventually returned to school no 
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one was there - it was dinner time!  When school resumed in the 

afternoon we were called to the front of the class and had one stroke of 

the cane on our outstretched hands.  I'm sure it hurt Mr Garland as much 

as us, the culprits, as he did not cane the girls!     Mr Garland was also 

the church organist.  He encouraged the girls from his class to join a 

Church choir.  There were nine girls and just one boy, his son Gerald; but 

Bert Johns used to pump the organ.  Choir practice was Fridays and we 

sang for weddings and funerals of the local gentry, and were paid for 

doing so.  

When I was 8 years old, like Pearl Sleeman I joined the G.F.S. (Girls 

Friendly Society). Activities included singing, drama and folk dancing.  

We entered competitions and I remember appearing in Charles Dickens 

"Christmas Carol".  Bertha acted an amazing Scrooge and I was Mrs. 

Cratchett.  We were coached by Mrs Magor of Lamellen. 

We had our regular outings to Polzeath and a big annual event was the 

Whit Monday Church Fete at St.Teath.  Our family walked to St.Teath to 

enjoy the day with my grandparents.  I particularly remember the stalls 

with a Bodmin man selling rock and a Delabole man, Marwood 

Commins, selling bulls eyes!  On Bank Holidays, we would walk to 

St.Kew Highway to catch the steam train to Padstow - I still vividly 

remember the thrill of arriving in Padstow.  My father's sister lived at 

Babbacombe, nr. Torquay.  All the family spent holidays there - we would 

travel by train, having taken Mr Lobb's taxi to Bodmin. (Mr Lobb was 

Jean Keat née Rickard's grandfather.) 

I left school very reluctantly, the Easter after my 14th birthday.  I had 

fortunately been able to gain top marks in all exams.  Mr Garland 

allowed me to help Standard 4 with their 11+ tests - such happy days.  

During that summer, I cycled to deliver telegraphs to outlying districts for 

Mr Matthew May at the Post Office (no phones then to relay messages)  

In the summer of 1927 the Crowdy Marsh Reservoir was opened by  His 

Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.  As school leavers were allowed to 

go I went with the school children by coach and had a great day! 

A day after my 15th birthday, Mrs Muir from Michaelstow House came to 

school to ask Mr Garland if he could recommend a girl for position of 

undernurse. A month later my case was packed and I moved to 

Michaelstow House to help look after Master Basil and Miss Rosemarie, 

who at 8 months was a real beauty.   I was under a very competent 

nurse who had trained in Plymouth.  There were two prams so we were 
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able to take both children out to enjoy country walks.  I was there when 

Andrew was born, delivered by Dr Bailey, with great excitement felt by all 

the staff at the arrival of a beautiful bouncing baby boy!. I was there for 

15 months.  I went with the family for holidays at Trebetherick House. My 

days off were Wednesdays, and alternate Sundays.  When I was "on 

duty" and heard the bells pealing at St. Tudy I must admit to a feeling of 

homesickness!  Whilst I was at Michaelstow my family moved to Tor 

View (now Cavalier Cottage). 

A vacancy had arisen for an Infant Teacher. Dr Cole was a School 

Governor and he asked me to apply for the post.  I succeeded Evelyn 

Nicholls (Patricia Hodge's mother) who succeeded Jane Hooper.  At first 

I was a monitor.  Mr Garland helped me by suggesting books to read. An 

inspector came to test the children for whom I was responsible.  As the 

tests were satisfactory, I became a supplementary teacher and remained 

so for 10 very happy years.  Among my first pupils (I still call them my 

babies)  were the Hooper twins Derek & Dezzy, Sam & Beatty Cotton, 

Caroline Milner and Michael Lyle. Michael particularly would help me tidy 

up at the end of the day. 

In 1938 I was chosen as the first St Tudy Carnival Queen.  Maids of 

honour were Monica Button née McGiness and Muriel Nicholls.  I was 

crowned by Mrs Knox of Hengar.  I had to make a speech at the Carnival 

Dance to encourage funds for the new hall, after which I led off the first 

dance with my sweetheart, Bob Armstrong.  I married Bob the following 

year.   

When I married in 1939 I gave up teaching.  War broke out in September 

1939 and within a year St.Breward boys from Delabole Quarrying Co. 

went to Halifax to join the Royal Engineers.  They moved around the 

country and eventually arrived in the Orkney Islands, then on to Algiers, 

through North Africa ( oranges were sent home for Christmas),  then to 

Italy and Austria, arriving home on November 10th, 1946. 

I lived in Ivy Cottage with some evacuees from London, a mother and 

young child, but they didn't stay long.  More children from London 

arrived, two little girls who attended school in the village. A vacancy 

occurred at the school and I taught for another three years before my 

husband returned home.    Mrs. Lewarne started up a Red Cross Point 

where we learnt First Aid, Home Nursing and Child Welfare. I joined in 

the marches and went to St. Lawrence Hospital, which was taken over 

by the Devon Hospital Authority, where elderly people from Plymouth 

were sent.   
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Back Row:  

Pamela Woodcock, Mrs  Wallis Masters, Mrs Basil Mutton,  Muriel Nicholls,  Amelia Wadge,  

Mary Philp, Sylvia Dennis (Mewton)  (St.Teath)                    

Middle Row: 

Irene  Dray (Sleeman), Mrs John Witton,  Mrs.Jago (from St.Mabyn),  Gwynneth Hughes,              

Doris Armstrong, Mary Winn, Pearl Harper  

Front Row 

Mrs Percy Couch,  Mrs James Hooper -  Commandant,  Mrs Allen, Mrs Lewarne                   

   Mary Batten (St.Mabyn), Bobby Bray, Muriel Harris (St.Mabyn)   
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ST. TUDY SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPH 1935 

Back row  Leslie Sleep,  Robert Nicholls,  Sam Cotton,  Mary Milner,  Caroline Milner,  Rene 

Martin,  Margaret Hooper,  Frank Nicholls,  Norman Nicholls 

4th Row Sam Langford, ? Pearce,  Archie Pooley,  Amelia Wadge,  Mary Winn,  Laura Couch,            

Ivy Houghton,  Bridie Rusk,  ? Bernard,  Albert Nicholls,    

3rd Row Ken  Langford, Bill Jasper, Gerald Wilton, Beattie Cotton, Pearl Sleeman, Lewis Martin,         

Flo Jago, Doug Wilton, Basil Mutton, Vernon Williams, Roger Hawken.  

2nd Row Peggy Burden,  Pat Burden,  Joyce Jago,  Bessie Cotton,  Doreen Harris,  Katherine 

Burnard,  Sylvia Harper,  Elizabeth & Doreen Lobb (twins) 

Front Row Jim Burden,  Bill Lobb,  Des Hooper,  Jim Kempthorne,  Stanley Harris,  Victor Cotton,   

Harry Hooper,  Peter Burden,  Jim Rickard,  Alfie Osborne. 

Teachers - Left top,  Miss Linden,  Bottom left -  Doris Armstrong (Worth)   

Right - Muriel  Nicholls (pupil) , Far right Headmaster L.J.Garland 
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Mr. Robert Armstrong - Monumental Mason 

A Brief History 

I left school at fourteen years of age and although a lot of boys started 

their apprenticeship at this age, my father would not allow me to start 

until I was sixteen.  However, this gave me the advantage of learning 

from my father and getting used to the tools of the trade with him.  My 

first wage was ten shillings a week and I was very pleased with this as I 

was only expecting seven shillings and sixpence.  Three years into my 

apprenticeship I began learning lettering as well as being a mason.  At 

twenty-one I went to work at Hantergantick Quarry, married at twenty-six 

and then, a year later went to war with the Royal Engineers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Bob Armstrong (front row 2nd from left)  with other apprentices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Bob Armstrong (front row, 2nd from right) with football team - 1933 
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After the war I returned to Hantergantick for a few years and then moved 

on to Carbilly.  I left there and became a greengrocer  whilst my children 

were small, this was to escape from the dust.  I went back to De-Lank 

after this for a while and then moved up to Tiverton in Devon from 1963 

until 1973, continuing my work as a Monumental Mason.  During this 

time I became a Master Mason and  worked on a memorial for a French 

Air Disaster. 

During my career I have worked on King Arthur's Hall in Tintagel, which 

was the first big project I was involved with.  I did the lettering and 

carving on the Karl Marx Statue now in Highgate Cemetery. 

Press Cutting: from The Herald 

Workers of the granite world unite 

'The order from London was for a 20-ton piece of local granite, 

polished, obelisk-shaped, 15ft tall. 

Quite a nice order.  But Bob Armstrong was more interested in the 

amount of engraving that would be necessary on such a big slab. 

Nothing definite, said the London firm ordering the work, "but it is of 

international, social and political significance." 

All very fine, but how many letters? pondered Bob.  It takes him a 

day to do ten letters if they're of any size. 

But the people of St.Breward (pop 862) on Bodmin Moor, where the 

job was to be done, were intrigued.  International, social, political..... 

This is it  

Then, at last, down from London came the man to sketch the 

inscription: 

Workers of all lands unite 

KARL MARX 

This was followed by a Marx quotation which was, Bob noted with 

satisfaction, 83 letters in itself. 

So at the quarries, Bob, his Socialist fellow-workers Ken Watts and 

Len Rich and Tory foreman Arthur Webber, got the pneumatic 

chisels hard at work. 

And despite the international social and political significance of the 

job - it is to be erected over the Highgate grave of Karl Marx - they 

talk of the absence of rabbits, and football. 
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But one of them was heard to comment, after counting up the 

letters in the whole inscription: "Pity the name's so short. Why didn't 

they include his middle name?" 

For Heinrich would have made another day's work. ' 

I worked on the stone for the statue of  Churchill that is in Westminster;  

and also on the seats around this area.  Assisted the sculptor with the 

cutting on the Reuter in Thread-Needle Street.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reuter 

 

I took my wife to the grand opening, all the overseas reporters were 

there. We went to a Reception at the Drapers Hall on Wednesday 13th 

October 1976.  The statue of Paul Julius Reuter at the Royal Exchange 

Buildings was to celebrate the 125th anniversary of the founding of 

Reuters in London.  The menu was as follows: 
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Chef carved buffet 

Roast Ribs of Scotch Beef 

Smoked Turkey 

Sugar Baked Ham 

Raised Game Pie 

Smoked Salmon 

or Casserole of Grouse 

Gewurstraminer Trimbach 1974 

Chateau de Camensac 1970  

Blackcurrant sorbet 

English and Continental Cheeses 

Coffee 

Brandy or liquers 

 

We went up by train and stayed with the girl who worked for Cardew 

Pottery at Wenford. 

I was able to help the sculptor, Michael Black, again, this time with the 

Monks, they are also in London  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monks, with sculptor Michael Black 

I have also done a large amount of work at Colliford Lake and on the 

sign for the St.Breward Bandroom.  At 64 I retired (officially) but I have 

continued to produce many headstones and house names, these can be 

seen in St.Tudy and the surrounding villages.  
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Memories from Bertha Keat 

 

I was born at 1 Church View, St. Tudy, on 16th January 1914,  the only 

child of Edith and Alfred Worth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edith & Alfred Worth 

My father was a mason and with his father and brother built the lovely 

Edwardian Rectory in 1912.                                           

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 St.Tudy Vicarage 1912 

 

My father and uncle also swept chimneys at Tremeer, Hengar and 

Wetherham.  They used a holly bush, one of them went up on to the roof 
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while the other was downstairs and they pulled the holly bush up and 

down!  My mother worked at Wetherham House, as cook for the 

Reverend Bridgewater before her marriage.  As a child I was taken to 

Sunday Services, morning and evening, as well as Sunday School in the 

afternoon.  In those days there was underfloor heating with warm air 

coming through the grills in the aisles of the church. Mr Couch, who lived 

at Pinza Park, used to stoke the solid fuel boiler Sunday lunchtime for 

the Evening Service.  I remember Mr Matthew May ringing the chimes on 

Sunday mornings.  These chimes were fixed to the left hand wall of the 

tower.  On the church pulpit is a carving of Christ, made from wood 

supplied by Mr Onslow of Hengar.  I remember, with great pleasure, the 

St. Tudy Feast Day, held in May month.  It would start with a service in 

church in the morning, followed by a cattle market in Tremeer Lane.  In 

the afternoon, games were organised for all the village children 

culminating with a free tea.   A brass band would be playing and there 

were many and varied stalls - a truly social event. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School Photograph  -  1920  

Top Row: ?  ?  ?  Winnie Stewart 

Third Row: Lonzel Nicholls, Gerald Garland,   Evelyn  Nicholls ,  ? ,       Gwyneth Long         

Bertha Osborne ,     Pam Mitchell,     ?,     Mr Garlan 

Second Row: Annie Yeo, Doris Worth (Armstrong), Marjorie Stewart,  Evelyn Worth,  

Francis Kempthorne, Monica Button,    Bertha Worth (Keat), ?                    

Front Row:  ?  ? ? ? ? 
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My earliest memory was seeing my father being dropped over the church 

tower parapet and lowered down the side in a "cradle" to point the 

stones.  From an early age, I had piano lessons from my uncle, Mr Alfred 

Worth of Bodmin.  I took over playing the organ in church from Mr 

Garland, the Headmaster, when I was sixteen, and continued to play for 

the next sixty-five years, without a break. Dick Lamerton and Bert Johns 

used to pump the organ.  

Group of villagers on seat by churchyard - about 1919. 

   ?      William Worth,  Alice Worth,  Ann Osborne (My grandmother),  Jack Worth,  Reg Knight   ?    

Alfred Worth    ?    ? Phyllis Worth (child) 

    With other village girls I belonged to the Girls Friendly Society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Girls Friendly Society (Bertha - far right, middle row) 
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 I can clearly remember Mr Lewarne and his Garage. As well as selling 

petrol, he sold delicious fish and chips cooked on a primus stove at the 

rear of the Garage!  He ran a taxi service - called Hackney Carriage in 

those days.  My friends, Monica Button (MacGinness), Doris and Phyllis 

Worth would sometimes have a taxi, or cycle to local dances.  I met my 

husband, Dick Keat of Blisland, at Helland when I was sixteen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dick lying at my feet! 

We were married in 1937 when I was twenty three. We  lived first at 

Maymear Cottage and  few years later at No.2  Maypall Cottage.  In 

those days, no dustcarts came to the village.  Whenever residents had 

accumulated  a fair amount of rubbish, it would be taken and dumped at 

Hollis Gate - this is on the right hand side of the road leading past the 

chapel to Highgates  I can't remember what happened when Hollis Gate 

became full - maybe someone can!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holidaying in Torquay 

(Bertha - third from left, front row,  in check dress) 
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Holidays were usually spent at Polzeath but occasionally in Torquay 

where my aunt lived.  The Clink was a chemist shop, run by Mr 

Titheridge.  The cherry tree in the Churchyard was planted in memory of 

his son who died very young.  A dentist, Mr Watley, came to Glen View 

(the present home of Miss Sheer) once a week.  I took Brian there to 

have a tooth out - a very painful, unpleasant experience! At Redvale, 

there was a pond on the right hand side of the road coming to the village.  

The Neal family used to live on the left hand side.  The Neal daughter 

and I got into a tin bath and attempted to stay afloat on the pond!! 

My father, with his father and brother, worked with others to rebuild 

Hengar after the fire of 1904.  

 

                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hengar after the fire  - 1904  

They also helped with extensive refurbishment of Tremeer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tremeer 
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My son, Gary, and Grandson, Graham, continue the family tradition - in 

1999 they re-roofed the Clink  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gary with friends - 1953 

Robin Burden     Gary Keat 

Tommy Lyle    Raymond Jago 

My daughter Margaret enjoyed being in the village pantomime  

Pantomime in the Village Hall 

Left to right: Mrs. Wright?  Dancers -  Joy Armstrong, Lynne Keat, Susan Button, Margaret Keat,  

Jacky Sleeman  in shorts Kathy Armstrong, centre Jean or Susan Cotton,  

Back right Susan Wright,(Gretel)  Alistair McCloud (Hansel) 

front right Susan or Jean Cotton,  Kathy Lamerton   Far right   ?  ? 
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Memories of Mrs. Jenny Button 

My first visit to St.Tudy was in 1922, my parents brought me in a pony 

and trap to see the doctor.  I remember going through the ford at 

Penvose, past Miss Hewitt's shop at Highertown.  I then lived at Trelill.  

My second visit was the Sunday School Primary Room, and kitchen 

opening in 1938. 

I married and came to live at Polshea at Whitsun 1939.  My in-laws 

retired and moved to St.Teath, my father-in-law kept a pony which he 

rode to Polshea most days.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                     
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Button on their Wedding Day.  30th October 1906. 

We started farming on our own, then 3 months later war was declared.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Polshea 
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I had a Cornish Range to cook with, also an oil stove with an oven.  We 

had water indoors and our own electricity.  A house was built to hold 

accumulators which were charged by a water wheel at  Polrode Mill.  A 

hydram pumped water from Sunny Corner to the farm. 

We kept the same staff on,  the horseman, Steve Cotton, was excellent 

with horses, he had lost an arm in World War I so he used a crook.  He 

lived in a cottage on the farm,  he had a lovely family who came each 

day for milk.  We milked a house cow and separated (the cream) twice a 

day.  There was a boy and girl "living-in" the farmhouse, Fred and 

Dorothy Gabriel. 

We had two landgirls from Jersey and a Conscientious Objector who was 

a Quaker, he ran the St.Teath Boy Scouts.  He made syrup by boiling 

sugar beet in the copper to help out our sugar ration, it was like black 

treacle.  On Sunday he cycled to Newquay to see his girlfriend, a nurse. 

Flo Jago was also a landgirl. 

 

Our Evacuees 

A 14 year old girl came with the first batch but she didn't stay long, farm 

life was so different to London, then in November we had an 8 year old 

boy, he was like one of our own and still is! He was jealous when a 12 

year old arrived from Devonport, eventually he went over to Hendra 

where his mother and younger brother and sister were billeted.  We had 

one empty cottage which was used to billet a London family, a lady, her 

mother and young children.  They eventually went home and another 

family arrived, plus sick husband, named Taylor, he worked at the 

evacuated school at Michaelstow House.  Gypsy boys came from a 

camp near Bodmin to pick potatoes.  We had to feed them all!! 

 

Home Guard 

Reg had to join the Home Guard 
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St.Tudy Home Guard taken outside Gwavas, home of Mr.S.Mutton. 

Back from left 

T.Hooper, B.Nicholls,  E.Sleep, J.Worth,   W.Masters, J.Wadge, P.Hambley,  N.Harding ,   

          E.Menhinick, F.Heller 

3rd Row 

S.Etherton,   T.Button ,  R.Nichols,  V.Williams,   D.Dray,   A.Hill ,  W.Burden,   Retallick,    

        H.Carhart,   A.Symms ,  F.Scarle 

2nd Row 

S.Harris,  J.Knowles,  E.Kempthorne,  W.Willcocks,  N.Mutton,  J.C.Menhinick, Dawe,   Shaw,   

        L.Garland, C.Harper,    H.Pearce 

Front Row 

J.Worth, W .Harper, J.Coombes, A.Pooley, R.Lamerton, D.Witten, A.Winn, H.Nottle,  R.Button        

 (Wacky) 

 

He enjoyed the rifle practice at Four Down, Cardinham.  They had a 

"lookout" at Head Hill but they also guarded the ammunitions at 

Pencarrow.  It was in the woods.  The men could take an alsatian dog on 

the beat with them; some didn't use the dog but Reg did, he fastened the 

lead to his big leather belt then he slept in the wood while the dog did the 

watching.  "The dog would have heard the enemy long before I would 

have" said Reg.  
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Threshing 

Because of wartime MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food) 

would conscript the threshing machine if you didn't work for other 

farmers, so that's what we did, we employed Bill Crowle and he and Reg 

did the threshing in the local parishes.  In the winter we would have a 

days threshing every fortnight at Polshea.  We had to feed 13 or 14 men 

each day.  We took fuel to the farm where we were threshing each 

morning.  I would go with Reg in a Ford 8 which we bought when we first 

married for £60.  Then he would do a day's threshing and move the gear 

to the next farm he was threshing for the next day.  I would go and collect 

him in the evening.  After a day's threshing Reg would come home and 

feed pigs - see to his own farming!  We had poultry, bought day old 

chickens which we reared until six weeks old when we had to move them 

to a larger house.  At four and a half months they went into laying 

houses.  We had to use black-out torches as German planes would fly 

over, dropping incendiary bombs.  Two or three dropped on the farm but 

did not do any damage, one near the farmhouse.  We could see 

searchlights over Plymouth. 

Samson Wallace came to Polshea and killed our pigs.  During the war 

we had to get a permit.  We boiled water in the copper which was used 

to scald the pig, so its hairs would scrape off with an old tin candlestick!  

It was then hung up in the yard on a big tree.  The belly was all taken out 

and we had to clean it all under the pump.  As a girl at Poltreworgey we 

would use the nearby stream to run through the tripe.  The pig's bladder 

was always dried and when blown up made a football.  We would kill an 

old sow to get lard. The pork was shared with our friends and neighbours 

as we had no fridges in those days, then when they killed their pig they 

gave us some pork in return.  The ham and bacon was all salted in a 

huge granite trough.  The ham was used for sandwiches for the men at 

threshing and harvest time.  It was all carried out into the harvest field in 

baskets with jars of tea or home-made ginger beer, apple pasties cut in 

half with sugar and cream, yeast cake and currant biscuits and splits with 

butter or jam and cream.. 

Those were busy but happy days.  

As I Remember the Air Displays at Racecourse 

We lived at Racecourse Farm, also named Six Chimneys, 2 miles from 

Bodmin on the A30 by the Royal Cornwall Golf Links.  In those days I sat 

on the garden wall waiting for a car to pass so that I could write down its 
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number.  That was when the A.A.Patrolman saluted every driver! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr & Mrs Kingdon ,  Jack & Jenny at Racecourse Farm 

 

In the period between 1930-35 

About 1930 we had the first plane on display and giving passenger rides.  

I was still at school and we left school at 14 years old.  The pilot lodged 

with us at the farmhouse.  My job after school was to take his tea up to 

the field.  One day a boy from Helland, cycling home from Harley School, 

came with his 2/6d all ready to go on his first flight in a plane.  These little 

planes carried two passengers; as his plane had only one passenger he 

asked me if I would like a ride, he didn't have to ask me twice!  I had the 

most wonderful flight of all my life, beautiful weather, looking down on the 

farm and there was my mother outside the back door so I waved 

excitedly to her.  She said to my father "Jen will know who was in the 

plane when she comes in" but there was no need to ask when she saw 

me running down the road so excited and so wind blown, the planes 

were open in those days.  The next few years they came giving displays 

and passenger rides. 
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In 1933 Sir Alan Cobham brought his fleet for the National Aviation Day 

Display on August 31st.  They had one plane that carried 12 passengers, 

my parents, brother, myself and some neighbours made up the load.  In 

August 1935 Jubilee Air Displays were giving rides and displays, much 

more interest was being taken in flying so there was a big crowd of 

people to watch.  Unfortunately, one plane took a local man on one of the 

"Stunt" displays, they did a loop-the-loop but hit the ground near Salting 

Pool.  All three on board, the pilot, mechanic and the Mayor of Bodmin's 

youngest son George Lyne lost their lives in a Mongoose Avro.  I am 

unable to remember the other kinds of planes on display.  It was not long 

before all the planes were used in the war. 

COOKING BEFORE ELECTRICITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mr. & Mrs Reg Button on their Wedding Day 1939 

When I moved to Polshea, after my marriage in 1939, there was a 

Cornish range in the kitchen.  However, it often smoked very badly and I 

couldn't see across the kitchen for the smeech at times.  So I used a 

portable oil stove.  This had three burners with a small oven 

compartment on top.  For a big bake I used a clome oven, which was 

built into an open chimney with a large granite lintel for support.  My 

training for this began at Racecourse Farm where my mother used a 

similar oven. 
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First the wood was collected.  At Racecourse these were smutties - burnt 

gorse from a moorland fire, or faggots. The faggots came from the 

hedges. In the autumn, before ploughing the fields, the farmer or farm 

labourer would cut the hedges with a hook.  The smallest branches were 

made into faggots (a bundle 3-4ft long, about 1ft in diameter) The larger 

branches were used for logs for an open fire.  All of the cut wood was 

brought into the yard.  The logs were stacked on their ends to dry, to be 

cut with a circular saw powered by a tractor, for the following year's 

winter fuel.  The faggots were stacked in a rick, similar to a rick of corn 

sheaves, to dry.  To heat the clome oven one faggot was pushed through 

the doorway and lit, and as the end of the faggot burned the rest was 

pushed into the oven.  The surface of the interior first became black with 

soot.  As the heat increased this was burnt away until the oven became 

white hot.  The ashes were raked out ready for cooking.  This might 

include the roast dinner for the family, two large pasties on an enamel 

plate and three big loaves of yeast cake.  The door, made of clome too, 

was closed and sealed with wet newspaper and hot ash was heaped 

around.  I remember putting the food in before Chapel and taking it out 

after the service, all beautifully cooked!  I did this until 1942 when I had 

an Aga to replace the Cornish range.  The late Mrs. Wallis Masters 

worked as a landgirl at Polshea and she helped me with cooking in the 

clome oven.  

At Racecourse my mother also had a "baker".  This was a cast iron bowl 

12-15 inches in diameter and 3-4 inches high.  It was used in a open fire.  

The hot ashes were raked off the solid metal base.  Pasties on an 

enamel plate were put on this base and the baker inverted over the 

plate.  The baker was completely covered with hot ashes.  The pasties 

were delicious too! 

A brandis, a 3 legged metal stool or trivet, was placed in the fire to 

support a kettle or a saucepan for a stew.  A racking hook with 4 or 5 

hooks was fixed onto an iron bar in the chimney.  A large heavy iron 

kettle was hung on the hook and remained there all day.  The fire was 

kept topped up with a few small sticks to bring it to the boil.  This was the 

only constant source of hot water.  However, there were occasional 

grumbles that the tea made with this boiling water tasted smoky!  As a 

child I remember the huge open fire was lit each day, first thing in the 

morning.  This was our source of warmth, hot water and delicious cooked 

food.  This was much less temperamental than the "new" Cornish range 

and it didn't need polishing with black lead! 
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 Memories 

by 

Elsie Bevan (née Ford) 

I was born at Park House, St.Tudy on 13th September 1919.  I had an 

elder brother, Jack and a twin sister, Bessie.  Our family lived with Dad's 

uncle, Elijah Hooper, who was a blacksmith in St.Tudy; the blacksmith's 

shop was adjoining my present cottage in School Road.**  Small bellows 

and irons from this shop are now in Bodmin Museum.  The old forge is 

still there.  He actually made the Cornish Range in Park House that 

Bessie continued to use until she died in 1997, and it is still there today 

(1999). The range was lit each morning and black leaded once a week.  

Washing was boiled on the stove, we did not have a copper.  The iron 

was heated in the stove and then fitted into a "shoe" to iron the clothes.  

All the family baking and cooking was done on this range and on the 

front, above the oven door, you can still see the name E.Hooper, 

St.Tude.  In the evening, after the cooking was finished, a "smoke jack" 

was fitted above the fire opening to allow logs to be burnt. Friday night 

was bath night and we used a tin bath in front of the fire.  Elijah owned 

several houses in the village at that time.  He had no children and his 

wife was the first to be buried in the "new" cemetery.  Park House had its 

own pump for water and  the pump house adjoined the house and the 

pump mechanism encased in a wooden box is still there.  The W.C. was 

half-way down the garden, it was a wooden seat over a pit into which 

you had to sprinkle lime when you had finished!  When the pit was full it 

was emptied by lifting out the stone at the back and scraping it out using 

an old saucepan tied to a long stick.  The first water toilet I can 

remember was at Wetherham Lodge where I used to go and visit the 

gardener and his wife.  

I started school when I was five years old.  We would play outside in the 

road, there was no traffic back then.  I can remember picking 

blackberries at "Fuzzy break".  This was piece of rough sloping ground 

down behind Lyle's fields - there were lots of gorse (fuzz) bushes and 

brambles which were allowed to grow wild.  We'd be up early in the 

morning and with my friends Phyllis Worth, Monica McGinness, Bill 

Button (he lived in the bottom cottage of School Road) gather masses of 

huge juicy blackberries.  

Almost every family in this row of cottages kept a pig.  We kept ours in 

the pigs' house - still standing - just inside the field gate on the corner of 
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School Road.  It had the vertical slate walls so peculiar to this village.  

The effluent from this house just ran down the road!  Samson Wallace 

came to kill the pig when it was big and fat enough.  He was such a 

character! We children would be able to hear from the school all the 

scretching and yelling as the slaughter was done!  Copious amounts of 

hot water were used for scraping the skin to remove the hairs.  The pig 

was cut up by Butcher Burden.  We children helped to take all the 

intestines down to the stream at the bottom of our field for washing.  On 

the couple of fields adjoining the house we kept a cow and a couple of 

bullocks.  Our parents milked the cow to provide milk for us. 

We had a field up Bodinnick Road, Jory's Meadow, where we cut hay.  

The hay was then carried on Mr.S.T. Button's wagon, collecting other 

children on the way - it was not the most comfortable of rides, metal rims 

to the wagon wheels and prickles from the thistles to sit on!  

Nevertheless we enjoyed it!  The hay was made into a rick by the side of 

the barn - still standing in the field by Park House.  I can just remember 

going to Polzeath for Sunday School Outings with Mr. S.T.Button's 

wagon; just for the day.  There were not the crowds you see now - 

maybe another outing possibly from Blisland or St.Breward.  The 

following year Jim Mitchell's lorry was used.  Later a charabanc from 

Wadebridge.   

We had ½d a day pocket money.  We sampled Mrs.Kerslake's ice-cream 

before Mrs.Lyle made it (to sell in her shop)  There were three shops 

when I was a child. Dorcas Hewitt had a shop at Highertown - see 

photograph below - demolished later.  The Kerslake's - where the 

Murrells live now and the Post office owned by Mr. Matt May. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miss Dorcas Hewitt's shop at Highertown 
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Kerslake's shop 

May - Grocer & Draper 
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Mr May had the best selection of sweets and the largest window to 

display all the wonderful items to entice us children! I can remember the 

delicious mixture of smells of soap, polish, sweets, bread & paraffin that 

confronted me when I entered.  It was certainly the best shop for choice 

and assortment of sweets, but the sweets were wrapped up in 

newspaper, which invariably came apart,  not the cone shaped little bags 

from Miss Hewitt's, and you only got just what you'd paid for, not an 

ounce over! 

Our mother made all our clothes.  When we first started school Bessie 

and I wore pinafores    made of pink cotton material, embroidered around 

the collar and sleeves with blue french knots. 

Dr. Bailey visited us for normal childhood ailments.  Mr Whatley, the 

dentist, came to Mr. Buttons.  If we saw his car arrive, we children would 

scarper!  At Mr. Buttons he used just an ordinary kitchen chair.  When he 

went to Glen View he had a proper dental chair.   

We went to the Girls' Friendly Society, run by Mrs Magor.  We walked to 

Lamellen with Issie Curtis, Gwen Rowe and Muriel Nicholls from the 

village, and met up with Gladys Cotton further on down Penvose. We did 

a play everyyear; I can remember dressing up as fairies, in the hall - this 

was the tin hut in front of John Tanner's barn. We also did sewing, 

knitting and dancing.  At Easter time Mrs.Magor organised an Easter Egg 

Hunt; just small chocolate eggs wrapped in crepe paper hidden in the 

grounds of Lamellen.  We had about three eggs each, there were not 

many left by the time we reached home! 

I left school at 14 and went to Fowey to work when I was 16.  I worked in 

many places.  When war broke out Bessie and I joined up in the Army.  

Village girls who didn't join up had to work at Wenford Dries.  I came 

back to live in the village again in 1981.  

 

**School Road was sometimes known as Duck Street.  
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School photograph - 1926? 

Teacher  1 2 3 4 5 6            7               Teacher   

Miss Willis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7            8         9             10        

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7            8          9            10    

TOP ROW. 

1 George Milner 

2 Cyril Chandler lived at Lamellyn Lodge, his father was a gardener at Lamellyn 

3  ?? 

4 Jack Worth - brother to Winnie Worth  5 Bawden Dennis 

6 ??      7 Alan Herring lived at Redvale.  

MIDDLE ROW 

1 Gladys Cotton 

2 Bessie Ford 

3 Hilda Hallet lived at Kelly Green Cottage 

4 Irene Martin 

5 Oscar Kempthorne    6 Jack Ford 

7 Garfield Babb     8 Edward Kempthorne 

9 Beryl Couch     10 Elsie Ford 

BOTTOM ROW 

1 Bill Button 

2 Jean  Inch 

3 Dorothy Nicholls (Gwen's cousin) father was killed in an accident at Delabole Quarry 

4 Gwen Nicholls 

5 ??      6 Douglas Williams 

7 John Milner      8 Gwen Jasper 

9 Winnie Worth lived opposite the Post Office. 10  Dorothy Johns 
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Interesting People I remember from the Past 

by 

Wallis Masters 

I have lived all my life in St.Tudy Parish.  I was born in 1920 at Loskeyle.  

Four generations of Masters have lived and farmed there; prior to 1907 

as lease holders (99 year lease) and since 1907 as tenants of the Duchy.  

When the Duchy resumed as landlords all the buildings and farmhouses 

were levelled.  The stable block is dated 1907 and the house 1908 (date 

stones on both).  Alfred and Jack Worth and their fathers helped to 

rebuild Loskeyle. 

I attended St.Tudy school with Mr.Garland as headmaster, Miss Grant 

who lodged with Mr.& Mrs. Matt May at Bosvean and Miss Doris Worth 

(Mrs. Armstrong)    My father paid for me to go to Camelford Grammar 

School where Mr.Leese was headmaster.  I cycled with my friend 

Norman Stacey, whose father ran the Post Office at that time (having 

taken over when Mr.Matt May retired).  If the weather was rough and wet 

my father and Mr.Stacey would share the journey to and from school by 

car.   Our first car was a Singer, CB 2186, brought from Brauns garage at 

Camelford. 

Edith Scarle worked in the Post Office then; she lived with her parents in 

the cottage on Scarles Corner (present home of Andrew Burden).  

Between the wars, Francis Scarle (Edith's brother) was a road man - he 

had a section of road from St.Tudy to Poleys Bridge which was his sole 

responsibility.  He also cleared the drains in the village every Saturday.  

Fred Nicholls, another road man, had responsibility for the road from 

Longstone to Three Hole Cross (the Michaelstow junction in the bend off 

the Camelford/Bodmin road).  Charlie Nicholls worked towards St.Teath 

and Kelly Green.  William Jasper (Gwen Rowe's father) was also a road 

man.  His stretch of road was from St.Tudy village to Little Wood Mill, 

"down Mother Hewitt's"  the present home of Dr.Barker.   These men did 

a great job clearing the water tables and trimming the hedges.  I am of 

the opinion that we need the same service now to prevent all the storm 

water staying on the road surface! 

These men were responsible for maintaining the even surface of the 

road.  A horse and cart was hired from Mr.S.T.Button, who lived at Town 

Farm.  The Long Barn was his stables and store!  The horse and cart 

was driven by Mr.William Worth (no relation to Worths the builders), an 

employee of S.T.Button, who lived in the cottage opposite the Post 
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Office.  Piles of stone were dropped alongside the road.  After the road 

had been mended the chippings were rolled in by steam roller driven by 

Mr.Fred Crahart from St.Mabyn.  Road maintenance was done in the 

summer months.  In winter the Crahart steam engine travelled with 

Howard Hosken and Jimmy Coombe to the surrounding farms with the 

thrashing machine.  

I left school at fifteen and shortly afterwards helped to found the 

St.Mabyn Young Farmers Club.  Mr.Alec Grigg, head of the Agricultural 

Association, came from Truro to help and advise.  Sir John Molesworth 

St Aubyn was the first President.  Mr.Edward Kempthorne from Trewen 

was the first chairman.  Other founder members were Bazil Mutton from 

Tregaddick,(St.Mabyn), Hugh Pearce from Tresquare, Charles Button 

from Polshea and Stewart Harris from Tregooden.  

When I was a boy, and transport was by pony and trap, tradesmen came 

to the farm regularly.  The baker called twice a week and weekly 

groceries were delivered by van by Mr. H.M. Chapman of Wadebridge.  

Other household items were purchased locally from St.Breward Co-op's 

shop at Wenford, Mr.Hawken.  They also had an early radio - Saturday 

evenings would find me cycling down the hill to listen to the football 

results on their radio! 

I belonged to the Home Guard.  I spent nights in the "Round Houses" at 

Pencarrow - guarding the regular army who were stationed there and the 

ammunition stores in the wood.  My main duty, shared with my best 

mate, Fred May, was to patrol from our 'Lookout' in a field at the top of 

Tremeer Hill, once a week.  The old football pavilion, which was originally 

at Tregarrick, was re-erected there, with iron bedsteads and a primus 

stove.  Mrs.May kept it clean and tidy.  Fred May and I would patrol from 

Kelly Green to Maypark Corner before retiring to the pavilion.  

I too enjoyed Mr.Lewarne's fish and chips and competed in the annual 

village sports at Tregarrick. I entered the flat mile race in 1938.  Stuart 

Harris won it and the family still have the silver cup.  I remember that the 

donkeys for the donkey shay racing came from Redruth.  Both driver and 

donkeys enjoyed a sup of whisky to help their performance in the races! 

Those were the days! 
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Early memories of St. Tudy 

by 

 Gwen & Erica Nicholls  

Ours is a good old St. Tudy name!  There have been Nicholls's living in 

this village for many generations. 

 

 

Mr. & Mrs. Nicholls and family at Bodinnick 

Back row: John Lawry (Emigrated to Canada),   Charles (Father to Gwen & Erica)  

 Arthur (Father to Dorothy)     

Middle row:  Russell Nicholls (Father to Lonzel, Clifford &  Muriel) Eliza (Mother to Philippa)                    

Bessie, Annie, Lucy, Janey, (Emigrated to Canada)  

Front row: William (Father to Gladys & Eveline who is mother to Trish (Hodge) Nicholas & Glenda)  

  Mrs Philippa Nicholls (Midwife) Mr John Nicholls (Hind) Ethel             

           

 Our grandmother, Phillippa Nicholls, nee Lawry, was the midwife for the 

village and surrounding area. (See photograph of Nicholls family)   When 

she attended a lady for a confinement, she would stay for a month, 

looking after baby, mother and the rest of the family.  She herself had 
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eleven children - when she was away for a birth the older children looked 

after the rest.  

Print of Bodinnick Cottage  

Our father was just three months old when his parents moved to 

Bodinnick Cottage.  They moved in 1891 at the time of the Great 

Blizzard.  Bodinnick Road was completely blocked with snow to the top 

of the hedges. 

Our grandfather was a "hind" at Bodinnick for Mr. Charles Menhenick of 

Penvose, who owned both farms.  Bodinnick was the off farm;  a "hind" 

was the person who cared for and oversaw the workings of the off farm. 

Opposite Bodinnick corner bungalow was the village "pound".  This was 

a small enclosed piece of ground with approximately a third roofed, 

probably with slate. It was used to "pound", keep, any stray cattle off the 

roads.  We are very sorry that it has been allowed to become derelict, 

and wish it could be restored.  It is unique to St. Tudy and should be kept 

to inform future generations of their heritage. 
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Mr. Charles Nicholls 

In 1912 my father and his brother, John Lawry, were booked to sail on 

the Titanic - fortunately for them a problem prevented them from going 

and they had to go on the next boat.  Father stayed for two years and 

then came home to fetch his future wife.  War was declared so they did 

not emigrate. John Lawry remained in Canada, married there and had 

five children, two of which are still living there.  

Our parents moved to the small one up, one down cottage opposite the 

chapel, when they were married in 1918.  There were two cottages there 

at that time. 

The owner, Mrs. Hooper, lived in the one nearest the village.  Water was 

drawn from a well at Hollis Gate.  (see map)  The water came under the 

road into a well, only two feet deep - just deep enough to dip our bucket 

into it, to provide beautiful drinking water. 

The family moved to Penvose in 1923/24, where father worked for Mr. 

Charles Menhenick, who had taken over the farm from his uncle, Mr. 

R.K.Elford. 

Dad's sister was house parlour maid at Penvose - a magnificent house 

before it was demolished.   She was required to spend an hour a day just 

dusting the drawing room!    

Whilst living at Penvose, when Erica was about 4 years old, she was 

tossed in the air by a newly calved cow which was being worried by a 
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dog.  The heavy fall damaged her back, resulting in curvature of the 

spine  Unfortunately, the lasting damage was not dealt with until she was 

twelve years old when she was encased in a plaster 'jacket'. 

School photograph - 1925 

Top row:  Teacher - Miss Bird, Oscar Kempthorne,  ?,   Jack Ford, Alan Herring, Teacher  - Miss Willis 

Second Row:  Dora Long, (lived at Sowdens), Jack Worth, ?,  Garfield Babb (lived at Redvale),    

John Milner, Cyril Chandler (lived at Lamellen Lodge),  Francis Herring   Bill Button (brother  to 

Monica  McGinness)                                                                             

Third Row: Jean Inch, Gwen Mitchell, Phylis Worth (Burch), Fleeta Harris***  Beryl Couch,        

Issy Curtis,   Winnie Worth (lived in cottage opposite the Post Office) 

***  Mother died of TB when all five children were very young. Fleeta was mother  to all of them.  

Father was a postman, the postbox was at the top entrance of Lamellen - Mr. Curtis would deliver 

and collect either walking or using his pushbike. They lived at Smithy’s Cottage.  

Bottom Row:  Dorothy Nicholls (cousin to Gwen & Erica - father lived at Tregarrick Cottages) 

 Gwen Nicholls, Muriel Nicholls,  Dorothy Johns  (daughter of rabbit catcher) 

                            

When Erica was about 5 or 6 she walked home with Carolyn Milner who 

lived at Bone Mill - which is no longer there - near Lanseague Mill 

(Marjorie Stone née Cotton lives at Lanseague Mill).  At Hill Head cross 

roads Carolyn would go left to reach home, via Trewen, and Erica would 

go right to Penvose.  One day Carolyn persuaded Erica to go home with 
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her as she said it was her birthday, she was very persuasive - though it 

was possibly not even her birthday, she just wanted company on the long 

journey. Our family were very anxious when after a long period of time 

Erica did not arrive home; they searched and eventually - with a cry of 

relief - found her on the turnpike. 

 I was one of the first babies to be delivered by Dr. Bailey when he 

started practising in the village - with Wallis Masters only a month before! 

I missed fifteen months of school as I developed osteomyelitis.  Our 

mother was most impressed with the expertise of Dr Bailey who 

diagnosed my illness and suggested the treatment required.  Apparently 

he had trained to be a surgeon, but preferred to be a village GP - to the 

great benefit of many villagers over the years.  It was Dr. Bailey who 

suggested that the family return to the village to live, so that I could 

attend school.  It was impossible for me to walk to and from the village. 

Our father bought Irisdean, the first of a number of bungalows built by 

Mr. Jimmy Hooper, in  1927.  We had a bath, but no running water.  Hot 

water came from a "copper" adjacent to the bath in a bathroom next to 

the kitchen - a very modern idea in those days!  The toilet was outside. 

Right outside the bathroom was a 400 gallon tank which collected the 

rain water.  This was dipped out to "flush" the toilet or fill the copper.  

Drinking water was drawn from a well between the cottages in Maymear 

Terrace - always called the Pump House.  Our father collected this water 

in two large earthenware pitchers each day, after work.  If Mum ran our 

we  would have to fetch a bucket of water - only our father was strong 

enough to carry the pitchers!  This water was reputed to be the sweetest 

water in the village. 

In 1934 Mr. S.T.Button interceded to bring electricity to the village.   Each 

household had one plug and two lights fitted free in any room of their 

choice. 

I left the village school when I was fourteen.  I had passed the 

Preliminary Exam to go to the Grammar School at Bodmin, but there was 

no way for me to travel to Bodmin each day and my parents could not 

afford to send me there.  I was taught at school by Miss Wright, just prior 

to her retirement, our mother was pleased as she was a very good 

teacher.  
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When we were children Mr. Matt May had the Post Office.  Later, Miss 

Grant, the school teacher, lodged with the Mays when they retired to 

Bosvean. 

Edith Scarle worked at the Post Office.  Mr.Joe Knight delivered the post 

and also had a wagonette to take passengers to Bodmin on Saturdays or 

to the Railway Station.  He would collect any parcels for villagers and 

repaired shoes. 

Mr. Bill Johns who lived in the cottage on the lower side of the pub was a 

rabbit catcher. Often our mother would send us to buy two young rabbits, 

they were delicious fried! 

Erica can remember having teeth extracted by Mr Whattley the dentist, 

first at Glen View where Monica McGinness' parents lived, and then in 

the Clink.   Port Isaac doctors used the Clink for a short time before they 

moved to the wooden hut which had been the office for Mr. Mutton, the 

auctioneer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Doctor's Surgery - picture from the W.I. scrapbook 

Mrs. Magor from Lamellyn, ran the Girls Friendly Society for girls 9 - 16 

yrs at Lamellen. Michael Lyle's mother - Beatrice Lobb - who lived the 

same house - made delicious ice-cream, which was sold at 1/2d per 

cornet.  We girls had 1d per week pocket money which we could have 

any day we wished, but our mother would say 'when it's gone, it's gone!' I 

used to buy a 1/2d cornet because I loved ice-cream - Erica preferred 
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very tiny perfumed sweets because she got lots for 1/2d!  These sweets 

were stored in a square tin with a hinged lid purchased at  Kerslakes' 

shop (now called Lowena, where Mr. & Mrs Murrell live)  

There was no school playing field in our school days. Playtimes were 

spent in the square. 

Group of children 1932 

     6            10       11        12 

1 2 3 4 5  7 8 9                  13 

                    

 1  Erica 

 2  Billy Warne - Patricia's step-uncle (lived next door to Irisdean)     

 3  ? 

 4  Betty Herring (Lived at Redvale) carrying baskets - maybe brought fruit to the village? 

 5  Alan Herring                            

 6  Palmer? - Lived at Tremeer Lodge, emigrated to New Zealand 

 7  ? 

 8  Vernon Williams - Pat Williams' husband 

 9  Douglas Williams 

 10  Mary Milner 

 11  Gwen - with hat  

 12& 13 Ross & Roger Hawken (their father was a cobbler part-time) 
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We used to play with iron hoops   - made by Mr. John Wilton (Gerald's 

father). These hoops were guided by a short iron rod with a crook on one 

end which just kept the hoop upright and bowling along! We had races 

and games, great fun!  All the children had wooden tops and we played 

hopscotch in the road.  The roads then were made from stones flattened 

by a steam roller.  Dad's brother emigrated to Canada and in the second 

World War he looked after prisoners.  He brought the prisoners to 

England and during that time was allowed to visit relatives.  He told us 

that as a boy, walking down from Bodinnick Road to school, he used to 

hide his wooden top in a hole in the hedge - opposite The Gables. When 

he came back he was able to find this hole in a piece of granite in the 

hedge.   

Dr. Cole, a retired GP. had the first car in St. Tudy.  As children we had 

no fear of the motor car as it travelled very slowly!  Dr. Cole was a school 

governor/manager, as was the Honourable Mrs. Strutt from Wetherham.   

She would give each school child an Easter Egg and a little pot plant - 

maybe a polyanthus. 

An annual tea was provided for the school children in the hut - the 

predecessor of the village hall.  Mr. Sam Button would personally come 

to the school and give each child a ticket for the tea. 

There would be Clothes Sales held in the hut too - maybe twice a year 

and it was very good quality clothing. 

There was a quarry at Hill Head - where Jim Kempthorne's cattle sheds 

are.  I can remember stone being quarried there - not good enough 

quality for building stone.  There was a path straight through the quarry 

field, with a stile opposite the turning to Penvose.  From Irisdean, before 

we were surrounded by other houses, we could see right up to Hill Head 

and watch people walking along the path. 

Erica left school at fifteen.  She worked for Mr.& Mrs. May at Bosvean.  

Major & Mrs. Shaw, the Major was an Army Doctor, lived at Lower 

Maneparc in Wetherham Lane.  Erica 'bettered' herself by moving from 

general duties with the Mays to house parlour maid with Major & Mrs. 

Shaw.  At this time, Monica McGinness was cook there. When Monica 

married, Erica was promoted to cook and earned £1 a week, working 

from 7.30 a.m. to  9.0 p.m..  During the war, the Shaws had an evacuee 

family living with them.  The wife of this family took over the cooking.  
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Erica moved to Michaelstow House to help with the Boys School from 

Haywards Heath, Sussex that had been evacuated there.  When the 

school returned to Haywards Heath after the war, Erica helped in Miss 

Hewitt's shop - and can clearly remember making the little triangular 

shaped bags before filling them with sweets.   

 

 

Miss Hewitt's second shop 

 

Our father's sister had a shop at Chapel Amble.  I went to help there 

when I left school.  Our parents cycled from St.Tudy regularly to visit me.  

If the journey was planned, it went ahead, rain never stopped them! 

 

When Miss Hewitt exchanged the shop with Mr. & Mrs. Harold Burden's 

house in Bodinnick Road, Erica joined me at Chapel Amble and we 

remained there until sixteen years ago when we returned to St.Tudy to 

live again at Irisdean and  to care for our parents. 
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Memories of Len Warne a visitor to  St.Tudy   

 

Did it used to rain in August?  It hardly ever seemed to in the second half 

of the 1920's and the first half of the 1930's as we all crammed into Mr 

Gist's (of Kilkhampton), Mr Lewarne's or Mr Kerslake's car for our annual 

summer holiday with Gran, Grandad, Aunt Edie and Uncle Frank Searle 

at St.Tudy.  Mum, Jean, Olwen, Betty and I travelled from Kilkhampton 

for the month.  Dad was the policeman at Kilkhampton and would follow 

later on his bicycle for his short leave.  I had saved up my pocket money 

for the whole year (about 2/6d I believe i.e. 12½ new pence), and had 

great enjoyment in stretching it out for the month on sweets from Miss 

Hewitt's, Mr Kerslake's or the Post Office.  August was full every day of 

enjoyment much of which in my dotage, I do not remember, regrettably.  

However, several things have remained as treasured memories.  I loved 

most of all going to the various farms around St.Tudy at harvest time, 

with horses and binders then, running after and catching rabbits, 

especially as the binder neared the middle of the field.  Aunt Edie would 

pack me off with a bottle of spruce and some eats and I hardly missed a 

day if I knew the farmer was cutting corn.  There was lots to do when 

there was no corn being cut, going to Butcher Burden's to watch them on 

"killing days" and if lucky getting a football from a bullock's bladder!  Or 

leaving early mornings on the post round with Mr Wilton, up to 

Michaelstow and around the farms and picking mushrooms for breakfast 

on the way.  I would go to play with Norman Stacey's tame mice, once 

with my cousin Ken Searle when he was down from Exeter on holiday. 

 

I also spent good days with Bill and Gerald Wilton, mainly I remember 

with "trolleys" we had made.  Once we went down to Red Vale ending up 

in the pond at the bottom of the hill.  Another time we stirred up a wasp's 

next at the top of a hilly field on the back way across the fields to 

Tregooden and jumped on the trolley to escape the irate wasps.  I also 

remember going up to listen to the Test Matches against Australia at 

Lonzel and Clifford Nicholl's house where they had a "wireless" and 

fetching milk and cream from Tom Lyle's.  Another of my duties was 

fetching water from the village pump or from Well Lane.  
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The well at Well Lane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The village pump - before 1950 - in centre of village 

Left - Mrs Dray    Right  Mrs Edith Worth 
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Village pump - 1951- Mrs Jimmy Coombes 

 

Then on Sundays I loved hearing the church bells and seeing Matt May 

walking out to ring the chimes.  After this it was chapel, morning and 

evening and Sunday School in the afternoon.  Following chapel in the 

evening we often went for walks with Aunt Edie and if it had rained, 

looking out for   "coffee trucks"  (black and brown slugs) as they came 

out of the hedges on to the roads. 

 We were kindly invited to go on the Sunday School outing to Polzeath 

and travelled by horse and corn wagon.  I loved those apple pasties and 

cream!  I remember too 5-a-side football tournaments and coming back 

from Tintagel, I think it was, with medals for winning.  (I believe Derek 

and Des Hooper were playing but cannot remember the others).  We 

went to a football match at St.Breward and my sister was afraid "I would 

be carried away", not dreaming for a moment that within 10 years I would 

have had sight of some 29 different countries and travelled a few 

thousand times the 3 miles to St.Breward!  Sincere "Thanks for the 

Memories" St.Tudy. 
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My early memories  

by  

Stanley Harris-  with occasional gentle reminders from Nancy! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kelly Green House 

The Harris family came to Kelly Green in 1901 to farm 200 acres.  My 

grandfather came from the St.Issey/St.Columb area.  In 1924 my father 

also took in Tregarrick with 250 acres.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Wedding of Dale Harris & Paynter Hawken 

Second Row: Centre - Mr Stuart Willam Harris, Mrs Harris (née Stephen) 

Front Row: Mrs Florrie Hawken (née Hill), Mrs Ela Philp, Mrs Soddy, Mr Dale Harris - Groom,  

Mrs.Paynter Harris - née Hawken) Bride,  Mrs Ivy Warne,  Mrs Hawken (Bride's mother) 
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My father's brother, William, farmed at Tregooden from 1916/17.  I spent 

all my boyhood at St.Tudy, with my sisters, Muriel and Doreen.  I 

attended St.Tudy School where  Miss Doris Worth took the Infants, Miss 

Grant the Juniors and Mr Garland the Seniors.  As Mr Garland suffered ill 

health we had various relief teachers.  I remember Mr Carne! I was 

involved, with others, in some misbehaviour and was discovered by Mr 

Carne, who asked where the cane was kept.  When told there was no 

cane, he advanced into the room and when his eyes alighted on a 4' long 

2-3" thick piece of rod, he grabbed this threateningly and advised us that 

although he wouldn't use it then he would find a cane for any necessary 

future occasion - and he did!  I bear him no grudge! He was a good 

teacher and we respected him. 

My father had a milk round in St.Tudy, St.Mabyn and Bodmin.  The milk 

was delivered in a van, a Morris 8, which my father purchased new from 

Hawkeys of Wadebridge.  The name, Tregarrick Dairies, was displayed 

on the sides. Doreen and I helped deliver the milk in St.Tudy on our way 

to school - delivering first for Dr. Bailey as Mrs Bailey always wished to 

serve fresh milk for the doctor's breakfast.  There were no locked doors 

then! We went in and left the bottles on the table if there was no one 

about.  If we had finished the round by 8.30 a.m. father paid us 1d - 

nothing if we were later!  Muriel was not involved with deliveries until 

after the war years as she had passed her scholarship to the Grammar 

School and cycled to Camelford daily. 

I carried my dinner to school.  Mrs Stacey at the Post Office allowed us 

to eat there; of course I spent my pennies there too.  A pint of milk cost 

3d in winter, 2½d in summer.  Cows were milked by hand.  There were 

four paid men at Tregarrick, paid a wage of £1. 11s. 6d (£1.57½p) per 

week.  Two young men "lived in", and two married men lived in the farm 

cottages.  Two married men, who worked at Kelly Green, lived in the 

farm cottages there. A local girl also "lived in" to help my mother in the 

house.  The girl who lived in had to be in by 10 p.m. 

Father had his first tractor in 1933, a Fordson on steel wheels.  Before 

that we relied on horse power, and the village boys came at harvest time 

to catch rabbits, and get into mischief!  Father gave up Tregarrick in 

1936 - the recession hit hard.  I remember one day walking to school 

from Tregarrick, and walking home from school to Kelly Green.  I was 

upset, as I considered Tregarrick my home.  I left school at 14. 
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Occasionally I'd be given 2s.6d. (12½p) to go to the pictures at 

Wadebridge,  I'd cycle, with friends. I'd spend 1s (5p) for the cinema 

seat, 6d (2½p) for fish and chips from Luke's at one end of the bridge - 

bring home the change and put it on the table!  I also enjoyed fish and 

chips from Mr Lewarne's garage. 

My best friends were Des and Derek Hooper - and we got into a few 

scrapes!  One day we picked some wild daffodils from Tregarrick hedge, 

sold them to Miss Hewitt in Ivy Cottage - spent the money on Easter 

eggs at the Post Office then walked to St.Breward to see a football 

match between St.Breward and St.Tudy - father was not impressed!  Mr 

John Hewitt had a long white beard, us boys used to joke whether he 

slept with the beard above or below the sheets!  

 

 

Herb Hawken's cobblers shop 
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Mr. Percy Couch's carpenters shop 

 

Mr. Burden's butchers shop 
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Mr.John Wilton outside blacksmiths shop 

The Cornish Arms Public House 
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Hooper Brothers Carpenter's Shop - established over 100 years 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stacy's Shop & Old Rectory (now Garlands House) 

When I was a boy there were three shops in the village - Mrs. Kerslake's, 

Miss Hewitts's and Mr. Stacey's, one cobblers run by Herb. Hawken,  

(where Haig bungalow, owned by Mr & Mrs Carthew now stands)   two 

carpenters/ undertakers -  Hoopers and Percy Couch, Mr Wilton's 
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blacksmiths shop and the butchers, Mr. Burden.  In a little shed, where 

the Public Conveniences are now, Mr Harry Couch (brother to Percy) 

used to cut my hair.  The Pub was run by Mr Warwick Couch (same 

family).  Jim Mitchel had a lorry to deliver coal.  

The second field in at Tregarrick was the Sports Field.  On St.Tudy 

Village Sports Day (father was on the Sports Committee) there would be 

donkey shay racing, motorbike racing, horse/donkey racing.  I remember 

the Sheep Fair held in the field in which our bungalow now stands.  

Mr Samuel Thomas Button was the auctioneer of Button, Menhennett 

and Mutton.  Pre-war, the same Mr Button had a "ram" at the bottom of 

the field which supplied water to the school (he also had a generator in 

the shed behind Mr & Mrs Tanner's long barn which provided electricity). 

Before the old telephone exchange was in operation, there was a 

switchboard in the cottage by the playing field entrance, which was 

manned by Percy Couch's sister, Beryl. 

At Tregarrick we would kill two pigs a year,  at Kelly Green just one pig. 

During the war a licence was needed to kill a pig and the coupons for 

lard, bacon and meat were forfeited.  We always kept a few pigs - one 

was kept specially well 'till about 20 score.  Mr Reg Philp came to kill and 

clean the pig.  I well remember "Farmer Reg" - with a cigarette stuck 

behind each ear, and one drooping from the side of his mouth.  Mother 

would take tripe to the stream for washing.  As the day progressed and 

the cutting up stage was reached, "Farmer Reg" would say "Carry on 

boy" and off he'd go to play draughts with father! 

I was in the Home Guard during the war and had to help guard the 

ammunitions store at Pencarrow.  I was one of the despatch riders for 

the Battalion at Padstow - I was the youngest at 17, and a Private.  Mr 

Menhinick from Penvose was 2nd Lieutenant, Charlie Harper and Dave 

Dray were Sergeants,  Mr Garland was 1st Lieutenant with Major Mutton 

in charge.  

During the war we grew sugar beet - which was sent to Kidderminster 

from St.Kew Highway Station in a truck holding 12-14 tons.  The women 

from the village came to hoe the crop, the children came to pick 

potatoes, and Italian prisoners of war helped too - delivered and 

collected by lorry - in pairs   

 Those were good days.  
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Memories of Moving to St.Tudy  

by 

Nora Sheer, Infant Teacher September 1962 - December 1986 

During the Easter holidays of my last year at Teacher  Training College in 

1950 I attended an interview at Cornwall County Hall hoping to gain a 

place among Cornwall's teacher quota.  I was successful and duly 

received a list of job vacancies.  Looking for a post in a school not too far 

from home I found St.Tudy wanted an infant teacher.  I had never heard 

of the place, but sent for an application form.  When it arrived, it stated 

applicants must be able to play the piano.  I couldn't, so I returned the 

form.  I got a job at Lewannick instead.  

In the meantime my parents, who lived  in a farm cottage, were looking 

for a property to buy.  The farms where my Dad worked kept being sold 

and he had to move elsewhere.  They had been viewing places for 

several years but were unable to find a suitable place within their price 

range.  Finally, Mum decided to try Mr.Mutton's firm in Wadebridge and 

posted her letter to him on Thursday.  That same evening Mr.Mutton took 

details of a house in the village of St.Tudy, where he had his home.  

When he opened his post at the office on Friday morning he realised the 

details he had taken the previous evening were just what my Mum asked 

for in her letter.  His secretary was asked to type out a copy and send it 

to my mother.  

 On Saturday Mum received that letter.  Postal services were good in 

those days!  That afternoon my brother drove us all to St.Tudy, but we 

couldn't see Glen View.  We asked a lady if she knew where it was and 

she pointed to the house opposite.  The owner of Glen View showed us 

around, but first asked that we didn't tell anyone we were looking at it 

with a view to buy as she had not told the tenants in the adjoining 

cottage that she had put the property up for sale.  The place was ideal 

and we decided to buy.  As we left the lady who directed us to the right 

place said "If you buy it, one thing you'll have is good neighbours"  That 

lady was Mrs.Percy Couch.  

We returned home and Dad cycled to the telephone kiosk and phoned 

his solicitor to tell him about the house.  Before the solicitor would 

arrange a mortgage he wanted to see the place so he told Dad to meet 

him at Boscastle the next day (Sunday) at a certain time.  He was going 

fishing.  That morning Dad cycled to Boscastle and was driven to 

St.Tudy.  They drove past Glen View and back to Boscastle.   All the  
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solicitor said was "The roof and walls are good.  Anything else that wants 

doing, you can do.  Buy it."  Dad returned on his bike to Otterham.  

The next morning, Monday, Dad and I caught the train to Wadebridge - 

they were running in those days.  We went to Mr.Mutton's office and said 

we wanted to buy Glen View.  I was so excited that I wrote a cheque for 

the whole amount instead of the 10% deposit.  It would have bounced, 

as I hadn't earned £950 in four years teaching!  I wrote the correct 

amount and Glen View was ours.  A quick sale, from Thursday evening 

to Monday morning.  In September 1954 our family came to live at Glen 

View St.Tudy.  In 1958 Lewannick became a one teacher school and I 

moved to Davidstow.  This school closed in 1962 and I was put on the 

teacher supply list.  Meanwhile, St. Tudy, which was a one teacher 

school, had a rise in the number of pupils so I was sent there on supply.   

These events make me think we were meant to come to St.Tudy and as 

that lady said on the first day we came here, we certainly have good 

neighbours.  
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Glen View, St.Tudy 

 

The number on the school roll was twenty three when I started but was 

expected to rise to over thirty.  The first few days were spent re-arranging 

the furniture as the Infant classroom had become a warehouse, full of 

unused cupboards, desks, chairs etc.  Some of the older boys were 

wondering how two women (Miss McGuigan and me) were going to 

move those cupboards and offered to ask their dads.  A history lesson 

followed showing how huge objects were moved on rollers.  A search 

then took place for suitable round sticks.  The rounders posts were ideal, 

but the boys became a bit too enthusiastic and the cupboard went off the 

rails.  Finally with gentle pushes everything was put in place.  

In 1963 the School was a hundred years old but no celebrations took 

place; one reason being a measles epidemic.  I only had one pupil for 

several days.  Each child on the register did, however, have a Bible to 

commemorate the occasion.   In 1964 I was appointed Infant Teacher.  

The playground, during the first years I taught at the school, was in the 

square, as it had probably been from the day the school was built in 

1863.  Through the years we played there and had games and physical 

education there.  Gradually traffic increased and we made a rule that 

every child had to run to the nearest wall when a car was spotted  

Someone would shout "Car" and everyone ran.  I went home one dinner 

time; (my house borders one side of the square) to be asked by my 

Mum, "What were you shouting about, you made me jump in here?"  
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That morning someone drove their car at speed around the corner of the 

school, and I screamed, "Car".  The children ran, the car driver braked 

and stalled his engine.  Cars used to go through the square to the petrol 

station which is now Chy-an-Eglos. 

Another time Miss Bailey came along in her Austin, put her hand up to 

me, saw Mrs Butters on the other side of the square and put her other 

hand up, too. Then a look of horror crossed her face as she realised she 

had no hands on the steering wheel! 

The children played with hoops, balls, skipping ropes and we also played 

French cricket.  The only person to put the ball through the school 

window was Mrs Butters, headmistress.  

Finally playtime in the square ended when the Highways Committee sent 

workmen to paint white lines on the asphalt and the Education Office 

sent a notice to say we had to stop using the area as a playground 

because they could not insure us against accidents.  An agreement was 

reached with the Trustees of St.Tudy Playing Field to tarmac part of the 

field for a playground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The way to the outside toilets prior to 1979 - how many boys and girls remember climbing the 

wall to peep into the other side? 
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Entrance to girl's toilets 

Then came the year we broke up in July expecting to come back in 

September to a school with indoor toilets and no leaky roof.  

Unfortunately it was not to be as dry rot was discovered which meant 

major repair work before the toilets 

could be built.  We spent many days sorting equipment and furniture 

which was transported to the Village Hall.  The Autumn Term began with 

the whole school working to pack everything away and if the Hall was 

booked for an evening event all the furniture was stacked in one corner.  

We had to walk back to the canteen every day for lunch, wet or fine.  

Each morning I collected the day's mail from the school to take to the 

Hall.  We often had a visit from a cat from across the road.  It was a 

difficult  time for everyone.  Have you tried reading a story to a class of 

infants while the juniors are seeking information from books or Mrs 

Butters?  Then if you drop something or bump into something, forty pairs 

of eyes all turn to look at you.  We coped, but were all very happy indeed 

when we were able to return to our school; new toilets and all; just a few 

days before the  Christmas holidays.  Daytime users of the Hall like the 

playgroups were able to use the Methodist Schoolroom.  Everyone in the 

village helped to make our time in the Hall as easy as possible. 

Each summer we had a school trip and one that I remember especially 

was to St.Michaels's Mount.  After climbing to the castle at the top of the 

mount, listening to the giant's heart beating underground on the way; 

looking at the rooms and furnishings, then walking back down to the 

harbour; we were all enjoying a welcome ice-cream when a lady visitor 

came up to Mrs Butters to say how impressed she was by the good 
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behaviour of all the children and gave a donation for school funds.  We 

were ferried by boats across to Marazion, when one young lad informed 

us he had left his camera on the wall where we had been sitting.  So 

while the boatman rowed him back to get it we sat once again and 

enjoyed the beautiful scenery of Mount's Bay on a beautiful summer's 

day.  

 

I retired from St.Tudy School in 1986.  
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Old St.Tudy 

by 

Pearl Sleeman 

My uncle, Charles Morrish, still alive today aged 96, remembers his 

Grandfather Morrish, who owned Red Vale with one acre of land which 

he tilled.  Every Saturday he took a large wheelbarrow to the village with 

produce which he sold.  His wife helped him to the top of the hill with a 

rope tied to the front.  This was in the 1800's.  My Great-grandfather's 

brother, Thomas, was a shoe repairer, hence "Cobbler's Cottage" which 

is still named to this day.  My Grandfather John Morrish, born 1863, 

came to live with us at Penvose Mill in 1932.  He always visited his sister 

at Red Vale and was given lovely pears from the orchard there.  The late 

Mrs. Edith Scarle once told me that my Great-grandfather was nick-

named "The Lord Mayor of St.Tudy" because he sometimes drank too  

much alcohol and was taken home in the above mentioned barrow (his 

coach).  My Great-grandfather helped farmers in the week but was not 

tied to anyone in particular.  So, on Saturdays he went on the village 

round with garden produce to sell.  

My Grandfather, John Morrish, married Mary Jane Neal of Treveighan at 

Michaelstow Church.  They lived and reared their family for some years 

in St.Tudy then for many years at Penvose Mill. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kathryn and Bruce at Penvose Mill where their Great Grandparents and  

Great-great Grandparents lived 
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On Sundays my Grandfather attended St.Tudy Church, while my 

Grandmother went to Trelill Chapel.  No cars in those days.  My 

Grandmother carried a square red lantern with a candle inside for light 

on winter nights as she walked two miles from Penvose Mill through 

Coombe Lane to Trelill Chapel.  On special Chapel occasions she would 

help to pour tea (an honour in those days). I still have in my possession 

the same teapot, it's black china with blue flowers on it, which I value. 

My Grandfather and Grandmother lost two little girls, one aged 5, to 

diphtheria and scarlet fever which was a killer in those days.  Also one 

son, William, in the Great War 1914-18. 

I remember my school years at St.Tudy school and my Grandfather went 

to school in the village.  I think it was in what is called the Chapel House 

or above the Clink room.  My own mother went to the school which is still 

there and my sister and I attended the same school, also my children.  

So, four generations attended St.Tudy school. 

My School Days 

I was born at Trequite, St.Kew in 1925.  I moved with my only sister, 

Ruby, to Penvose Mill in late 1929 - early 1930.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mum, Dad, Ruby & me 
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At the age of 5 I walked one and a half miles to school and home again 

after school.  So three miles a day, no cars then.  But, I remember riding 

on a white pony belonging to a neighbour at Lamellen Lodge, she was 

called Hilda Chandler.  Sometimes I wore a red coat and horse hair 

would stick to it.  My mother always walked to the top of Head Hill to help 

us on our way .  We left home at quarter past eight a.m. quite dark some 

days.  We did not finish school until 4 p.m. so on wet days it was quite 

dark when I got back home.  My one great fear was a large turkey that 

always lay in wait for me at Penvose Farm under a laburnum tree.  To 

me it seemed as tall as I was!  The farmer, Mr.Menhinick would throw a 

bucket at it so I could walk on down the tree lined hill to home, to Mum 

and Dad. 

As we got older we would meet other children on their way to St.Tudy 

school from outlying farms.  The Cotton family from Polshea, also the 

Martins, and the Milner family from Bone Mill, now destroyed, several of 

the Stone family - Kelly Green, Jean Inch - Lanterick, Ivy Houghton - 

Lamellen Lodge, May Richards - Kelly Green and a couple of 

Kempthornes from Trewen. There was plenty of company from and to 

the top of Head Hill where we parted to go our separate ways.   The road 

at the bottom of Head Hill to St.Tudy was always known as Newgate 

Lane, NOT Wadebridge Road.  

We all carried our dinners in those days - no canteens.  My Granny was 

alive until I was seven so I had dinner there.  When she died Mrs.Jasper 

took us in for cups of tea, then my aunt moved to Bodinnick Cottage.  

Several women took others in at dinner time for cups of tea. 

I also remember my first teacher - Miss D.Worth, now Mrs.D.Armstrong.  

She taught us to read and write, another taught sewing and knitting and 

once (only once) we were taught some cooking and laundry for a week.  

We did get free milk which Mrs.Lyle ,in the cottage across the road from 

school, always warmed for us.   

We also had to take part in P.E. in the Square, no cars to worry about 

then, just Fred May with horse and cart.  I always felt we who had 

walked a mile or more to school should have been excused.  Some only 

had to walk through the churchyard, but Mr.Garland the Head was ex-

Army so he made us all wake up before lessons.  Today they have use of 

a nice village hall with climbing frames etc.  Our Hall was an old army 

hut, I suppose from 1914-18 war.  Then one day it burnt down. 
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On Saturdays Mrs.Magor entertained us with The Girls Friendly Society.  

I don't think it was every Saturday.  We did plays for the public 

sometimes.  We also visited other G.F.S. girls.  Once, I remember, at 

Blisland.  There was always a dance at Christmastime.  I can remember 

Miss Ione and Miss Dameras Magor wearing lovely long dresses.  We 

looked on in awe, there was Class in those days before the 1939-45 war.  

I think we used to dream of the world with carpets, cars maybe and 

clothes.  But we were happy in our surroundings.  

I left school at 14, World War 2 started in September of that year, and 

worked in a gentleman's residence, Trewarne Manor, Trelill. for Captain 

& Mrs.Vereker.  Their three sons, John, Derek and Patrick were all killed 

in the war.  Their names are all recorded in St.Kew Church.  They had a 

lovely house with silver and carpets, tennis parties, cocktail parties, 

dinners where I used to wait at table, even at breakfast time after taking 

tea to the bedroom at 7.30.  But I longed to be back in our own cottage 

home at Penvose Mill.  That was home.  Not the rich man's castle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruby, Dad & Mum 
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I forgot to mention on Sundays my sister and I, with Ivy Houghton, 

walked two miles to Trelill Sunday School and Chapel and two miles 

back, we did this again after tea to the Evening Service, making a round 

trip of 8 miles, plus 15 miles walking to the day school at St.Tudy.  So, 23 

miles a week.  Sometimes if we were lucky we might ride to Chapel in a 

jingle.  If it rained you would get wet!  I was at Trewarne for one year and 

I moved to Pengenna just before my fifteenth birthday.  I helped in the 

house and also fed the chickens and as it was wartime my job was 

treated as a reserved occupation.  I remained at Pengenna working for 

Mr. & Mrs. Bluett, for  ten years.  

 

  

 

 

Me at Pengenna with Jennifer Bluett (aged 13 months) 

 

I married Jack in 1949 and our first home was at Polshea cottages. 

When our first child, Jacqueline, was almost five years old we moved 

into the village so that she would not have so far to walk as I did.  Then 
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along came Maureen, Margaret, Kathryn and eventually John - our 

family complete!  This year (1999)  we celebrated fifty years of married 

life, most of it spent at 4, Wadebridge Road. 

 

 

Ruby as an attendant to Jennifer Burden (now Skinner) taken outside 4 Wadebridge Road in 

1952 
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Reminiscences - St.Tudy 

by 

Harry Cleave Hooper 

Pre 1939-45 War 

When I was a small boy in the nineteen thirties, there were only two or 

three cars in the Village, even so I was amused by my Grandmother 

telling me how the villagers went to town. The local 'Coach Service' was 

provided by Mr Joe Knight who owned a horse drawn wagonette, which 

was flat bottomed rather like a Hay Wagon on which were arranged rows 

of bench seats.  A return trip to Bodmin occupied the whole day and 

entailed getting off  and walking up the hills in order to 'save the horse'! 

Another car owner was Mr (Ben) Lewarne who ran a car hire service 

along with his Garage (Petrol Sales), battery charging facility and to me, 

most importantly, the Fish and Chip Shop - this eventually developed into 

a 'sit down' establishment with oil cloth covered tables. He opened for 

business on Monday evenings and did a roaring trade.  I was a regular 

customer and always had the same dish, chips, peas, a 'Mary 

Anne' (sausage in batter) and a bottle of VIMTO all for 6d - about 2½p 

today! 

The only other car owner, I believe, excepting Dr Bailey, was Mr John 

Charles Menhinick who farmed at Penvose.  It was a large open type car 

and my abiding memory of it was, whilst playing in our Builders Yard, 

hearing a vehicle approaching from the direction of Head Hill, also 

known as Hill Head, accompanied by a full operatic chorus of wailing 

boys.  Evidently John Charles, as he was more commonly known, had 

caught them chasing his sheep, loaded them into his car and said he 

was driving them to the nearest police station.  Of course he had no 

intention of doing so, but dropped them off at the Blacksmith Shop, which 

was in the centre of the Village.  At that time the local policeman was 

P.C.Hancock, who was based at St Breward.  He was a very large man, 

especially with his helmet on and he always wore a cape over his 

shoulder.  Together with his bicycle, which was as large as the head end 

of a four poster bed, he posed a very impressive custodian of the law 

indeed.  Our respect for, or should I say, fear of the law's representative 

was such that if word got around that 'Hancock' was at the Blacksmith 

Shop - his usual station - we would divert half way around the Village 

rather than have to pass by him, even though we were innocent of any 

'crime'. 
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The Village had more than it's fair share of characters which added 

greatly to the rich tapestry of village life, among them were, Percy (Perc) 

Couch, a Carpenter and Painter who had his workshop in a long wooden 

shed opposite the Old Rectory.  The object of fascination for me was a 

beautiful horizontal Reciprocating Engine with a large flywheel which he 

used to drive his circular saw.  On the wall outside was a large yellow AA 

sign identifying the village as St.Tudy and stating that the distance to 

London was 232 ½ miles - which was of academic interest only to the 

majority of inhabitants as the only practical way to London was by train.  

It may also be of some interest that Percy had his 'Paint Shop' where the 

present public conveniences are situated.  

Herbert (Herby or Erb) Hawken was a man of many talents; Cobbler, 

Barber, Stone Hedger, Well Digger, Grave Digger and Horse Breaker 

and he was very good at all of them.  He had one or two idiosyncrasies 

in that he would only repair footwear that  he had sold, but when he did it 

was a first class job that lasted for years.  He was a very independent 

person and one differed from his opinions at one's peril.  I particularly 

remember as I approached my 'teens' and being rather more concerned 

with my appearance - no doubt with girls in mind - I plucked up courage 

to ask him not to take too much off the back and sides, which brought the 

irate response, " I don't tell you how to build houses so don't you tell me 

how to cut hair"  - needless to say I emerged with a (very) short back and 

sides!  When I eventually went to a Barber at Wadebridge (my Army 

Cadet Second in Command, Lt. Atkins) I never again had the nerve to 

take my shoes to him for repair.  During the War he told me that he kept 

his money in a biscuit tin at the bottom of his well so that the "Germans 

would never get at it"! 

William (Bill) Johns (Dor's father) was the local Rabbit Trapper and 

Dealer who sent his rabbits 'up country' by train.  He took them to St.Kew 

Highway Station by pony and trap - the rabbits had their hind legs slotted 

together and were hung from poles placed across the side of the trap.  

Occasionally I had the privilege of going with him on these deliveries.  I 

was always excited at the prospect of seeing the train arrive on the up 

line from Wadebridge - and was instructed to stand back and loop my 

arms over the wire perimeter fence so that the wheels of the engine, as it 

arrived, would not "suck me under".  It seems rather comical now, but at 

least he took his responsibilities seriously.  He was a well read person 

who had, through assiduous study of his book on Common Law, become 
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the unofficial, unqualified lawyer for some business people of the village.  

I have never forgotten the occasion when my father was in dispute with 

the Inland Revenue regarding his business tax assessment - after 

consultation with Bill Johns the considered judgement was 'Don't pay it 

Jim, you are in the right' the result of which was that some weeks later 

two men appeared at our door and announced to my mother that they 

were Bailiffs appointed by the Inland Revenue to seize goods to the 

value of the tax due.  The tax was paid with all due haste and I think my 

father lost confidence in Bill after that as he never made use of his 

service again.  In Bill John's favour though was the fact that, as far as I 

can remember, his advice was always without charge!  A refreshing 

change from present day lawyers. 

Looking back to my early youth I never cease to wonder at the pleasure 

we obtained from the most simple things; Sam Babb coming to the 

village once a week in the summer selling ice-cream from his motor 

cycle and side car, or running home breathlessly to inform mother that 

the Corona lorry (soft drinks) was in the village - four large bottles of fizzy 

drink in a wooden crate for, I think, a shilling or possibly ninepence. 

Go Carts (we called them trolleys) and 'Bone Shakers' were prized 

possessions.  To the uninitiated a Bone Shaker was a rusty old discarded 

bicycle with no tube, tyres, brakes or seat which was ridden around the 

village with cigarette packets fixed to the frame and projecting into the 

spokes to make the clatter of the outfit even more deafening.  It was 

probably the most aptly named object for personal transport ever.  I 

remember discovering a spare coffin in one of our workshops which was 

promptly converted into a trolley by nailing a couple of large stair 

banisters to the bottom and fixing wheels to the ends and together with 

half a dozen of my admiring pals, hurtling down Red Vale Hill at a vast 

speed only to crash into the ditch at the bottom - I lost my pocket money 

for about six months as a penalty for that misdemeanour. 

Matt May owned the Post Office and Shop which eventually became J S 

Stacey - I didn't know him as I must have been a small boy at that time 

but he was the subject of a rather amusing tale.  He was one of the 

earliest motor cyclists in the village and when approaching the cross 

roads at Highgates he always parked his 'bike' against the hedge and 

walked up to the main road to see if a vehicle was approaching before 

returning to his machine, mounting and riding across the road - as there 

was little traffic in those days he had a more than even chance of making 
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a successful crossing.  Some years later George Worth caused a 

sensation when his motor cycle caught fire and set the hedge alight at 

the top of Head Hill. 

Mr. John Wilton - the village Blacksmith, was another respected pillar of 

society - he always appeared to us boys to be a kindly, gentle man.  We 

were fascinated by the massive bellows he used to boost the fire, 

although it was hard work pumping the handles up and down.  His 

primary function for us was his production of metal hoops made to order, 

price 6d, which included a double hooked rod to drive it, which enabled 

the hoop to be pulled along or pushed, a slightly more skilful art.   He 

was a keen member of the Methodist Church and one evening gave a 

talk at the Guild on the contents of his pocket.  I was particularly 

intrigued by the variety of uses to which a length of string could be put to.  

It must have been some talk to be remembered for over sixty years.  

September 1939  

I was almost twelve years old when War was declared and at that 

precise moment (a Sunday morning) was collecting our daily milk supply 

from Mr Tom Lyle's Dairy and, with the sublime ignorance of youth, 

viewed the coming conflict with considerable excitement.  The centre for 

entertainment at this time was 'The Hut'.  This was an ex 1914-1918 War 

army hut, situated on the site where Mr & Mrs John Tanner have their 

home, and was owned by another local dignitary - Mr Sam Button, an 

auctioneer and a rather fearsome figure, who sported a large moustache 

and wore a bowler hat and leather leggings.  He lived at Town Farm and 

was also the first person to have electricity due to having his own 

generating plant, a source of much admiration for us lesser mortals.  The 

Hut hosted various concert parties, whist drives, dances and lantern 

slide shows, where the speaker tapped the floor with his stick when he 

wanted the slide changed in the 'magic' lantern which was lit by a carbide 

gas lamp.  The dances had always to finish at 10 p.m. as Mr Button was 

of the opinion that the floor would not survive a dance to 11 p.m.  Sadly 

the Hut was destroyed by fire so all activities were transferred to the 

Village School until the new hall was built after sustained fund raising 

over several years. 

Jim Coombes worked on the steam driven threshing machine and was a 

star turn at our own concerts and almost brought the house down 

(literally) tap dancing in his hob nailed boots whilst accompanying 
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himself on the mouth organ.  Jim was also a wart charmer with a steady 

flow of clients.  

A major source of entertainment for we boys was the formation of the 

St.Tudy Local Defence Volunteers, brought into being in order to counter 

the expected invasion by Germany.  They were initially kitted out with 

denim overalls (army issue) and wore arm bands with the initials L.D.V, 

that is until Lord Haw-Haw (the English born Nazi broadcaster) 

christened them the Listen, Duck and Vanish army.  They were of course 

part of a national organisation who later became the respected and 

effective Home Guard.  We were greatly amused to see this motley 

collection of working men from all occupations attempting to drill with 

ancient rifles, pick helves and hay forks - there were never more than 

two recruits in step!  Best of all though was standing on the field hedge 

making ribald remarks as they tried to hit a large sheet of corrugated iron 

with a twelve bore shot gun from a distance of about twenty five feet; our 

favourite jibe of course was "Go on, you couldn't hit a flying hayrick!", 

which was probably true. 

There was the time when I was cycling home from my evening with 

Wadebridge Troop of Boy Scouts and arrived at Head Hill to hear the 

sound of aircraft engines and the rattle of machine gun fire.  This, we 

were later told, was an R.A.F Night Fighter chasing a German intruder - 

which aircraft fired its guns was not known - what was known though 

was that a bullet went through the roof and seat of the garden 'privy' 

shortly after its occupant, Mr Harry Cottell, had left; no doubt his luckiest 

moment of the War! 

The Home Guard was also called to arms one evening to surround a 

field at Hengar Lane as a suspected 'German Spy' had been seen acting 

furtively in the vicinity - Mr Wellington, an official of the Ministry of Food 

Production, was inspecting a crop of potatoes when he was surrounded 

by an aggressive crowd of locals armed to the teeth.  I believe he almost 

died of fright, which was not surprising especially as I and my 

contemporaries feared a stray bullet from the Home Guard far more than 

any threat from the Germans.  

Home Guard exercises  with the Army were carried out from time to time 

early in the war to practice invasion counter measures. These included 

the use of aircraft, which were, until then, a rare sight and the cause of 

much excitement.  On one particular exercise my pal and I were enlisted 
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to act as runners for the defending force and were permitted to stay up 

through the night at our base - Sam Button's office.  All went well until the 

following afternoon when we were captured by a force led by Lt.John 

Charles Menhinick - Home Guard.  We were then marched with sundry 

other captives to the yard behind the Post Office, lined up against the 

wall and summarily executed - not even a trial!  I admit to feeling rather 

uncomfortable at being faced by half a dozen rifles or shotguns given our 

misgivings regarding the reliability of those aiming their weapons at us. 

To this day I have no idea which side Lt.Menhinick was on! 

Fred May, a smallholder, although I was never sure what he actually did 

for a living, was the appointed Air Raid Warden.  About a week after War 

was declared he was seen hurtling around the village on his bicycle 

complete with tin hat and rattle, shouting to all and sundry to get the hell 

in out of it!"  At this time I was in the field next to my home and with my 

pal had just got my kite up to maximum height; we had no idea what we 

had to 'get in out of' but thought we had better obey orders.  We then 

spent the rest of the day huddled in the airing cupboard of my home, 

which would have offered little protection from the imminent air raid 

which subsequently proved to be a unidentified plane over the Channel, 

several miles offshore from Plymouth.  

When our workmen - including my Father, were called up for service in 

the Armed Forces or other War work, our Firm closed down for the 

duration.  I was fifteen years old then and was besotted with the idea of 

joining up, as were most of my friends.  I fancied the Royal Marines, 

solely because they wore wonderful white pith helmets and had a red 

stripe down the trouser leg of their blue uniform.  However, my parents 

would not hear of such a thing so I took my exams and went to a 

technical school and became a Royal Engineer (works service) not half 

as glamorous but rather more useful to me in later years. 

The Scarle family lived in the cottage now owned by Andrew Burden, the 

end wall of which faces on to the rear entrance of the Cornish Arms.  

This wall was a primary means of support for the men of the village who 

often congregated for a natter after their evening meal, local gossip 

being the main topic of conversation.  Politics were rarely discussed 

except at the time of a general election when it seemed that war had 

been declared; most of the boys became strong supporters of a 

particular candidate, invariably of the political persuasion of their parents 

and rode around the village displaying the photo posters of their 
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respective political candidate.  Needless to say, we had no idea of the 

manifestos being presented, that mattered not a jot, we just enjoyed 

tearing the posters from our 'opponents' bikes and the harmless battles 

that ensued.   The wall and area where these gatherings took place was 

known by the rather derogatory title of "fools corner".  However, this did 

not deter us from aspiring to join our elders.  When we had reached the 

age to be accepted into this illustrious company we felt that we had  truly 

arrived.  

Memorial Screen  

 

Excerpt from - A Guide to the Ancient Parish Church of St.Tudy 

 

' Before 1880 the tower arch was blocked by an "offensive gallery" then 

replaced by a low screen.  Now the nave is separated from the tower by 

a Parana pine and glass screen given in memory of Hilda Baldock (1889 

- 1970) chauffeuse at Tremeer, and made by Harry Hooper of St.Tudy.' 

Early in 1973 I was asked by the Rector, the Reverend John Harris-

Douglas and Mrs Ruth Hotchkis if I would construct a memorial screen to 

be given by Mrs Hotchkis in memory of her sister Miss Baldock. 

The plans had been prepared by the Diocese architects and it was 

intended to use oak timber for it's construction; however this was 

extremely expensive so Parana pine was chosen as a suitable 

compromise.  This caused me some concern for although it is much 

easier to work than oak it is also an unstable wood.  However, as the 

church interior is generally quite cool with a fairly constant temperature, I 

felt that with careful selection, construction and treatment this should not 

be too much of a problem.  After almost thirty years this has proved to be 

the case. 

Although the drawings showed the arch to be symmetrical I decided that 

it would be advisable to check if this was so.  In order to do this I 

dropped a vertical line from the apex to floor level then from this centre 

line took horizontal co-ordinates at nine inch intervals (it was still imperial 

measurements then).  This was a wise move as I discovered that the 

introdos of the arch varied by about three inches on either side, these 

variations created some difficulty in the setting out for the glass panels 

as they had to match on each side to look right.  
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In order to give stability to the arch frame this was made with staggered 

joint segments, face laminated.  To counter vibration due to the ringing of 

the bells the glass was bedded on leather strips.  Apart from the 

considerations mentioned it was fairly straightforward joinery work 

although raising the glass frame into position was rather awkward. 

Needless to say, I was proud to be entrusted to carry out the work and to 

know that the benefactor and the church were delighted with the finished 

product. 

A dedication service was held in the Parish Church on Sunday 1st July 

1973.  

 

October 1999.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memorial Screen made by Harry Hooper in memory of Hilda Baldock 1889-1970 - chauffeuse at 

Tremeer 
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Letter from N.W.Crisp 
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Childhood Memories 

by 

Jim Allen 

My name is Jim Allen, or Jimmy as my childhood chums called me, and 

still do.  My full name is James Norman Roy Allen, no wonder I am called 

Jim or sometimes James. I was born at School House on 24th 

November 1927, my parents' names were Agnes and Norman.  Father 

worked as a farm labourer and also quarry-man at nearby Helsbury. 

I will try to remember back to my early childhood.  My birth-place, School 

House was just a few steps away from the school door, which was 

always open and Jimmy found it irresistible and toddled into class most 

days.  The teachers, whose names I can't recall, were so nice.  Mother 

would try to take me home, but it was decided I could stay and play.  I 

remember that big box of stone bricks in lovely colours.  So education 

started when I was about 3½ years old. 

Very soon after I was born we moved just around the corner to the 

cottage  (Elm Cottage) where Elsie Bevan now lives.  Elsie & Bessie 

Ford, twin sisters, who I loved as if they were my sisters, they often 

would take me out around the village in a push-chair, great fun.  

Mother and I walked miles, I being only a little tacker found walking to 

Grannies' at Longstone very tiring.  Gran's house, now long gone, stood 

where Longstone Garage and shop is now. 

Christmas 1931 (that's a guess), me half asleep, found that Father 

Christmas had brought me a pedal car and I was thrilled and by now 

wide awake.  I found out years later the pedal car came from Freemans 

Catalogue and cost 25/- quite a sum of money in those days. Mum 

probably paid 6d a week into a club for a year.  Another present at about 

that time was a dolly from Elsie and Bessie which I dropped and broke, 

but those lovely girls gave me another.  The pedal car was well used 

around the village and also on the road to Longstone with Mother pulling 

the car with a rope, Jim's little legs going nineteen to the dozen! 

The Allen family moved to Longstone in 1932 and Jim attended 

St.Mabyn School.  Jim now back  walking to and from school. 
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My wife Kathleen and I returned to Cornwall in 1987 and together built 

Longways in Tremeer Lane, which we moved into in September 1989.  

It's a joy to be back home in St.Tudy. 

 

 POSTCARD  (1969?)  Top right - shows my birthplace, school and church where I was 

christened.  
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Jack Cleave - Shop Keeper and Football Manager 

 

£1.1s.8d were my takings for the first day of running Kerslakes Shop.  I'd 

bought the shop, plus stock in 1957 for £2250.  Mr.Lewarne at the 

Garage encouraged me to buy it.  I went to see Mr.Norman Mutton, 

auctioneer of Mutton, Button & Menhenitt, who lived at Gwavas and told 

him what I could afford to pay and so it was agreed. 

Peggy and I were married in 1953 and a short time after we rented 

"Green View" where Terry and Janis Burden live now.  It was one up and 

two down; the rent was 5s. a week.  The Scarles lived next door.  After I 

committed myself to the shop the landlord offered me Green View and 

adjoining cottage with sitting tenant and all the land behind for £600.  I 

had to refuse!  Peggy ran the shop on her own at first.  I was working for 

the Health Service, and continued to do so for 40 years. 

In the early 60's I bought Burleigh House and developed this into a mini 

market - downstairs were the self-service groceries, in one room upstairs 

women's, men's and children's clothes, and gifts in the other room.  

Peggy continued to run this with the help of a local girl.  I bought 

wholesale from Williams of Redruth and Winnacotts of Plymouth.  The 

groceries were purchased from the Mace Buying Group.  At weekends 

I'd do the odd delivery to Eric Couch at Tamsquite, Kempthorne's at 

Lanterrick and a few customers at St.Kew where I'd lived before I was 

married.  

We gave up the shop in 1977, Kerslakes was sold to a lady from 

St.Austell to run as a tea-room, and Andy and Jennifer Muir bought 

Burleigh House and ran that as a Craft and Gift shop.  We rented Little 

Orchard Cottage whilst building Tre-Burclea and moved here in 1978 

and I'm still selling fruit and vegetables from my road-side stall. 

From 1954 to 1970 I ran the Football Club in the village.  At one time 

there were three teams playing every Saturday of the season, Juniors, 

Reserves and Youth.   Some Saturdays five thirty two seater buses left 

the village full of supporters.  We won many trophies.  
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 Extract from The Guardian, Thursday April17th 1958 

St.Tudy Win Title Again 

St.Tudy 3,  Illogan British Legion 1 

The Cornwall Junior Cup finals at Truro produced some excellent 

football.  Cup Holders St.Tudy deserved their 3-1 win over Illogan 

British Legion for their more accurate play, but it was Illogan who 

had the luck against them. 

They lost goalkeeper Trengove midway through the second half, but 

they kept on fighting and were unlucky that several of their shots 

either struck the woodwork or were cleared by a harassed defence. 

St.Tudy took an early lead through Des Hooper, but Barrett got a 

beautiful equaliser before half-time.  Keat put St.Tudy ahead again, 

and in the last quarter of an hour Hooper ensured victory for 

St.Tudy 

 Back Row: Mr. Stone,  Jack Cleave, Douglas Morrish, Brian Keat, Robin Burden,  Tom Button,           

Rex Burden, Reg Udy, David Lobb,   ? Dye ,  Clifford Nicholls               

Front Row: Jack Sleeman, Gary Keat, Des Hooper, Terry  ?   Dennis Ellery, Edgar Harris 
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St. Tudy Football Team - 1956 - 57 

Alan Dyer,  Jim Burden,  Robin Burden,  David Lobb,  Eric Jago,  Edgar Harris 

Gary Keat,  Des Hooper,  Derek Hooper,  Rex Burden,  Derek Crowle. 
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Memories from Mary Winn 

My family came to St.Tudy from Treswallick, St.Breward when I was nine 

years old.  I had one brother, Cyril, and one sister, Eva.  My dad worked 

for Mr S.T.Button.  He arranged that we lived in the inner cottage at 

Highertown.   (See first photograph in Elsie Bevan's article) 

Raymond Jago's family lived in the third one on the right - the gate is just 

visible. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

House at Highertown which was parallel to that lived in by Mary and her family 

 

 Mr & Mrs Hoskin lived in the outer cottage (formerly Miss Hewitt's shop).  

They had a motor bike and sidecar.  We children thought it was 

marvellous to hear the "put put" of the engine as they set off.  After six 

months a council house became available and we moved.  We have 

lived here ever since. Water was from a pump outside the door, no 

electricity; we used oil lamps and candles. There was a bath fixed in the 

bathroom, but no running hot water - this was carried in buckets upstairs!  

A Cornish blackleaded stove (range) was used for all the cooking.  

In our school days the Honourable Mrs Strutt was a school governor.  

She gave each child a plant every year and an Easter Egg.  Cyril worked 

at Wetherham with Jim Nicholls, Tom Button and Mr Milton who lived at 
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the lodge.  Cyril remembers his lovely voice as he sang in the mornings.  

He was a little man with a big dog.  He'd come to the village for his paper 

about lunchtime each day and have a drink in the pub.  The kids teased 

him by shouting "cuckoo".  He'd shake his walking stick - a hazel rod with 

a fork in the top, cut from the hedge and shout back "I'll catch you!" 

My favourite shop to spend my 6d (2½p) weekly pocket money was Mrs 

Kerslake's.  I'd also visit Miss Hewitt's and Mr Stacey's for sweets and 

toffees. 

 

 Postcard of Stacy's shop with kiosk outside. 

 

 Mr. Whatley was the dentist with a surgery at Glen View. Dr. Bailey's 

surgery was in his house at Butts Park, with adjoining 'waiting room'. 

You'd wait your turn on long wooden forms. 

 We played in the field behind the hall, or the square, or in the road -  

there were only one or two cars a day through the village -  with our 

friends Bridie, Nora and Dennis Rusk who lived next door - towards the 

village.  Laura Couch lived next door on the other side.  
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One of the highlights of our childhood was to ride on Mr John's pony and 

trap.  (See photograph in Gerald Wilton's article) He took rabbits to 

St.Kew Highway station to send off to London.  We children would meet 

him at the top of Hill Head to ride back to the village in his empty cart.  I 

remember the annual Sunday School outing to Polzeath in a charabanc. 

Mr Kerslake had a taxi.  This was hired to take us to Port Gaverne.  Our 

Aunt and Uncle from Wales, who travelled to Cornwall by train, would 

also hire Mr Kerslake's taxi to take us to Boscastle - a great treat.  We 

went to the turnpike (A 39) for picnics - lots of our friends would go too - 

we'd make a fire and boil a kettle.  Mum and Dad and Mrs Bant would 

take us to Foxhole Wood - between Penvose and Trehannick.  We 

walked everywhere, certainly to St.Breward to visit friends and relatives. 

I left school at 14 and went to Trefreoke, near Port Isaac to help with the 

housework for Mrs Coppin (Ken Alford's aunt).  Mrs. Coppin had visited 

school to choose a suitable candidate for the job and I was chosen.  

After just a fortnight at home after leaving school, I started work.  I cycled 

home on my day off - once a week.. Harvest time was particularly busy - 

when the men were busy with the harvest I had to help with milking the 

cows and  feeding the calves.  I enjoyed it whilst I was there because 

Mrs. Coppin was extremely kind, but I was homesick for St.Tudy.  When 

my Mum became ill it was natural to come home and look after her, and I 

have remained in the village ever since! 

In 1946 the Carnival was re-started.  There were 8 contestants for 

Carnival Queen - the villagers voted in the school - the hut had been 

burnt down and the new village hall was not built.  I was so surprised to 

be chosen as the Queen with Peggy Cleave (née Burden) and Joyce 

Bant (née Jago) as Attendants.  Joyce and I went to Plymouth to buy our 

dresses - mine was white and cost £8.  Joyce's was blue and Peggy's 

pink.  These were purchased at our own expense.  The capes and 

gowns were loaned from Camelford, mine was blue with white fur and 

the Attendants were gold.  Our bouquets were given by the Committee.  
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Mary Winn - Carnival Queen 1946 

Attendants - left Peggy Burden  right Joyce Jago 

The photograph shows me being crowned by Mr S.T.Button with Peggy 

on the left and Joyce on the right.  I was Queen for a year! 

1994 was the year I met the Queen!  Reverend Wood suggested that my 

name be sent to Buckingham Palace as a possible recipient of the 

Maundy money.  It was two months of waiting, telling no-one, and 

wondering if I would be so honoured.  The long awaited letter from 

Buckingham Palace arrived - I'd been chosen!  There was a rehearsal of 

the ceremony when we practised our curtsey and told not to speak 

unless spoken to!   The great day arrived - all recipients, and there were 

approximately 160 of them, met at St.Mary's Methodist Church.  We 

walked together to Truro Cathedral where I stood in line with the others.  

Rev. Wood was just behind me giving me his essential support.  A 

gentleman put the purses on a silver tray, white purses containing the 

Maundy money and red with £5.50 of current currency. The Queen took 

them from the tray and gave them to me, I remembered my curtsy - and 

she moved on.   During the service the Duke of Edinburgh read the 

lesson, we were sitting so close we had a wonderful view of the Royal 

party.  Sir Louis and Lady Le Bailly were there too.  We were served with 

lunch afterwards in the cathedral to end a perfect day. 
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Extract from the Parish Magazine  May 1994 - written by the Rector, 

Rev.Wood 

The annual Maundy Thursday service attended by the Queen, was held 

in Truro Cathedral this year for the first time.  134 pensioners in the 

county had the great privilege of receiving from the Queen the traditional 

purses containing Maundy money.  

She looked most regal in her matching blue ensemble and all eyes were 

on her as she walked majestically into the Cathedral, led by the Maundy 

Wandsman, and I felt quite proud as she stopped in front of my seat and 

greeted me with her warm friendly smile that makes one so relaxed in 

her presence.  But then Mary sat down, and we all waited for the Queen 

to arrive, for Miss Mary Winn of St.Tudy was one of those so chosen. 

We had prime seats near the pulpit and were impressed by the Yeoman 

of the Guard resplendent in their red and gold uniforms; and with the way 

the Duke of Edinburgh read the lesson.  But the highlight for me was to 

see the natural way 

in which Mary curtsied to Her Majesty on receiving her gifts.  The Queen 

was most gracious to all the recipients and I am sure it will remain as 

one of the proudest moments of Mary's life; I was privileged to be there. 

Also present was Her Majesty's Deputy Lieutenant, Vice Admiral Sir 

Louis Le Bailly with Lady Le Bailly.  Major Walter Magor was unable to 

attend through ill health.  

Incidentally, as far as I know, St.Tudy is a unique village in having two of 

Her Majesty's Deputy Lieutenants living in it.  And, with 

Col.G.T.G.Williams of St.Mabyn, that is three D.L's in the benefice.  
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Carnival and other memories! 

by 

Joyce Bant (née Jago) 

 

I have attended almost every Carnival since it resumed after the war, 

when I was one of the attendants, with Peggy Burden, to Mary Winn  

(See photograph in Mary Winn's article page 112)  and I have tried to 

identify some of the people that I grew up with in the Carnival pictures.  

 

 Carnival Queen 1947 - Doreen Harris being crowned by Mr. Norman Mutton 

Attendants - left - Pat Burden   right - Jean Jago 
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Carnival Queen 1948 - Peggy Burden 

From left - Brenda Gill,, Peggy Burden, Jean Jago, Mrs Shaw (wife of Major Shaw)   

In background on left - Mrs. Magor (from Lamellen) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carnival Queen 1949 - Pat Burden  

Attendants Back row - Brenda Gill,   Joy Bartlett,  Eva Winn, 

Left front - Yvonne Keat    Right front  Wendy McGinness 
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  Carnival Queen 1950 - Eva Winn  - crowned by Sir Richard Onslow from Hengar 

Attendants from left Joy Bartlett, Roma Stacy,  Marion Dray,  Margaret Dray 

 

Mary and I have been friends since I moved to St.Tudy when I was 5 

years old.  My family lived at Highertown.  The pig that my brother, 

Raymond, mentioned in his article, was allowed to run out in Mr Mutton's 

field at the back of the house.  This field is now being developed by Mr 

Mutton's grandson, Philip.  Sampson Wallace killed our pig too.  I 

remember the bacon being put on newspaper on racks hanging from the 

kitchen ceiling, whilst some was salted in a wooden barrel in the scullery.  

When I left school I worked for a year for the Hon. Mrs Strutt. I preferred 

it when I worked at Tremeer for Mr Kempthorne (Jim's father) on the farm 

as a land girl, with Fred Holles, Dick Jasper and Erne Sleep.  I stayed 

there for four years before working in the farm house for Mr & Mrs 

Prideaux at Bearoak.   I cycled everywhere.  For a very special treat my 

friends and I would hire Mr  Lewarne's taxi to take us to the cinema at 

Wadebridge.  Of course, in those days the village was lively.  We had 

dances, socials and whist drives held in the school, no village hall then.  

Florrie Chisholme played the piano in the dance band, and Vernon 

Williams the accordion.  

During the war, the American Army was stationed at Hengar, the RAF at 

Davidstow and Wenford Dries at Pooleys Bridge was used as an 

Admiralty Store.  Phyllis Burch (née Worth) and Gwen Jasper (née 

Rowe) worked there. 
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PHOTO TAKEN DURING CARNIVAL AROUND 1950 SHOWING CANTEEN 

Right at back with cap, Cyril Sandercock, lived opposite Bearoak. 

 

4th from left,  4th row back To right behind     Next with dark hair 

Hedly Burden   bare headed          Stanley Harris 

   Jan.M.Stacey 

 

Man with cap tilted to left      Centre with black    Man with cap &       Young man  

Mr Withey     trilby Mr John Wilton small moustache   with lock of 

        Mr Jack Worth         hair over  

             forehead 

                         Michael Lyle   

  Left of Mr. Wilton                                   

 Fred Nicholls (roadman) 

        Just behind 

          Eric Couch (Tamsquite) 

    

2 ladies on left    Next               3 along,       Teenage boy         Lady  with              

looking over      Mrs Warwick        holding rope        David Harper         hands  together        

heads of children  Couch             Audrey Lobb                   Olive Martin              

    

Olwen & Jean                

Warne (Batten)                           Smallest child in front - Shirley Couch  
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Carnival - 1947   

Gary Keat ? Raymond Jago,  Mary Winn,  George Worth,  Bertha Keat,  Muriel Nicholls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Margaret Keat on decorated bicycle 
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 Polshea Lorry - Late 1940's - Start of Family Allowance 5 shillings (25p) for second child 
 

      Pam Harper  Doug Yeo 
 

Raymond   Flo     Ida Brown   Michael Pat   Roy   Michael  
Jago  Jago     (née Hobba)   Hobba  Hill   Bant   Hill 
 

 Clifford Brown Sheila Hill  Doreen Harper Richard Brown 
          (son of Ida Brown)  (Cotton) 

 Musicians 

Jimmy Coombe   Mrs.Dray   Hilda Coombe Mrs.Jasper X 

      Mrs.Edith Worth 
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Methodist Youth Club Tableau - 1950 

This wagon has an undershot (described in Gerald Wilton's article) - shafts to fit horse on left of picture. 

    Roy Bant Brian Bant Eric Osborne Donald Knight 

   Bill Neale 

Tally (Douglas) Yeo 

Roy X Terry  Peggy   Brian  Reuben Eric  Bill 

Connell   Burden Burden Bartlett Long Jago  Dray 
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Button family - We'll catch a fox" 

Margaret Rosie   Peter  Keith 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Built in a day. Winnie Stone on right at table 
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Those were the days 

Mrs.Gladys Burden, Mrs Dray, Mrs CharlieNicholls, Phyllis Nicholls, Mrs.Edith Worth,  Mrs.M.Bartlett 

Youth Club Float 1950 

Their aim was to provide equipment for use in the playing field. 

  Pat Williams Terry Burden     David Hooper   Dennis Connell 

Sam Sleep  Muriel Nicholls  Judy Thorne 
(Rita Hodge's uncle)     Sheila Button  Colin Jasper       
      (seated)   (on swing) 
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Joy Armstrong leading procession in boat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Joy Armstrong & Graham McGinness 
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Paint yourself a rainbow 

Left to right: June Flora     Shirley  Margaret   Roma          Joy    Brenda 
                    Nicholls Stacy      Couch  Burden Stacy         Armstrong        Stacy   

Dad's Army 
 

Nick Roganovic 

   Eric Jago,   Terry Burden,   Gary Keat 

   Steve Edwards    Kevin Hancock         ? 
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Felicity Cleave,  Lydia Westbrook,  Sally Button,  Zoe Hodges,  Karen Bartlett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Maid Marion & Robin Hood 
Anna Lyle,    Kerry-Ann Jago 
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 It is time for us to sit back and let the younger ones take it on!  I am pleased to say that this 

years' Carnival was excellent. 

 

Dor Johns    Gwen Rowe    May Halls    Muriel Nicholls Bertha Worth     Joyce Jago       
(Cotton)          (Jasper)         ( Keat)          (Bant) 
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aRecollections  
by 

 Jim Kempthorne 
 

The Kempthorne family came to Lanterrick Farm, St.Tudy at the 

beginning of the 20th century.  My grandparents, Edward John and 

Catherine, came with a family of six boys and one girl. 

 Wilfred,  Oscar,  Sidney , Charlie,  James ( Jim's father )  
Kate, Grandfather Edward John,  Grandmother Catherine,   Edward   

 

My father, James Thomas was the oldest of the family and in 1912 he 

took the tenancy of Trewen.  A few years later he married my mother, 

Emily Cobledick from Mawnan Smith where the Kempthornes came from 

originally.  They had a family of five children, Frances, Edward, Oscar, 

James and Nancy.  When father took over Trewen, and after grandfather 

left Lanterrick, a Mr. Inch took over the tenancy of Lanterrick - 145 acres.  

When he left, and with the 1930's depression, the two farms were 

amalgamated.  Lanterrick farm house was let to a workman's family.  It 

was demolished in the 1970's. 
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As children we walked to St.Tudy school until we were eleven and went 

to Bodmin County School.  Frances, in the year she took the entrance 

examination, had the highest marks of all the pupils in Cornwall.  When 

she left school, she returned to Mawnan Smith to look after an elderly 

relative and married there.   

My elder sister and three brothers lodged in Bodmin during the week and 

came home at weekends.  By the time I went to the same school, Blakes 

bus ran a daily service. 

Blake's bus  

Frances belonged to the Girls Friendly Society.  In 1935 when she was 

19 years old she gained 83% First Class in Class 63 G.F.S. Knowledge 

(Adv) 
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Question 63 - The G.F.S. helps girls to make use of their leisure time.  

Give examples of ways in which this help is given (a) by way of 

education (b) by way of recreation. 

Answer -' Help is given by the Society to girls in numerous ways, of 

how to turn their leisure time to profitable account.  Many of the 

schemes drawn up are suitable for recreation, and at the same time 

have an educational value.  The G.F.S. Magazine is most interesting 

and contains stories and articles on many subjects. 

Miss Finch contributes a very interesting article on dressmaking.  Two 

patterns are shown which may be obtained from the Central Office at 

a reasonable price.  This article is of great value to girls who have an 

aptitude for this subject. 

A space is devoted to a Scripture lesson each month, and questions 

are set for readers to answer.  Prizes are awarded quarterly. a similar 

space is taken up by the Grammar Corner.  Examples are given, and 

as in the Scripture, exercises are set.  

"The Watch Tower" is the title of an article giving us news of important 

happenings in our own and other countries.  Ideas are obtained from 

this article of political affairs, as well as social news.  An article on 

nature is frequently contributed; a list of talks on the wireless most 

likely to interest girls and women is published. 

An interesting account of life in Russia, has for the past few months 

been written by Miss E.M. Almedigen. the authoress lived in Russia 

for some years after the war.  She gives a very vivid account of the 

terrible conditions prevailing there. 

The League of Skilled House-craft is organised by the Society with the 

aim of forming a band of technically qualified Domestic Servants.  

Representatives of the Y.W.C.A., Girl Guides and Waifs and Strays 

and other organisations serve on the Committee.  Girls who join the 

League must have been in domestic service for at least six months 

and be over seventeen years of age.  They first enter for a preliminary 

examination in order to become probationers, later on another 

examination is taken, after which the full certificate is gained.  

For younger girls, there is a junior branch of the League.  This is for 

girls fourteen to seventeen.  All girls in domestic service may take 

these examinations, whether members of the Girls Friendly Society or 

not.  
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Girls who are fond of reading are sure to be interested in the Readers 

Union.  Several subjects are included in this scheme and one or more 

may be selected by anyone wishing to join in the Union.  Papers of 

questions are supplied.  Answers should be written and sent to 

Central Office.  A less advanced course is provided for younger 

members.  Anyone who only wishes to read the books and not answer 

the questions can join the Booklovers Fellowship.  An Associate must 

sign a coupon which guarantees the books have been read.  For the 

Readers Union two shields are awarded annually to the Diocese 

gaining the highest standard of work, and two shields also to the 

Branches gaining the highest standard of work.  Challenge pictures 

are awarded to the Branches gaining most marks in the Missions 

Course. "Health Talks" is the title of an interesting booklet.  It is full of 

hints, which if carried out regularly, are of great value in maintaining 

the health of the body and mind. 

The G.F.S. Central Library contains over 2,000 books of various kinds.  

For a small subscription books may be borrowed by individual 

members; or if the whole Branch is interested, a box of eighteen 

books may be had, for the modest sum of half a crown, plus the 

carriage. 

The Diocesan Competitions cover a large range of subjects.  

Handicrafts, Drill, Dancing, Cookery and written work are included in 

the syllabus; efforts gaining top marks in each competition are sent to 

London and entered in the Inter-Diocesan competitions.  

The "Empire Education Scheme" organised by the Society is a very 

interesting competition.  Each year a different part of the Empire is 

selected, and a scrap-book must be compiled about it.  Maps and 

interesting facts must be collected and put in it.  The main object of 

the scheme is for competitors to show a real interest in the country 

shown.  The subject for 1935 is Australia, the States of New South 

Wales, Victoria and South Australia only. 

Invalid members are greatly helped by the society.  They are taught by 

an experienced teacher, through the post, how to improve their 

stitchery.  Excellent results are obtained from these lessons, and 

many girls are by degrees able to undertake more elaborate work.  

They are paid for their work as soon as it is finished.  This is a great 

help to poor girls, as it enables them to be self-supporting and keeps 

them from having to go to the infirmary.  
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Training weeks for Associates are organised by the Extension 

Committee.  The syllabus for the Diocesan Competitions are arranged 

by this committee; which also does a great deal of work by organising 

Clubs where leisure time may be spent; holiday parties are arranged.  

Argyll House is doing great work.  This house is maintained by the 

Society, as a refuge for girls who are lonely and in despair.  It is a 

small lodging house for those who are stranded or down and out.  The 

Extension Committee is responsible for it's upkeep. 

For this year holiday parties to Norway and Jersey are arranged. 

Holiday weeks are being held at the G.F.S.Lodge in Oxford.  Parties 

are being held in Cardiff, Stratford-upon-Avon, Edinburgh and Colwyn 

Bay.  Camps are at Shap in Westmoreland, and Sussex; and a 

holiday may be spent at Crowell Farm any time during the summer.  

These parties are most enjoyable to girls who have no friends to 

spend their holidays with, as it brings them in contact with other G.F.S. 

members. 

The Extension Committee is responsible for raising £600 yearly to 

cover the cost of running the White Horse Club.  Girls and boys are 

both welcomed at this club.  This is a piece of social work outside the 

Society, for the benefit of boys and girls living in the poorer, crowded 

district.  This club is of great value to those who come to it, as it keeps 

them from frequenting less desirable places, where more than likely 

they would be doing, or learning to do harm. 

The Correspondents for Citizenship endeavours to suggest to girls, 

ways and means by which they may become more ready to face their 

responsibilities as citizens.  Numerous methods are suggested, 

including Informal Talks, Study Circles and Lectures on such things as 

"Surveys of their district", a knowledge of its history and present 

needs.  A leader who is keen on this subject should be chosen for 

each Group.  

It will thus be seen what an abundant amount of good is done by the 

Society in providing occupations for the girls in their leisure time.'               

 Number of words 1139 

After leaving school, Edward came back to the farm at Trewen.  He was 

the first chairman of St.Mabyn Y.F.C. and was Club Leader for a number 

of years.  During the last war, he was a member of the St.Tudy Platoon 

of the Home Guard, rising to the rank of Second Lieutenant. 
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After the war, St.Tudy was keen to renew its efforts to have a village hall.  

An entertainment committee was formed to raise money to achieve this 

goal.  Edward was chairman.  In 1950, when he married, he moved to 

St.Clether.  He was invited back when the hall was opened a few years 

later. 

 Edward at Eva Winn's crowning. 

 

My brother, Oscar, probably had nearly all the brains of the family, and 

we are very proud of him and his achievement. 

 

Excerpt from newspaper article dated November 25th 1990 

'Brain power' was his way out of hard farm work 

ISU retiree Oscar Kempthorne is more than just a statistic in the 

academic works. 

It was a hatred of milking cows that propelled Oscar Kempthorne 

into a distinguished career in statistics. 

As a boy, Kempthorne thoroughly disliked the back-breaking work 

on his parent's farm in Cornwall, England,  He remembers with 

special distaste the messy, dreary chore of milking cows.  "I hated 
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farming so much I had to get out," says Kempthorne.  "There was 

only one way to do it - brain power." 

Kempthorne, recently retired from the faculty of Iowa State 

University, not only had sufficient brain power to escape farm 

chores but developed an international reputation in statistics as 

well.  He helped found the ISU statistics department and wrote 140 

research papers, many of which have been published in leading 

scholarly journals.  Under his tutelage, 42 doctoral and 24 master's 

students have received their degrees. 

I started walking to St.Tudy school from Trewen in 1935.  Oscar took me 

the first morning.  From then on, I was looked after by Caroline Milner 

who used to live at Bone Mill.  Her father worked for my father. 

Bone Mill Bridge over the Allen, between Penvose & Kelly Green - washed away 1993 ? 

 

It is approximately one mile from Trewen to the village school.  Wet or 

shine, summer or winter, this was how children from the farms and 

cottages on the outskirts of the parish got to school.  In those days more 

children lived on the outskirts.  We were company for each other. 
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My first teacher at school was Miss Worth, better known as Mrs. Doris 

Armstrong.  She gave me an excellent and happy start in my school life.  

I  remember, a few years later, the day the Rev. Schuster presented her 

with a wedding present to mark her marriage to Bob.  When I moved to 

class 2 my teacher was Miss Linden.  Two years later I moved to the big 

room. 

My family was the first to have a wireless in the village, powered by 

accumulators. There were two of them, one for use in the wireless, 

where it  lasted for about a week, whilst the other was being 'charged' at 

Mr. Lewarne's garage.  The wireless was only used for important 

programmes, such as the News.  I remember hearing that WAR was 

declared.  Everyone was issued with a gas mask.  We had to carry them 

to school every day.  The school windows were covered with a mesh and 

when an air raid warning was heard, we all had to go into the corridor.  I 

can only remember two actual warnings, but drill was held regularly.  We 

had a German Prisoner of War helping on our farm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the back of this photograph is written 

'In remembrance for your prisoner Kurt Lippold - Germany' 

As a family we attended the Church and had our own seat.  John 

Langford who farmed Trewen before us, still had the Trewen seat, the 

Kempthornes had the Lanterrick seat - these were where the font is now.   

The Sunday School was held twice every Sunday, morning and 

afternoon.  Because of the distance, I only went in the afternoons. 
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I remember the lower council housed being built in 1946, by George 

Worth, Bill Michell and Dick Keat, with Hoopers doing the carpentry.  

Nancy and I would take it in turns to get the groceries from Miss Hewitt's 

shop.  We walked, of course.  Father did not use the car for such short 

journeys!  The car was used for Market at Wadebridge.  Mother took 

butter to Wadebridge to sell - this was before 1932 when the Milk Board 

was formed.  Prior to this, farmers had to dispose of their milk any way 

they could.  Our milk was turned into butter using a wooden butter churn.  

We also supplied Lamellan with milk and butter. 

A great attraction to village children was the Gospel Tent.  This was set 

up in Hoopers' field (where Peter Trusler's bungalow is now) - this big 

tent with its leaders would stay for 2 - 3 days.  I suppose it was 

evangelical - Nancy and I would go in on our way home from school. 

As I have said, I attended Bodmin County School.  On reaching the age 

of 15 years, my father became reconciled to the fact that I was not going 

to achieve great heights in the academic world so he decided the quicker 

I got started in the  manual occupation of farming, the better, so in July 

1944 I left school to begin work on the family farm.  

At that time the standard working week in farming was from 7 a.m. to 5 

p.m. Monday to Friday and 7 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays.  The first job 

in the  morning was to milk the cows by hand, we would get our bucket 

and stool to sit on and milk four cows each.  The milk then ran slowly 

down over a milk cooler into churns.  The next job was to harness the 

horse, put him in the cart and take the churns to the top of Lamellan 

Drive and put them on a stand to where the milk lorry picked them up.  

The cows were tied individually to stiddles (wood poles) in the cow shed.  

In the summer they came in and out of the fields, mornings and 

evenings, in the winter they went out in the fields by day but stayed in, 

tied up, by night.  Milking was a nice job first thing on a winter morning.  

After the cows went out the next job was to clean out the cows house.  

By then it would be crib time. 

During the winter months the middle of the day was spent in a variety of 

ways.  Trimming hedges, cutting wood, turf hedging, stone hedging and 

general maintenance of the farm.  The cattle were all housed in the 

winter and all their food had to be carried to them.  Hay was made in 

ricks in the field it was grown in and twice a week we used to go out to 

the rick with a horse and wagon and cut out and bring loose hay in for 

the cattle. 
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When I came home from school we had three working horses and one 

tractor, a Standard Fordson on spade lugs (iron wheels),  because it was 

war time, rubber tyres were not available.  The tractor did all the 

ploughing and cultivation, the horses did the drilling of the seed and all 

the haulage with carts and wagons.  Shortly after the end of the War 

rubber tyred tractors became available and within a matter of four or five 

years the working farm horse was no longer commercially used.  Over 

the next fifty years mechanisation progressed at a constant pace to 

arrive at the machines we have today 

We used to grow about one hundred acres of cereals.  Arable farming at 

that time was carried out to quite a rigid rotational pattern.  It was a four 

course rotation; the plough went around the arable fields at the farm 

every four years.  To start the cycle ley ground (grass ground) was 

ploughed in July and allowed to rot down until late summer before being 

worked.  Wheat was then sown in early October, the straw was used for 

thatching the following year. After the wheat was harvested the field was 

stripped  (very shallow ploughing) and lightly worked until the autumn 

then ploughed for the second years crop which was spring oats or 

dredge corn.  The following year the field would be sown to root crops, 

potatoes, sugar beet, mangolds and fodder rape which would be grazed 

by the sheep flock.  This root crop had the effect of cleaning the ground 

of weed so that it would be left in good order for the fourth and last crop 

of barley which would be undersown with grass seeds to be cut to hay 

the following summer, followed by three years in grass for grazing when 

the process would start again by ploughing for wheat.  

The corn was cut with a binder which turned it out in sheaves when it 

was 'shocked' (Cornish for stooked)  A shock consisted of seven 

sheaves, one sheaf stood upright in the middle with four sheaves leaning 

up against it with two more placed at the sides.  The sheaves stayed in 

the shocks until they were dry enough to place into a rick.  They were 

then loaded into wagons with pikes, generally one man pitching and one 

man building the load.  A boy's job was to lead the horse and wagon 

along the rows of shocks.  When the wagon was loaded it proceeded to 

the rick which was being built. The size of the rick was assessed by the 

threshing time, for a days thresh you built a rick twelve paces long by six 

paces wide.  The building of the rick began with one big shock in the 

middle and you kept going around it until you reached your wanted size 

of twelve paces by six paces, then row by row you built around the rick, 
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 always making sure the middle of the rick was fuller than the outside so 

that the butts of the sheaves looked downward so that the water ran off 

of the rick and not into it.   In the mowhay you usually had one man 

pitching off the loaded wagon and one man building the rick and one 

person handing him the sheaves.  When the rick reached the required 

height it was 'made out', i.e. a ridge was formed.  When harvest was 

finished the ricks would be thatched with the wheat straw from the 

previous year which kept it dry until it was threshed. 

 

I joined the Y.F.C when I was 17/18 years old. 

 

 

Me on the left enjoying refreshments at Davidstow Village Hall during the interval at Y.F.C Dance 

with Antony Pengelly (St.Kew) centre and Ivan Fisher (St.Mabyn) 

 

 

Tresa, my wife, has been actively involved in village life over many years 
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W.I. Tree Planting near Hollis Gate. 
Back row left:  Ivy Halls,      May Halls,     Una Grose       ?        ?          Mr. Burnett 

 
Front row: Andrew Kempthorne, Vanessa Grose, John Sleeman, Margaret Sleeman,    Tresa  
                  (planting tree) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tulips from Amsterdam W.I. 1987 

Jinny Harris,  May Halls,  Doris Armstrong,  Tresa,   Yvonne Nobbs,     Una Grose,     Joy Bartlett 
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My sons have rung the bells in the church.  

Ringers when the bell was re-hung 

Back row: Roger Kempthorne, Vernon Willams      ? Lambert, (Pub Landlord) David Kempthorne,       

Jack Cleave, Mr. Crisp 

Front row:  Colin Bartlett,(Church Warden)  Mr. Reg Cave, Norman Armstrong, Captain)                                         

Rev. Raymond Wood, Melville Grose, (Church Warden) Kevin Bartlett 

Whilst looking out old photographs, I came across these receipts from 

village tradesmen of the past. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

                              H. Hawken                                                                 J. Wilton 
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 Worth & Mitchelll        Broughtons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B.E.Withey 

St.Tudy is a parish blessed with good land suitable for growing arable 

crops and grass, I am very proud of the way it has been farmed by each 

generation over the last century and I am sure that future generations 

will maintain our countryside to the same high standard.  
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My life and times as an evacuee in the depths of Cornwall. 

by 

E.J.Roff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With love from Ernest 

 

It was May 1940, the London bombing blitz as it was called had begun 

and life for those living within the capitol and beyond was becoming 

somewhat hazardous causing the Government of the day to decide that 

the evacuation of young children was prudent and parents were offered 

the opportunity, if they chose to, to send their offspring to more safer 

climes in the country.  

Thus it was that I found myself, along with large numbers of other 

children from all walks and backgrounds and religions, gathered together 

at Waterloo station, each armed with a cardboard box inside which was a 

rubber gas mask.  This box was invariably tied to one's chest with a 

piece of string.  We all had a luggage label affixed to the lapel of our 

coats or dresses on which was written our names and, I guess, our 

ultimate destination.  I can vividly remember carrying a grubby paper bag 

inside which were a few sandwiches (jam, I suppose) and being ushered 

onto a steam train, leaving my parents on the platform.  That in itself 

was, I imagine, a fairly traumatic experience, for many of us, myself 

included, had never been separated from our Mothers.  To some of the 

children it was a great adventure, especially the older ones, but for me, a 

mere seven something years of age, about three feet in height (in my 

shoes) that separation had to be a terrifying moment.  Then we were off, 
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we knew not where.  I probably ran out of water for my tears by the 

time the train arrived at St.Kew Highway Station.  I can remember it was 

evening, the rail journey in those days was probably of some 7 or 8  

hours duration.  We were then ushered onto buses and  thirty or so of us 

were transported to a place I later learned was called St.Tudy. 

Our journey ended in the village school house where we were pushed, 

shoved or carried  into a large room inside which were gathered a vast 

number of people all talking a foreign language.  Where was I?  Who 

were these people? What were they going to do to us....? Then came a 

moment when these foreigners, mostly women, started taking the hands 

of individual children either pre-selected or choosing at the time.  From 

this melee of people  emerged a lady dressed in blue with a large blue 

hat I recall.  That lady was Mrs Jenny Button of Polshea Farm and she 

became my second Mum.  She, too, spoke differently but seemed a 

kindly soul who cuddled me and appeared friendly enough, so off I went 

with her in a car and drove off into the night.  

Thus began my new life in Cornwall.  A life that, in time, I was so grateful 

for, especially as strangers whom I had never seen before opened their 

home, gave me every comfort and treated me as their own son.  Me.... 

Ernie Roff.  

In the beginning - what an ungrateful child I was.  I can recall crying 

incessantly, no matter what Jenny did to pacify me.  I wanted my 

Mummy.  I was in a foreign country on a place that had wild animals 

which terrified me.  I could not understand the people when they spoke 

to me and there was this man who seemed to live with us - a little man 

with thick curly hair who wore shorts and seemed to give orders to 

others.  His name was Reg Button..... he became my Dad.  

I later learned that I had been to a farm.  A big place which did not have 

wild animals at all.  Those animals were, in fact, cows, sheep, pigs and 

fowls.  Fowls?  What on earth were Fowls?  Fowls, I discovered, were 

the foreigners name for Chickens.  Ah, well......   and these animals had 

baby animals and it turned out that this place was really quite nice.   

Much nicer than my home in Kent, and I gradually came to regard 

Polshea at St.Tudy my home. 

This became more apparent when the question of school arose.  

Whereas all those children who came with me from London went to a 

special school set up within the village, I, for some unknown reason, was 

placed among the village children in the St.Tudy village school.  The 
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headmaster was Mr Willcocks.  I can only think that my new mum had 

something to do with that decision, and within a short space of time I 

became one of the local lads - a village  boy.  I was one of them.  No-one 

regarded me as an evacuee and all my school chums treated me as a 

Cornishman, as they were, and I soon began to speak their language.  

"Teddies" (potatoes) "Ow be ee,"  "I be brave" and so on. 
 

During a school term Mr Willcocks organised a School Play.  My mates, 

Terry and Rex Burden and others whom I cannot recall, staged 

'Macnamara's Band'.  Terry was the drummer, Rex, I believe, was a 

violinist and I toodled the flute.... WE WON THE CONTEST.   The prize 

was two shillings (10p).  In 1941 that was a fortune.  I do not remember 

whether we shared the loot but I hope that we did. 
 

If, as frequently happened, there were confrontations between US, the 

village children and THOSE evacuees, I was part of the US party.  I was 

allowed to have my pals Terry and Rex Burden to Polshea and I would 

go to their homes and so on.  We did not seem to have too many girls in 

our 'gang'.  It was mostly boys.  
 

My new Mum and Dad had a converted railway carriage which became 

our holiday home.  It was sited at Polzeath, on the cliffs, and during the 

school summer vacation they would take me on holiday to our 'caravan 

railway carriage'.  Great fun,  although Dad could not stay too long 

because he had animals to feed and a farm to run.  
 

I, too, had chores to undertake on the farm. Each evening I would go to 

the various meadows and shut in the fowls (chickens) who were free 

range. OK during the summer when the evenings were light, but during 

the winter when it became dark at around six o'clock or earlier, I was 

petrified having to cross those fields.  I remember one particular white 

cockerel, a really spiteful chap, who, I am convinced, sensed my fear 

and laid in wait for me and promptly chased me around the field. A large 

white cockerel squawking and flapping his wings chasing a terrified little 

boy who was too busy running to find time to cry must have been a 

hilarious sight to anyone watching, although there was never anyone 

about.  All too often those chickens were not shut in for the night and, of 

course, foxes were abundant which was the reason for shutting up the 

hens. Needless to say, I was scolded by Mummy for not doing my job.  
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Another task was to keep the kitchen supplied with chopped wood - 

faggots I think they were called.  The wood was kept in the orchard 

behind the house and was replenished by the farm workers on a regular 

basis.  I recall a chap named Donald did this for me.  However, the 

orchard was also the home of saddleback pigs, large black and white 

ones and nobody told me that Mother pigs are very protective of their 

young.  There I am, merrily chopping wood in the orchard, oblivious to a 

very irate, very large pig charging down towards me.  Suddenly, there 

was a scream from Mother, and this little lad was scooped up by his Dad 

and whisked to safety just in time.  
 

'Harvest Time' was always a great event.  There seemed to be an 

agreement between farms that all would attend each others farms to 

gather in the corn. In the fields at lunchtime along would appear Mum 

(Jenny Button) carrying a large hamper which contained those meat and 

fruit pasties of which Cornwall is noted.  We menfolk would sit about 

having a real banquet. When you realise that there were no pre-packed 

or pre-prepared foods in those days, all had to be prepared, then cooked 

for say, twenty to thirty men, which was quite a task in itself.  This would 

occur every day for probably seven to ten days but the women never 

seemed to complain and took everything in their stride.  
 

Petrol (there was no diesel in those days) was in extremely short supply.  

Coupons were necessary for petrol for those few tractors that were 

available (a tractor was a real luxury - we relied on horses). Such petrol 

had a red dye additive, woe betide anyone caught using a car which had 

red petrol in its tank. Once the monthly allowance of petrol had been 

used the car could not be used again until the next allocation was 

available. Horses were brought out of retirement and cars left to gather 

dust in barns etc.  Frequently you would forget you were 'driving' a horse 

and try to change gear or press down for the foot brake.  Most food, 

clothing, and of course sweets, were severely rationed - only available 

with coupons. One of my pleasures would be going to Stacy's shop in 

the village about once a month  to spend my sweet coupons. Once 

purchased I, along with Rex and Terry, would gather around the 

blacksmith's owned by Mr Wilton and his son Gerald and watch the 

activities of shoeing horses or making cart wheels.   
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The men of St.Tudy who were not away fighting were called upon to form 

a 'Home Guard' unit and my Dad was one of them.  They would attend a 

parade once a week, usually armed with a pitchfork or occasionally 

someone had a rifle, and played soldiers.  Mr Mutton was the officer in 

charge of this fine example of Cornish manhood although quite what 

they were expected to do should an invasion have occurred I cannot 

imagine.  I think the sight of my Dad, all five feet nothing of him, straight 

off his farm having spent the day among his pigs and cows would deter 

the most avid foe from confrontation.  

One of the biggest events in the social calendar was Chapel every 

Sunday.  It probably still is and so it should be.  That was the time when 

all the ladies would put on their finery and gather at Chapel.  The service 

would begin and one by one, at intervals, the men would creep in having 

accomplished their chores before sitting down to be with their wives.  

After the service, all would gather outside and discuss the week's 

activities.  I used to enjoy those gatherings so very much - standing 

alongside my Mum and Dad, then back to Polshea for Sunday lunch.  

This was always a very formal affair when we would all sit down together, 

really the only day that we did.  From time to time the visiting parson 

would be a guest at our table.  

Suddenly, my world collapsed..... along came a BABY into Polshea.  He 

was called Peter and obviously Mum could not cope with me and this 

intruder, so I was sent over to Penvose Farm within walking distance 

from Polshea, but to me a thousand miles away, even though I could, 

and did, visit Polshea frequently.  On one occasion during a harsh winter 

having walked home from school, Mrs Menhennick took my thoroughly 

saturated boots and placed them in the oven to dry ready for the next 

morning's trek back to school, but the heat from the oven caused the 

soles to separate from the uppers and I was suddenly without footwear 

(remember shoes and clothing were in short supply and impossible to 

obtain without coupons) To solve the problem Mr Menhennick tied both 

pieces together with fencing wire which enabled me to walk to the village 

and have them repaired effectively by the shoe mender, whose name 

escapes me.  

Once Peter had installed himself effectively I was able to return home 

and commence where I had left off, but this baby seemed to take up an 

awful amount of Mum's time but equally school was taking up more of 

my time, but I think I resented the intrusion this chap was making into 

'my family'.  I was too young to realise that it was his home and that I 
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was the intruder. 

Eventually, the time came for me to return to my real home, to my real 

parents and to the environment that war had denied me, but my 

memories of St.Tudy, of its lovely inhabitants and, above all, of Polshea, 

have remained with me.  I have returned time and again taking my wife 

to this superb location and inducing in her the love and warmth that I 

have for this remarkable family.... the Buttons and, in particular, my Mum 

and Dad, Jenny & Reg Button.  
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Memories of my mother's cottage 

by 

Christine Gagnon 

My mother, Agnes Allen, married in St.Tudy in 1926, moved away a few 

years later, to return to live in this cottage in the early 1950's.   

I have two vivid memories of the cottage, the first the Christmas of 1955.  

Rudi and I came down to celebrate our engagement.  It was Rudi's first 

visit to an old cottage.  The sight of the open fireplace, low ceilings, steep 

staircase, and the 'one up', 'one down' size of the interior intrigued him - 

as  did the jugs of milk and hog's pudding keeping cool on a slate slab!  

More intriguing still was the bed Mother had made up for him downstairs, 

he slept half in the window!  Ten years later we came  back to the 

cottage with our daughter Celeste.  She loved the cottage, going up and 

down the road to that half-hidden door in the hedge that led to the 

outside lavatory.   

But Mother made the cottage to suit herself, cheerfully making use of the 

front door to dry tea-towels.  Draping the towels over the top of the door 

was just right for 'drith', she would say.  Although I never lived in the 

cottage, I remember it as it was then, some item of laundry draped over 

the front door, in the sunshine.  

Ivy  Cottage 
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Memories of Sheila & Roy Cotton  

  told by 

Roy Cotton 

I was born at Polshea Cottage.                                                                

    Polshea Cottage 

My father, Stephen Cotton worked for Mr Reg Button then.  He had a 

crook to replace his arm which had been blown off by a piece of shrapnel 

whilst marching through woodland in France during the 1st World War, 

when he was in his early 20's.  I can remember my mum telling how the 

people of Boscastle, where my dad lived as a child, teased her that he 

wouldn't make much of a husband with only one good arm!  However, he 

was able to ride his Panther motor bike using the crook. 

Extract from newspaper 

HOME FROM THE FRONT 

BOSCASTLE SOLDIER'S EXPERIENCES 

'One of the most pathetic sights of war, that of young men who have 

lost limbs, has been witnessed in Boscastle by the home-coming of 

Steve Cotton, who has just returned minus one arm.  Cotton 

enlisted in December 1914, and after training at Whitely Common 

and at Aldershot, was in February, drafted to the front.  After going 

luckily through several engagements, in July he got wounded by the 

bursting case of high explosive shell whilst in a bayonet charge at 

Hooge.  He was taken back to the 18th General Hospital in France, 
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where it was found necessary to amputate his arm.  Some days 

later it was found necessary to have a second operation, and the 

arm had to be amputated further back.  A young man named Martin, 

of Marsh Gate, just above Boscastle, who joined with Cotton, and 

did his training with him, was still more unfortunate, for in the same 

charge as Cotton was wounded, Martin lost his life.'  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Steve Cotton 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Steve Cotton on his Panther motorbike 
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They had ten children. Six boys and four girls.  Stephen Condy was the 

eldest, Gladys, Sam, Beaty, Victor, Bessie, Fred,   Roy (me), Marjorie 

and Leonard, the youngest.   

Sheila was born at Trelill.  The family moved to St.Tudy when she was 

small, and she went to school here, with friends Pam Knight  (who with 

her brother Donald lived with their grandparents in the cottage right 

opposite the Post Office and shop)  Jennifer Burden (Skinner) Margaret 

Dray and Jean Rickard (Keat). 

 

 

 

David ?   Johnny Sleep, Robin Burden, Patrick Connell, George Stone,    Roy Connell, Brian Bant            

Michael Hill,  David Lobb, Tommy Lyle,   Harold Stone, Gary Keat 

Pam Knight (Parkyn), Rita Withey (Hodge), Brian Harding, Eric Jago,  Roy Bant,  Donald Knight         

Eric Osborne, David Pooley, Bertie Stone, Esme Rickard (Greenaway), Jennifer Skinner(Burden) 

                             

Janis  Kellow ,  X, Gwenny Sleep,  Sheila Hill,  Margaret Dray, Hilda Coombe,  X, Patricia  Bath 

         

                        

Sheila's family of two girls, Sheila and Pat, and one boy, Michae,l lived at 

Highertown.. (See first photograph in Elsie Bevan's article) 

There was a group of cottages built close together; some end on to the 

road, others facing the road. The vertical slate hedge at the end of 
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Wadebridge Road is still there today. Sheila remembers two bedrooms 

upstairs and three or four larger rooms downstairs. Mr & Mrs Bant lived 

one side, their cottage was one up, one down.  They had three children, 

Brian, Roy and Virginia.  Mr & Mrs Carthew lived the other side.  Mr 

Carthew was nicknamed Smokey as he drove a steam roller to make 

and repair the roads.  He'd "feed" the boiler with coal and no doubt the 

smuts would fly.  He towed a wooden caravan, similar to the one in the 

photograph, with the roller and park it by the side of the road whilst he 

completed the road rolling. 

Wooden caravan 

The Carthews had two sons, Jack and Erne.  Jack married Winston 

Southerton and they lived in Tremeer Lodge. He became a sergeant in 

the Army and was killed in the second World War.  Erne married Gladys 

Cotton, my sister (see school photo?) (Mrs Jenny Button remembers the 

wedding and the reception outside Polshea Cottage, everything set out 

on trestle tables.) They moved to St.Kew where they had five boys and 

one girl.  One son, Donald now lives at Haig, in Wadebridge Road.  This 

bungalow is on the site of Herb Hawken's cobbler's shop - he wouldn't 

mend any boots not bought in his shop!  Herb cut hair as well and was a 

master hedger.  He taught Raymond Jago how to build a proper Cornish 
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hedge.  Janis Burden's (née Kellow) Mum and Mrs Hawken were sisters. 

There was no running water indoors in the cottages at Highertown.  

Sheila remembers using the pump in the pump house in Maymear 

Terrace.  Her family moved to our present home, no.5 Wadebridge Road, 

when Sheila was still at school.  The village children had the Playing 

Field to play in by this time - there were three swings and two see-saws. 

I was christened and married in St.Tudy Church.  When I was six years 

old, Dad went to work for Mr Brown at Benbole, St.Kew Highway.  I went 

to school, firstly at St.Mabyn and then St.Kew.  My eldest brother Condy, 

married Dor Johns whose father, Bill Johns was the rabbit catcher.  They 

owned the cottage next to the pub at the top of Well Lane.  Indeed I 

remember Mrs Johns - known affectionately as Granny Johns, living 

there as a widow for  many years.  She was a gentle, quiet lady.  When I 

was living at Benbole  and Mr Johns took rabbits to St.Kew Highway 

Station to send to Horace Friend (still going today) I'd occasionally help 

him unload the rabbits, possibly 100 - 150, and load onto the train.  He 

also trapped moles, dried their skins and sold them too. I can remember 

seeing him cycling around with rabbits strung from the handlebars. 

 

Well Lane Cottages(now demolished) 
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Condy and Dor lived at Penvose Cottage when they were married first.  

They moved to the cottage in Chapel Road, right opposite the Chapel, 

where they ran a successful Greengrocery business.  Dor did the 'Round' 

to St.Breward, Blisland and St.Kew Highway in a black and white Ford 

van, and then a big blue Bedford.  Condy bought a boat and started 

fishing out of Boscastle. 

When I came out of the Air Force I joined Condy to fish for lobsters.  We 

bought a 22'6" boat called "Willing Boy" built in the Quay at Wadebridge 

in 1909 by Brabyn Boat Builders. 

"Willing Boy"22'6" boat built at Wadebridge 

 

Condy and I made lobster posts of wire in Percy Couch's old carpenter's 

shop. (see map) When we took over the shop there was a big old 

dresser inside filled with all the old coffin fittings. (Mr Couch was an 

undertaker too!)   We worked the "Willing Boy" for two years, then had a 

28' boat "Boscastle Belle" built at Looe.  
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"Boscastle Belle" 28' boat built at Looe 

We worked this for two years, when Condy died suddenly of a heart 

attack at the age of 42 years.  I continued on my own for another two 

years.  When Dor, Condy's wife, wanted to sell the boat I worked at 

Wenford Clay Dries for eighteen months.  Percy Hambly who lived in the 

outside cottage at Chapel House, where Walter and Mrs Burch now live, 

worked at the Driers too. (his nickname was "Ganderneck")  However, 

the pull of the sea was too strong - so another wooden boat, the 

"Boscastle Lass" was built, again at Looe, and I used this for lobstering 

on my own for eleven years.  I was joined by my nephews, Roger, David 

and Michael Coleman, Pat's sons - and we fished from a new 26' 

fibreglass boat called "Sheila Pat". We sold the lobsters to Harveys of 

Newlyn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Sheila Pat" 26' fibreglass boat 
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Now I've retired, and Sheila and I have just celebrated 40 years of 

married life at   5, Wadebridge Road, St.Tudy. 
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Childhood Memories of Janis Burden (nee Kellow) 

 

I came to St.Tudy to live with my mother and grandparents when I was 

eleven months old. 

Chapel Terrace - Mum on right - Coronation Celebrations 1953 

 

The rent book of number 3 Chapel Terrace, still in my possession, 

records that the rent was £8 per year paid at £2 a quarter.  I lived in the 

same cottage for twenty years and one of my first memories is of my 

cousin Roger's old metal pedal car which Lesley Sleep painted for me on 

a very hot day.  I played with Rita and an evacuee girl, Mary, who was 

staying with Miss Hooper, we rode the car around and around our 

cottages.  

Rita and I started school on the same day and Mrs Doris Armstrong was 

our teacher.  I remember being very upset when Mr Armstrong came 

home from the war and Mrs Armstrong gave up teaching. Then we had a 

new teacher, Mrs Willcocks, in her place and soon all was well and I was 
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very happy again.  Roger, the son of Mr and Mrs Willcocks used to come 

and ask me if I would help him to fly his home-made kites.  My job was to 

hold the kite while he went off with the string, then when he started to run 

I had to throw the kite in the air.  My efforts were not very successful but I 

was all he had and as he was a very big boy I did as I was told!  

My mother kept a pig across the field in a pigsty at the back of Mr and 

Mrs May's cow shed. We had to walk behind the cows to feed our pig.  I 

remember we always used to name the animals.  Sally and Henry are 

two of the names I can recall.  Our pig really belonged to everyone in the 

row of cottages because no rent was paid for the sty and everyone gave 

their scraps to help feed the animal.  When Uncle Hedley Burden killed 

the pig for us he had some of the meat instead of money.  Mrs May had 

a ham and some pork in payment for the pigsty and all our neighbours 

had a joint of pork so we did not finish up with much pig meat ourselves.  

This was just as well because it was before anyone had a refrigerator or 

freezer.  Another memory of the pig was taking the tripe in a bath down 

to the stream at the bottom of Mr May's field where my Aunt Mary 

cleaned the tripe with a stick.  I think she turned it inside out in the 

running water then everyone in the road had tripe and onions for tea.  

The next few days were spent running down the fat for lard and we had 

plenty of that because all our pigs were about twenty stones.  

Neighbours brought their jugs or basins and took away lots of the lard.  

We put the fat in the oven and cooked it out until very crispy which we 

then ate like chips (crisps), I think we called them "chipels".  Enough 

about our pig. 

When I was about nine or ten years old I used to fetch Mr and Mrs May's 

cows for milking from the Lands field which is at the top of Frys Lane or 

from a field down in Wetherham Lane.  Hilda Coombs quite often came 

with me and when we brought them back to Chapel field we tied them in 

their stalls and fed them.  Hilda would milk some of the quiet animals but 

I am afraid I never did try.  I also went to Wadebridge market with Mrs 

May, travelling on Cowles Bus, we had dinner in Cosy Will's café which I 

really enjoyed.  I must mention I only got the cows in during the summer 

time. 

As I became older I would go up to Rita, Jennifer or Pam's to play, my 

mum would take me as far as "Fools corner".  This is the corner by 

Andrew's house but I never hear it called by that name these days.  

During the summer we would take a picnic, with my mum's home-made 

lemonade, down to "Watering"  (just past Jane King's house - Lindum 
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House) or to Red Vale where we used to sit on the hedge and slide down 

the shed roof, which is now Mavis Kingdon's Linhay.  One day I caught 

my knickers on a rusty nail and tore them to pieces.  On these trips we 

felt we were a long way from home. 

When I was ten or eleven years old I was invited to Janet Thorne's 

birthday party, she lived at Wetherham Lodge.  I remember it was the 

beginning of summer and mum had bought me two new gingham 

dresses, one red and one blue, they had circular skirts.  I was very proud 

of them and wore one to the party but was not expecting to go into the 

woods.  In the woods I slid down a bank and my new dress caught on 

some barbed wire tearing a huge triangular piece from the back.  I was 

very upset and almost afraid to go home, as I knew my mother had 

found it hard to find the money to buy the dress for me.  I had spoilt my 

dress the first time I had worn it but mum mended it and I was able to 

wear it for the rest of that summer.  

Soon after my eleventh birthday my grandfather died and my mum had a 

little money and she bought me a new bicycle, as I had wanted one for a 

long time.  Jennifer and Rita had bikes but Patricia and I did not so we 

now had three bikes between four of us.  We were now able to go to 

Blisland, St.Breward and St.Mabyn, "Ride and Lie" which meant you 

rode for a while then left your bicycle by the roadside and walked on.  

We went many miles like that and enjoyed it very much.  In the 

wintertime we played indoor games and I had a monopoly set which we 

played for many hours. 

When I became a teenager I was able to help my mum look after Brenda 

Stacy who, when she was a baby, had a bad chest.  I spent quite a bit of 

time at Mr and Mrs Stacy's with Brenda.  Mrs Stacy asked if I would like 

to tidy the shelves in the shop, cut up the greaseproof paper etc.  Then 

before I was fourteen years old I was working part-time in the shop most 

Saturdays for two shillings and sixpence (twelve and a half new pence).  

This was enough for me to pay to go to the dance in the evening and buy 

a minced beef sandwich and cup of tea.  I was very pleased to feel 

independent.  At Easter in 1953 I left school and worked in the shop and 

Post Office for the next six years until I got married in 1959. 

For most of my childhood we had three shops in the village, Miss Hewitts 

 (which I called the sweet shop),  Mrs Kerslakes (the special thing about 

that shop was the china nodding Father Christmas that was in the 

window every year) and of course Stacy's had the Post Office and 
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papers which we still have today.  Then there was Mr Lewarne's Garage 

and Car Hire, Hooper's Carpenter's Chop, Mr Percy Couch Carpenter 

and Undertaker, Uncle Herbert Hawken Shoe Shop and Hair Cutter, Mr 

Mitchell and George Worth our Masons and Mr Withey our Plumber.  I 

am sure there must have been more but we were almost self-sufficient 

then in St.Tudy.  
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Reflections on a childhood in St.Tudy 

by 

Roger Willcocks 

I came to St.Tudy in 1940 after my father became Headmaster at the 

school, replacing Mr.Garland who retired for health reasons.  (See 

photograph in Joy Knight's article)  As a family we had connections with 

the village; my mother had been a student teacher there in the early 

1920's and the village carpenter, Percy, was related by marriage. 

My earliest recollection is going to school the first day from Myrtle 

Cottage.  "I know the way!" - did I heck, I got to the village centre by the 

pump and was lost; guessed I had to go by the church passing the seat 

and chestnut tree and there I was, a new pupil in Miss Best's class.  We 

were supposed to use Little Lane, not through the churchyard! 

Let us return to the seat and tree.  These were a memorial to the fallen in 

the First World War.  The tree was guarded by the blacksmith and his 

son, Doug.  We were not to climb it or throw sticks for the conkers.  

There was a great to-do when an American Force's lorry smashed off a 

branch!  I remember the verse displayed on a board within the seat 

shelter. 

 

   When men listen, God speaks 

   When men obey, man changes 

   When man changes, nations change. 

 

Even then I thought "some hope" as once more, as now, one European 

nation was trying to dominate the others. 

St.Tudy at that time had no piped water or sewerage, the village had 

mains electricity but many people were not connected and used oil 

(paraffin) lamps and stoves, even fewer were those people on the 

telephone.  All very strange to me, (a boy from the metropolis of 

Bodmin), especially the lack of drinking water.  Some few households 

had private pumps, there were about four or five communal pumps and 

two dipping springs, these latter at Town End and Well Lane.  The pumps 

were all of the old country style; a wooden box with a lead inner barrel, 

having a spout like a miniature cannon and a smaller lead pipe into the 

depths of the well.  The common practice when thirsty was to clap a 
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hand over the spout, pump the barrel full and drink. I recall that after the 

end of the war the public health inspectors regularly condemned these 

pumps.  No-one ever took any notice!  Each communal pump was a 

meeting place for the housewives collecting the couple of galvanised 

buckets of water used daily.  

A great event was the coming of the evacuees billeted on everyone.  

Much less so the arrival of some Belgian refugee children - yet at least 

one of these must figure in my recollection of the only German nuisance 

raider.  I was out at Town End on the road above the spring when the 

chatter of aerial machine guns was heard, the next thing I remember we 

were in the ditch under the bank, cycles left in the road. Who "we" were I 

don't remember but at least one of us had been machine gunned from 

the air before.  The raider had strafed St.Breward children and dropped a 

bomb on Bodmin.  In the same context we watched the glow on the 

clouds, the search lights, flaming onions etc. when Plymouth burned - 

events which were all too near to us! 

Cornwall in the latter years of the war was an armed camp.  Hengar, the 

Onslows still lived there, was an American depot.  The GIs figured largely 

in the dances and socials held in the school after the old hall burnt down.  

We knew when D-day was going to be as all leave was stopped.  We 

were deeply moved when new filtered back that few, if any, of our friends 

had survived the D-day landings.  Having seen the Normandy landing 

area with the bottomless mud flats, I am not surprised that many heavily 

laden troopers and vehicles disembarked and went straight down. 

Much of my time was spent watching the village craftsmen.  Percy, the 

carpenter, who made and repaired wagons, wheels and any household 

wooden items, as undertaker he made coffins.  On reflection, the level of 

craftsmanship was that of a cabinet maker.  A wheel, made with tapered 

mortice joints and a perfectly fitted ring of felloes, is a work of art.  

Johnny and his son Doug were blacksmiths and farriers.  Both to watch 

and smell the shoeing of a ton of carthorse with the attention and detail 

of the fitting of shoe to hoof and the banding of a wheel where the bond 

is heated horizontally to an even black heat, carried out and around to 

the binding stone and fitted over the wheel, with all the attention needed 

to ensure a close but not too tight fit, was fascinating to me. Onlookers 

and idlers, myself included, were roped in to help in banding.  At least 

three people are needed to carry a hot, four feet in diameter bond 
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horizontally.  I still carry the mark where, Doug being away, I was striking 

for Johnny and the tail of the metal whipped up and hit me.  

George Worth, the mason, who by himself would float a concrete floor 

perfectly smooth and level.  His sweet tooth was legendary.  He kept 

chickens and if you had sweets he had eggs.  In latter life I realised that I 

had seen the end of the strict guild demarcation of skills.  In 1940 each 

craftsman held to his trade.  For example, the smith made the traditional 

swan neck hoe with the sheet metal blade, I have one yet, but the 

carpenter made and fitted a new, shop bought handle to a shovel.  The 

wartime shortage of labour and the advent of new technology were 

having their effect then and since 1980, on a much larger scale, the 

influence of the unions has declined and with it the demarcation between 

shop floor and supervisor.  

We, all of us, helped on the land, mundane, labour intensive jobs such 

as tatie dropping and picking, shocking corn, for me the latter by 

happenstance seeing a field of corn being cut, walking in and asking how 

the shocks were to be built with how many sheaves to a shock as every 

farmer had his own way.  The clumps of sheaves dropped by the binder 

indicated how many but not how they stood. 

Almost at the end of my time in St.Tudy I recall threshing, by 

arrangement, for Tom Lyle in Hengar Lane in about 1951.  The thrasher 

driven by a tractor on rubber tyres is a far cry from my memories of 

threshing using a traction engine with a similar thresher. 

Flashes of memory include the Home Guard regularly coming down from 

the Head Hill lookout to remonstrate with Tom who brought his cows 

through the village, lantern burning, at one in the morning during the 

blackout; the tippety, tappety tip of Sam Sleep's walking sticks as he 

went to dig his allotment and the telling-off for ringing my bicycle bell as I 

came home one evening at nine o'clock. 

I left St.Tudy when my father remarried and moved his home to Bodmin 

in 1952.  When I finished my education, I, like so many Cornish people 

before and after me, went to work out of Cornwall for lack of suitable 

employment in Cornwall.  I kept tenuously in touch with home for some 

40 years.  On the death of my stepmother my immediate family and 

myself took over the family home.  Being retired I am at home in Bodmin 

for at least a few days each month and in the few years have renewed 

my acquaintance with St.Tudy.  Yes, it has altered, no, it is still 
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recognisable.  Only last week I was looking at the trees in the churchyard 

thinking that many of them still look the same as when I first saw them.  

However, what happened to the cutting from the Glastonbury Thorn that 

grew on the corner opposite the pub and the Post Office? 

 

 

15th March 2000 
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My childhood in St.Tudy 

by 

Jim Rickard with the final word by Jean Keat (née Rickard) 

My parents were Gerald Henry Rickard of Blisland and Gwendoline Ellen 

Lobb of Church Town Farm, St.Tudy (where Michael Lyle lives at 

present).  They were married in St.Tudy Church on April 28th 1928.  

They lived first at Bedevere, Bodinnick Road in the bungalow next to Mr 

& Mrs Nicholls, Gwen and Erica, built by Mr. Jim Hooper.  I was born 

there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim Rickard (aged about 2 yrs) 

Later they moved to Maypall Cottage and then to Hazelmere, Tremeer 

Lane, and my three sisters were born there, Esme, Sheila and Jean. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim and then from left, Esme, Jean & Sheila 
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When I was just four years old, one Saturday in the football season, 

St.Tudy were playing St.Breward at Tregarrick  My dad was taking the 

entrance money at the gate, and I was playing with the other children 

behind the goal posts.  The football was made of leather back then.  I 

was probably holding the ball when one of the players tried to kick it out 

of my hands, but kicked me instead, splitting my skin just above my right 

eye which needed ten stitches - I still have the scar!  I can remember 

being taken to Dr. Bailey's Surgery in Jack Chapman's motorbike and 

side-car with Nurse Crahart, the district nurse - a staunch St.Breward fan 

and follower - holding me in the side-car with dad on the pillion.  I 

remember Dr.Bailey stitching up the cut, but I can't remember anything 

else except being in the East Cornwall Hospital, Bodmin, for about ten 

days to recover.   The men's ward in the hospital was where the present 

Waiting Room is, and I was in the first bed on the right - the same bed 

that George Worth had when he fell from the roof at Penvose. They did 

operations at East Cornwall then; Jean, my wife, had her appendix out 

there when she was eighteen.  

I started school at five; my first teacher was Miss Doris Worth, now Mrs 

R.Armstrong.  The Headmaster was Mr.Garland.  The older boys, on 

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, worked in his garden, which was 

divided into six or seven allotments.  They grew vegetables and also cut 

the grass around his house. We used to play in the square and I 

remember one day kicking a football and it went through one of the large 

school windows. I thought it best to own up so I went round to Mr. 

Garland's house and told him what I had done.  He said that as I had 

been honest he wouldn't take any action, but if he had returned to school 

and found out what had happened I would have had to pay for the 

damage. When I was thirteen, I was given permission by the Education 

Authorities to have time off school to work on the land, and was still 

allowed my attendance mark.   I hoed and thinned out sugar beet for 

Mr.S.T.Button, working alongside Harry Langford, Uncle Jim Nicholls and 

Wacky Worth, a horseman, who lived opposite the Post Office. I dropped 

potatoes, for a firm called Wellington's of Somerset, at Tinten, in land 

near Bravery Cottages and also at St.Breward, where we were collected 

in a lorry, school boys and girls and some women.  We were paid a small 

amount of money, but this was our contribution to the war effort.  I 

remember a teacher called Mr.Carne, I think he was a relief teacher 

between Mr.Garland and Mr. Willcocks, and Miss Linden who taught the 

middle class. 
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Before war was declared Dad was a clay worker at Wenford Dries, then 

the Works was taken over by the Admiralty as a Naval Stores.  He was 

also in the Home Guard.  Mum worked at Hengar for the Onslows.  Jean 

remembers sitting on that majestic staircase whilst Mum polished them!  

Mum also did the washing for the family.  The butler brought it to our 

house in Tremeer Lane.  I took it back in the same large wicker basket, 

with a lid fixed down with an iron rod. 

My family moved to Duck Street ( School Road), the middle cottage of 

the terrace, in 1939. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dad in uniform of Royal Marines Special Police at Wenford, Mum, me and in front, Esme, Jean 

and  Sheila 

 

 

Dad was secretary of the village Cricket Team which played on the 

playing field.  I can still picture the table laden with cream teas by the 

stile into the Glebe.  Lonzel and Clifford Nicholls played, Dave Dray, the 

Prout brothers, Albert Burden and Ross Cobbledick from Valley Truckle. I 

can't remember the scores - I just remember the teas! 
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One afternoon in the summer of 1941 Ben Lewarne shouted to me to 

follow a fighter plane whose engine he had heard spluttering and misfiring.  

I followed, either on a bike, or the running board of Ben's car, up Hengar 

Lane, where we saw the plane pancake in a field, the second field in from 

the road by Hengar.  When we reached the plane, Dave Dray was there 

too.  The pilot, although shocked from the crash, was able to warn us that 

no-one should walk in front of the plane as the guns were still loaded.  

Dave stood guard whilst Ben went to phone the authorities, at St.Eval, I 

think.  Several people from the village came to look at the wreckage.  

Thankfully the pilot recovered and the plane was salvaged, but the 

incident caused great excitement. 

I remember when bombs fell on St.Breward.  I was helping with harvesting 

in Quarry field at Hill Head one evening when a shout went up to take 

shelter by the hedge.  I saw two planes come up the valley and saw the 

explosion when the chapel at Rowe was hit.  Bernard Skinner's twin 

brother was killed - they had been playing in the road by the chapel.  The 

next day the gas works at Pool Street, Bodmin, was hit and destroyed. 

In August 1943 mum died of cancer.  Jean remembers me coming to 

collect her from school to say goodbye to mum in the ambulance that took 

her to the Royal Cornwall Infirmary, Truro, where she died, just 33 years of 

age.  Jean went to live with Aunt Elsie and Uncle Bill Rickard at Blisland.  

Esme went to Aunt Beat and Uncle Tom Lyle (Michael and Tom's parents)  

Sheila went with Aunt Ann and Uncle Percy Nelder at Blisland.  I stayed 

with father as I had left school at fourteen and started work at the Naval 

Supplies at Wenford. 

Father died in December 1943 after an appendix operation, at 

St.Lawrence Hospital, Bodmin.  During the war it was a military hospital.  

His fellow patients were having a pillow fight when the pillow split open 

and Dad laughed; he laughed silently so that no one else was aware that 

he was laughing, but his wound burst open and he died shortly afterwards.  

Aunt Beat and I had visited him in the afternoon of that day.  Ben Lewarne 

had taken us in his car.  Dad was making a good recovery from the 

operation, but he died later that evening.  Jean used to laugh in the same 

silent way, Aunt Beat had to slap her hand when she realised Jean was 

laughing silently, to break her of this habit.  

By Easter 1944 Sheila and I were living with Aunt Ann and Uncle Percy 

Nelder and Jean and Esme were living with Aunt Beat & Uncle Tom at 
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St.Tudy.  Dad's sister, our Aunt Ruth, who lived in London and had no 

children of her own, wanted to adopt just Jean, but the family wanted to 

stay together.  

Jean wants the last word! 

Reading Jim's account you might think how sad to lose both parents so 

young - and no doubt at the time I was sad and missed them both very 

much - one thing  I do remember is the dresser in the living room at 

Duck Street, each drawer with a name on.  Gran Osborne lived next 

door to us in Duck Street, the first cottage in the terrace, nearest the 

school.  She was known to everyone as "Gran", but she was a sister-in-

law to Edith Worth, Bertha's mother.  I remember going into her small 

front room - the table covered with the chenille table-cloth, with a large 

maidenhair fern in the centre. 

I have memories of a very happy childhood spent with Aunt Beat and 

Uncle Tom, and I gained two more brothers in Michael and Tommy, we 

only had a limited number of toys but we never felt deprived or very 

different from our friends. Aunt Beat sold the milk from our cows and I 

helped deliver it around the village before school.  Some people came 

with their tin or enamel milk cans to collect the milk.  Aunt Beat died 

before I left school, and then I spent a lot of time with my friend, Wendy 

McGinness and her mum at School View, across the square. 

When I left school at fifteen I worked with my sister Sheila for Major and 

Mrs Carlyon at Costislost.  I then worked for the Sharpe's at 

Wetherham and Mr & Mrs Edward Button at Tregawn.  I 'lived in' in all 

three positions until I married Gary on May 9th 1959. Gary did a five 

year apprenticeship and has been a local builder all his life, carrying on 

the traditions of his father, grandfather and great grandfather before 

him.  Our daughter Nichola was born in December 1960, she is married 

an Army Officer and has two sons and a daughter. Graham was born in 

1963 and is married to Sally, they live in the village and Graham is 

carrying on the family building tradition into another generation.  
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Recollections of St.Tudy 1943 - 1950 

by 

John Menhinick 

 

My first recollections of St.Tudy mainly centred round the school, after 

spending a couple of years along with Kenneth and Joan Alford having 

lessons at "Garlands" where, of course, Mr Garland taught us.  I 

remember looking out of the front bay windows at Garlands and seeing a 

crowd of children riding round on the back of F & J Martyn's coal lorry as 

he delivered bags of coal to almost every household in the village 

(everyone had coal fires then).  Seeing the fun those children were 

having I only wished I could join in  - well, I soon did!   

I started at St.Tudy school where Mr.Willcocks was headmaster with 

Miss Best and Mrs.Armstrong in support.  It's amazing to think that with 

such a large number of children these three teachers not only taught us, 

but were school secretaries, dinner ladies and controlled the traffic - the 

square was actually used as a playground-cum-football pitch.  Mr.  

Willcocks always stood in the road and watched over us when cars 

drove past.  I also remember the odd window getting broken and being 

terrified about what would happen to us.  Mr Willcocks used to use the 

cane quite regularly if necessary.  Another duty the teachers did was to 

heat a large container of milk (provided by Mrs.Lily May) and so provide 

the pupils with a mug of hot milk each day. 

I used to walk to school, (about two miles each way).  When I got as far 

as Mr Luck's house I used to take a short cut through Lily and Fred 

May's field and come out at the bottom of Well Lane.  Half-way up the 

lane was a cottage where the Connell family lived.  Mr. Connell was 

away in the war and Mrs. Connell was left to look after six boys - Dennis, 

Derek, Roy, Patrick, Barry and George.  Outside the cottage in the lane 

was a washstand on legs where the family used to wash, usually in cold 

water direct from the well at the bottom of the lane.  What a wonderful 

job Mrs.Connell did with limited resources, all the boys did her proud.  

During September and October I used to visit Mrs.Syd Scott's house 

which was adjacent to the Post Office and buy a pennyworth of apples.  

For this I got six or seven apples which I used to carry to school inside 

my shirt.  Mrs.Jack Worth (Mrs.Armstrong's mother) and Mrs.Ford 

(Bessie's mother) provided the same service.  Although we had plenty of 
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apples at home, the ones in the village seemed to taste sweeter.  During 

the war there were lots of evacuees staying with most families and some 

of them were a bit cocky and thought us locals a bit thick.  One day one 

of them asked me "How much are your apples mate?" I said "Two for a 

penny" - not bad business for a few days until they caught on!  We were 

not so thick after all.  When I told my parents what I had been doing they 

were not too impressed, but Uncle Charles from Penvose said "Well 

done boy, you'll never starve." 

Preparing for one of the last days threshing - late 1950's 
 Elford Menhinick, John Menhinick, Dick Lamerton 

 

Threshing days in my early childhood were quite an occasion.  Much 

preparation took place in the previous days, a large quantity of beef 

(skirt) had to be fetched from butcher Burdens, a ton of coal had to be 

obtained from W.T.Tucker & Son to keep the steam engine going and 

also a supply of good clean water to provide the steam.  Neighbours and 

friends from the surrounding farms also came to help with the various 

tasks.  The first meal of the day had to be prepared for the Machine Men 

who arrived early to light the fire in the traction engine to ensure that the 
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owner of the engine, Mr.Howard Hoskin, would be able to get steam up by 

7.45 a.m.  This first meal for the Machine Men, served at about 6.45 a.m. 

would consist of large slices of home cured bacon with a high proportion 

of fat (some people called it rusty bacon), eggs, fried bread and fried 

potatoes.  The next meal was about 10 o'clock, this was just large yeast 

buns with plenty of tea.  At about 12.30 was the main meal which almost 

always consisted of very large pasties with gravy seeping out of the 

corners - delicious!  Finally, about 4 o'clock, another feed before going 

home.  It was very hard work in sometimes very wet and dusty conditions, 

but everyone seemed to enjoy the diversion from normal farm work.  

School photograph  -  1964 

Nora Sheer, Amelia  Wadge, Nicola Hooper, Ann Wilton, Paul Papasil, Ruth  Nicholls, Mr Yelland, 

 David Kempthorne      Margaret Sleeman 

Susan Mounce, Tim Papasil, Katherine Sleeman, Mary Wilton, Andrew Pearce,  David Grills  Susan 

Cotton,  Alison Wilton,  Morrish,     ? 

Robert Harris, Tom Hodge, Tommy Collins, Joanna Menhinick, Gary,                                                      

Roger Coalman, Angela Grose   

Simon Papasil  ? Keith Morrish, ? Steven Papasil 
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 Meeting the  Royal Landlord  at Loskeyle Farm - 29th July 1987  

Philip, Sandra & Amy Menhinick 
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Carnival Queen 1952 

by  

Jennifer Skinner 

 

I was born at "Bronsley", a bungalow built by my Uncle Jim Hooper on 

Bodinnick Road.  When I was 14 years old we moved down to "Hill 

View" when mum and dad, Jane (née Hooper) and Harold Burden took 

over Miss Hewitt's shop and she retired to our bungalow. The shop was 

a new "thing" for mum to take over - Miss Hewitt came to help her get 

used to the travellers and ordering goods.  I was still at school and dad 

was working as a stone mason at a quarry in St.Breward.  Also, Aunt 

Em (Mrs.Charlie Nicholls) was a great help to mum.  I had grown up 

next door to her and she and mum had always been close friends. 

St.Tudy Football Team circa 1930 

Left to Right 

Back Row: Russell Nicholls, Edgar Sleeman, George Lobb, Jimmy Hooper, Lonzel Nicholls, Tom Kellow, 

Ben Lewarne 

Middle Row: Stan Putt,  Albert Burden,  George Watts,  Harold Burden,  Tommy Johns 

Front Row: Wilfred Burden,  C.Levy,  Norman Nicholls 
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I left school a year later and started working in the shop with mum.  Our 

front room was now the shop.  The entrance was through a door in the 

side.  Our kitchen beyond that was the back store.  Our main 

wholesalers were Brown, Wills and Nicholson of Plymouth,  Wills of 

Wadebridge and Thomas' of St.Austell.  We belonged to a group called 

'Vivo' which meant we were able to have special offers for the 

customers.  It was similar to Mace and Spar.  

We sold all kinds of things - drapery, haberdashery, stationery, all 

groceries.  We used a drapery firm at Exeter.  A traveller would call 

regularly or we would go to the warehouse and pick things out - 

especially at Christmas time.  We had a long brass rod hung over the 

counter where we would hang our drapery, for example, aprons, 

overalls, tablecloths, towels and scarves.  We also sold underwear, 

stockings, socks and hankies.  There were a lot of different travellers for 

biscuits, soap powders, Fray Bentos, Oxo, Primrose Dairy, Danish 

Bacon Company.  We also sold paraffin which we stored in a large tank 

in a store at the back of the house.  It was a lot different then .  Under 

the counter were drawers with all our dried fruits - currants, raisins and 

sultanas which we weighed out.  Biscuits also came in large tins which 

we weighed out when required.  Blocks of lard, cheese, bacon and ham 

would be cut and weighed.  There were large jars of sweets all along 

one shelf which would be weighed out by the quarter.  There was no 

cash till, the money was just kept in a wooden drawer under the counter.  

Of course, there were no baskets or trolleys to put your goods in,  

customers would be served with everything they wanted.  

My dad, when he finished at the quarry, also worked in the shop.  He 

offered a delivery service.  Many customers would leave a list of 

groceries they wanted on a Monday and dad would make up these 

orders in boxes and on a Friday deliver them by car to the customers 

around the village.  Christmas was a very busy time.  Lots of extra 

things were ordered in - games, toys, puzzles, books, gifts, cards, 

decorations, paper and clothes.  The shop would be open late on the 

evenings leading up to Christmas and even Christmas Eve!  My 

children, Penelope and Ian were born in 1960 and 1967 and they used 

to like helping in the shop and going along with dad to make his 

deliveries around the village.  The shop would open 6 days a week and 

have half-day closing on a Thursday.   

The shop closed in 1971 when dad retired at the age of 67. 

Decimalization came in which meant a lot of changes would have had to 
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be made if he was to continue.   Bernard and I still continued to live 

here.   We converted the two rooms used for the shop into living rooms 

for us. It's been my family home for almost 50 years.  

In 1952 I became Carnival Queen for St.Tudy.  I was accompanied by 

Misses Ruby Harper and Margaret Dray and little attendants Pauline 

Neal and Virginia Bant.          

  Carnival Queen 1952 

Back Row - Mr. Willcocks  Mr. Garland,  Pat Neal,  Mr. Dray,  Mr. Gordon Burden 

Front Row - Margaret Dray, Virginia Bant,  Jennifer Burden (Skinner) Pauline Neal,  Ruby Harper 

 

It gave me great pleasure to be Queen that year as it was the opening of 

our new Village Hall.  We had a Carnival Week and on the Monday 

evening was the opening of the hall after which I was crowned by Mr 

Garland.  The first event to be held in the new hall was a dance following 

the opening and crowning and the St Lawrence Dance Band played.  

The Carnival Week festivities included a whist drive on the Tuesday 

evening where I presented the prizes.  On the Wednesday a variety 

concert was given by the Mid-Cornwall Concert Party.  On the Thursday 

sports for the children were held in the playing field followed by a cricket 

match, Ladies v Gents.  The ladies used tennis rackets and the gents 

used hockey clubs.  The ladies were easy winners! 
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The weeks' festivities ended on Saturday with the Carnival.  After the 

judging a procession, led by Mr West in full hunting attire and music by 

Delabole Silver Band, paraded the village, returning to the field where I 

presented the prizes.  After which we went to the hall for the Carnival 

Dance with music by Florrie and her Band. The hall was packed to 

capacity - a good finish to a successful week of events.  We went to 

many Carnivals and dances throughout the summer which were much 

enjoyed, finishing with Camelford Floodlit Carnival in November. 

1953 was the Queen's Coronation Year and I had much pleasure in 

presenting the Coronation mugs to the village children.  

Carnival Queen presenting mug to Kathryn Lamerton, held by her dad Dick Lamerton. 

Left - Raymond Jago, Mrs. Percy Couch (behind Raymond). Extreme right at top May Halls, in 

front of May is Alan Nicholls. On left of May is Ernest Sleep. 

 

  

 This was a grand event to finish off my year.  My reign as Carnival 

Queen was almost over with another Carnival in July. 
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Jennifer Burden (Skinner)  second from right 

 My friends and I when children as competitors in earlier Carnivals.  

Eileen Rowe, Pamela Knight,  Esme Rickard, Jean Rickard (with lamb),  Gwen Sleep.       

Hilda  Coombes, Jennifer Burden, Janis Kellow, Margaret Dray, Kathleen Hill,    Rita Withey          
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St.Tudy"Given" Village Hall  
  Extract from newspaper cutting - 1952 

 
'Presiding at the opening of St.Tudy's new Village Hall on Monday - the 

start of Carnival Week - Mr. N. Mutton, chairman of the hall committee 

said " This is a day we have been looking forward to for at least 15 

years" St.Tudy is one of five fortunate villages in Cornwall to receive a 

"gift" hall from the Council of Social Service.  It is considered a 

temporary building intended to serve until conditions permit the erection 

of a permanent hall, but it will certainly do duty for a long time and has 

adequate accommodation. Measuring 72ft by 24ft the premises 

comprise a main room with stage and a seating capacity of 170, two 

ante-rooms one of which can be used as a kitchen, and two cloakrooms. 

Mains electricity supplies lighting and heating and works a pump which 

brings water from a well.  The hall is rented to the St.Tudy committee by 

the Cornwall Council of Social Service at a nominal rental of £13 a year. 

Mr Mutton recalled that in 1919 St.Tudy people were considered 

extremely fortunate in securing a Nissen hut.  They were the envy of 

neighbouring parishes as none of these then had a hall of any kind.  The 

hut gave them pleasure for a number of years but it was of a temporary 

character.  Neighbouring parishes built halls and in 1937 a public 

meeting at St.Tudy decided that they should proceed as fast as they 

could to build a proper hall worthy of St.Tudy parish and St.Tudy people.  

They started raising money but then war came.  "After the war we could 

not proceed along the lines we intended to.  Then our energetic 

secretary (Mr W.C.Willcocks) discovered we could get a hall without 

paying for it.  That suited us extremely well, and we went ahead"  added 

Mr.Mutton amid laughter. 

"Got in on the Right Step" 

Before formally opening the hall, Mrs. Chas.Williams, chairman of the 

Cornwall Council of Social Service, congratulated the people of St.Tudy 

on their determination to have a village hall "because these things, even 

if you don't do them with your own hands in bricks and mortar, do not 

come by just sitting about and saying 'We wish we had a village hall'" 

St.Tudy was also to be congratulated on being one of five fortunate 

places in Cornwall towards which the Council of Social Service had been 

able to "direct the steam" to get a village hall built.  The others were 

Fraddon, Lane, Calstock and St.Martins-by-Looe.  The movement began 

about five years ago and no less than £10,000 had been produced.  
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"The scheme is now closed for getting village halls for nothing, but you 

got in on the right step" said Mrs. Williams.  

Mr. John Pearce, Truro secretary of Cornwall Council of Social Service 

said now they had got their hall it was really a beginning and he hoped 

that the Council of Social Service and St.Tudy would continue to work 

together.  There were various directions in which the council could help - 

music, drama, education and all sorts of things.  The council had had 

submitted to them rather more than a hundred schemes and there were 

a lot of disappointed people who were unable to get halls, but they were 

pressing on and that was the fifth hall they provided this year.  Proposing 

thanks to Mrs.Williams and Mr.Pearce, Mr Willcocks thought all would 

agree that the new hall was an excellent building.  "It is well over £2,000 

worth and it has cost us nothing." he said, expressing appreciation of the 

interest shown by all the members of the local committee 

Will be Fully Used 

Thanking the architect Mr.Vyvyan Salisbury, Wadebridge and the 

contractors (Messrs.T.E.Davey and Son Wadebridge) the rector 

Rev.C.P.Lawson, thought the people of St.Tudy ought to congratulate 

themselves on having such a building given to them.  He was sure they 

would use it to the fullest extent and always be proud of it. 

Asking Mr.L.J.Garland president of Carnival Week, to hand a travelling 

clock to Mr. Willcocks as a token of appreciation from the hall committee 

of the services he had given, Mr.Mutton said the harmonious way in 

which the committee had worked and the securing of the hall itself was 

largely due to him.  Expressing thanks, Mr.Willcocks assured the 

gathering that when he looked at the clock it would always remind him of 

that occasion.  He had done what he could to help the village and as 

long as he was connected with it and afterwards he hoped he would 

always do that.  After Mrs.Williams had unlocked the door, the building 

was blessed by the rector.  

Carnival Queen Crowned 

The opening was followed by the crowning of the carnival queen (Miss 

Jennifer Burden) by Mr.Garland.  The retiring queen, Miss Pat Neal 

handed presents from the committee to the queen and maids of honour.  

The queen in a well-delivered speech, expressed the hope that good 

support would be forthcoming for the events of carnival week.  The 

money raised would be for the hall fund, and she hoped they would give 

generously.'   
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Schooltime Memories 

by 

Bill Hodge 

Until my first day at St.Tudy school I had never had the company of, or 

played with, other children as there was no playschool or young 

children's groups in those days.  At five years old my Mother and I 

walked to St.Tudy twice a day from Little Trevisquite Farm, St.Mabyn. 

Miss Worth (now Mrs.Armstrong) was the infant teacher and Mr.Garland 

was the Headmaster, he was followed very briefly by Mr.Crane as a 

temporary Head, until Mr.Walter Willcocks became the permanent Head.  

The middle class was taught by Miss Best.  When Miss Worth left to be 

married, Miss Laura Couch came into the infant class.  Each day I took a 

packed lunch to school with me.  At 12.00  I went to Mrs.May's bungalow 

at Tremeer Lane to eat it.  At our mid morning playtime we were 

provided with milk, this was at a cost of 2½d per week (a little over 1p 

today). 

I remember the evacuees arriving during the war, they were put in the 

hut for their school, with their own teachers, a Miss Trundle and a male 

teacher whose name I have forgotten, there were approximately 45-50 

evacuees.  The hut building was at the instigation of the New Village Hall 

committee, this being formed by Mr. Willcocks the secretary,  Mr.Norman 

Mutton the chairman and Mr.Dray treasurer.  It was decided to integrate 

the village children with the evacuees for lessons.  We were divided into 

age groups and I was sent up to the hut (which stood in John and Pat 

Tanner's garden) for one day.  And I assure you IT WASN'T ME but 

when I arrived the next day to go to my classroom the hut had burnt to 

the ground!  There had been a meeting in the hut the previous evening 

when the Ministry of Information had shown a film, and it was after this 

meeting that the hut caught fire.  It burnt well being made of wood, and, 

as I remember, was a First World War Army Hut. At this point, the village 

school children and the evacuees combined made over 180 pupils, so 

until they got themselves sorted out with desks and other equipment our 

schooling consisted of half a day, this was throughout the school. 

The canteen opened  in the mid 40's; as I left school in 1945 I only had 

school dinners for a short time.  They cost 5d a day.  The cook was Mrs. 

Warwick Couch helped by Mrs.Jasper.  My Mother said that I could try 

the school dinners for one week to see if I liked them.  I never had 
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packed lunches again!  There was no water supply in the canteen, Bill 

Dray and I were sent after assembly to fill and fetch water in pitchers and 

buckets from the pump which stood below Nora and Harold Sheer's 

garden hedge, for the daily supply of the canteen.  

One of my favourite lessons was on Wednesday afternoons.  The girls 

had sewing and the boys worked on the allotment.  This was situated at 

Bodinnick Road where Wayside bungalows are now.  This was a Council 

Garden Allotment.  Mr.Charlie Nicholls had his garden next door to the 

allotment on which he kept some bees.  This caused for lively gardening 

at times! 

St.Tudy Cricket Team late 1950's  (Junior I County League) - Bill Hodge third from right back row 

 

I played cricket through the 50's for the village team and married a village 

girl (Pat) who joined the W.I. in 1962.  I became roped in for all the 

activities of village life. In 1991 I left Trevisquite Farm and my wife and I 

returned to the village for our retirement.   

As a family we have a long history with the school.  My wife was a third 

generation pupil, my children and grandchildren have passed through on 

their way to Wadebridge Comprehensive.  Two grandchildren are there 

now.  
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A Teenager Through the 1950's 

by 

Patricia Hodge 

 

I was born and lived in Bedivere Bungalow, Bodinnick Road until my 

marriage to Bill in 1958, when I changed parishes to St.Mabyn and lived 

at Little Trevesquite for thirty three years. 

I came home again to St.Tudy (Maypall Cottage) in 1991, where as a 

child I remember Mrs.Keat senior living and then later Mr & Mrs Dick 

Keat (Bertha Keat). 

In 1951 I had my first taste of London when I was taken there for the 

Festival of Britain.  I remember feeling great excitement as we caught 

the train at St.Kew Highway station.  I don't actually remember how we 

got to the station, I think probably Mr Lewarne took us in his taxi, or Mr 

Billy Hooper, as in those days very few people had cars.  Those that did 

were mainly in business, almost no-one had a car for pleasure or social 

activities as now.  

On July 23rd 1952 we celebrated the opening of the Village Hall.  

Jennifer Burden (now Skinner) was crowned as carnival queen and we 

finished the evening with a grand dance. 

On June 2nd 1953 the nation celebrated the coronation of Queen 

Elizabeth II.  In St.Tudy our evening started with a presentation of 

coronation mugs by the carnival queen.  I still have mine to this day.  

Then Jennifer and Mr Willcocks (our school headmaster) led us all into a 

wonderful evening with the first dance.  

Our leisure time was well catered for.  On Tuesdays and Thursdays the 

"picture bus" ran to Wadebridge cinema but I was not allowed to go until 

I started work and could afford to pay for myself.  We were all so glad 

that we lived in St.Tudy because the bus started its return journey (from 

the daytime shopping trip to Wadebridge) in reverse from St.Breward.  If 

it was a good film this meant that the youngsters from St.Breward and 

St.Tudy had seats but on getting to St.Mabyn often there was no room 

left.  When this happened the conductress (Phyllis) would be sent to the 

telephone kiosk to ring for a relief bus, consequently by the time the bus 

had travelled to St.Mabyn and back to Wadebridge the film show would 

be well under way.  Often having got to Wadebridge the queue would be 

well back to the Town Hall.  
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We had a Youth club on Wednesday and Sunday evenings in the 

Methodist School room with a number of different leaders.  I can't 

remember if the age limit to join was eleven or thirteen, but it seemed as 

though you were waiting forever to be old enough to join. 

 

 

Angel - Margaret Burden 

Back Row: Tessa  Nicholls, ?, Gwen Sleep,Terry Burden, Pam Knight, Ruby Harper, Roma Stacy,         

Bill Pope, Harry Hooper,  Janis Kellow, John Menhinick, Muriel Nicholls,  Norman Stacy,  Amelia Wadge 

Front Row: David Button, Jimmy Sleep, Eric Couch, Margaret Stone,   ?,  Patricia Bath, Margaret Button 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Back Row: Peter Button, Jennifer Burden, Terry Burden,  Harry Hooper, Dorothy Noble, John Menhinick,   
Michael  Armstrong,  Lewis  Bate, Eric Couch,  Rita   Withey,  Noman Stacy 

 
 Front Row: Wendy McGinness,  Geraldine Hambly,  Roma Stacy 
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In 1957 we had another big event.  This time with the Youth Club.  Bill 

Pope and John Menhinick both had farm vehicles.  John's was a bench 

seated pick-up and Bill's his pig van with mattresses slung in the back 

for seating.  So, a number of us set off for Weymouth and our first ferry 

crossing, we felt we were almost going abroad to Guernsey.  The group 

consisted of Bill and John, Jennifer Skinner, Janis Burden and myself 

with Terry Burden and Ruby Harper as club leaders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Group in Guernsey - 1957 

Back Row  - Two couples from somewhere else, one young man had been evacuated to St.Tudy! 
Middle Row - Bill Pope, John Menhinick, Terry Burden, Wardens 

Front Row - Janis Kellow, Ruby Harper, Margaret Menhinick, Jennifer Burden, Patrica Hodge 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Girls on  the beach 

Jennifer Burden,  Ruby Harper,  Patricia Hodge,  Janis Kellow 
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We had dances in the village hall most Saturday nights.  Before the 

dance it was the highlight of the week to gather in the home of Maggie 

Lobb to watch Six Five Special, it got so crowded it was standing room 

only for Pete Murray and Going Down the Line.  At that time I think there 

were three televisions in the Parish, Mr.Lewarne, Mr. Billy Hooper and 

Mr. Gordon Burden my best friend's father.  ( I might add that if Mr & Mrs 

Burden weren't very busy delivering meat out on the moors at that time 

of the early evening we might never have got away with the invasion of 

Town Farm) 

We had a wonderful football team in the village, the St.Tudy Minors, 

which excelled as a junior side, and which won the Cornwall Junior Cup 

in 1956-57 season.  

Late Fifties and teens for us meant he boys had motor bikes so dances 

were no longer confined to St.Tudy and neighbouring villages, but why o' 

why was Bugle of all places the "In" place to be.  These were the years 

of Elvis, Bill Haley and Rock and Roll.  The boys with their Bootlace ties, 

Teddy boy jackets, velvet collars and all and D.A. haircuts.  The girls with 

full circle black taffeta skirts with yards of stiff lace and white blouses 

(which all got pretty mangled by the time we arrived at the dance off the 

back of the motor bikes)  and very flat pump shoes.  As now, fashion and 

to conform was almost a religion. 

Late Fifties, '58-'59, one by one we began to steady down and get 

married with memories of wonderful times which made for lovely teenage 

years.  
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My Childhood in St.Tudy 

by 

Margaret Lobb 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      
 

Gordon Burden & Hedley Burden     Gordon as a toddler 
                 Gran Worth          Gran Burden 
                 (holding Maggie)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

Gordon           Hedley       Recent family group 

Peter      Gran Burden    Maggie            Gordon     

            Julie                   Maggie, Gran Burden,  Julie (holding baby) 
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I know I have been a granny for 10 years, but this has never made me 

feel as old as being asked to write my childhood memories of St.Tudy!  I 

like to think that a few people living in the village can actually remember 

when I was young.  

However, here are just a few of my many memories.  They really begin 

when my parents bought Town Farm in 1945 as, until then, my mother 

and I had shuttled between two sets of grandparents while my father 

was in the Army.  The problem was this was definitely an age of 

AUSTERITY and COUPONS so we didn't actually have a great deal to 

put in the house.  One double bedroom quickly became an apple store 

and another empty bedroom became my playroom.  I can vividly 

remember several of us running up the back stairs (back then servants 

knew their place!) and down the front stairs.  My mother had a "boiler 

house" and on Sunday evenings the fire was lit to heat the copper for 

boiling the clothes on Monday.  I can remember those little blue bags for 

making the clothes white.  

Play, I can remember, was vitally important and the whole village was 

our playground.  We played "Kick Tin" for hours and I'm afraid our 

favourite hiding places were among the old gravestones in the 

churchyard.  We played all over our yard and what is now Pat and John 

Tanner's home.  Unlike parents today ours felt able to allow us to go off 

on our bicycles for the whole day with just a simple picnic and 

instructions to be back before dark.  We were all under eleven at the 

time.   As children we knew who lived in every single house in the 

village, doors were never locked and I don't remember any crime or 

damage in the village (or am I remembering the past through rose-

coloured glasses?) 

In school we had only two classrooms in use and two teachers, Mr & 

Mrs Willcocks.  Pupils stayed until they were fourteen or passed the 11+ 

to go to Bodmin Grammar School.  I can still remember the dreadful day 

when Mrs Willcocks died and how upset I was.  I can also remember 

going into the BIG ROOM and feeling quite scared of all the big boys!  I 

can remember these big boys going off with gardening tools to tend the 

school allotment and the endless discussion (or so it seemed) of football 

tactics for the next match.   Hanging on the walls over the old fashioned 

black heater there were two large maps - one of the counties of the 

United Kingdom and one of the countries of the world, which has helped 

me to this day to remember their names and outlines.  I can also 

vaguely remember parcels of various "goodies" from the U.S.A. I think.  
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Does anyone else remember these? 

At playtimes and dinner-times we played in what is now the road!  We 

played something called "Square Ball" with hoops and a football but I 

can no longer remember the rules.  We also played the usual skipping 

games with long ropes and various versions of Hop-Scotch.  I can 

remember longing to attend canteen meals instead of walking home, 

and at last being allowed to go - 5d for a week or was it 5d a day?  I 

loved the school stews and the gorgeous puddings but I'm ashamed to 

say I have forgotten the name of the cook.  

I remember our school being used for village events before the hall was 

built.  I especially remember Florrie and her band, and when my Dad 

and the other men moved the piano there would be a great mound of 

cigarette ends!  As far as I remember she never stopped smoking all the 

time she played the piano.  I also remember Vernon playing the 

accordion and thinking one day I will play one like that.  There were also 

concerts given by visiting villages such as Blisland, but I especially 

remember our concerts and plays and those written by Mary Bartlett.  

The Chapel Sunday School in those days was a hive of activity and I 

can still remember the complicated annual anniversaries - I seem to 

remember building a huge lighthouse once - and, of course, new 

dresses were a must.  We had wonderful outings to St.Ives, Perranporth 

and Newquay to name but a few. 

Later on I remember the opening of the Village Hall when Saturday 

dances were absolutely packed (this is pre-disco) and huge whist drives 

when all the rooms were full and the Buff Room.  There was also an 

excellent Youth Club and of course a brilliant football team who won 

everything in sight for years.  Buses used to leave the village with what 

seemed like every inhabitant. 

While growing up my Aunt and Uncle kept the Post Office and I can 

remember Roma and I, after the shop closed, weighing up currants and 

sultanas into blue bags with a big scoop and cutting chunks of cheese, 

butter, margarine and lard from huge slabs.  As well as the Post Office 

we had Mrs.Kerslake's and Miss Hewitt's where sweets were weighed 

into little triangular bags.  I can also remember taking shoes to be 

mended to Mr. Hawken's shop and taking a giant leap forward when I 

passed my driving test at 17 and buying 5 gallons of petrol from 

Mr.Lewarne for £1.  Now I know I am old!  
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I never used to think of St.Tudy as particularly special, to me it was just 

"my home"  but when I changed schools and later went to College I 

brought several friends to the village who all thought it was wonderful, 

and now when I tell people where I live they all say "Aren't you lucky, it's 

a lovely village."  So now, with the benefit of age and hindsight I realise 

how fortunate I was to grow up in the village of St.Tudy.  
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St.Tudy Memories 

 by  

Colin Jasper and Raymond Jago 

 

Colin was born on 12th October 1942 at Woodcote, St.Tudy and has 

lived in the same bungalow all his life.  He has one brother, Kenny. 

Raymond was born on 19th August 1940 and lived in a cottage  (now 

demolished)  opposite Maymear Terrace (where Liz Brunyee and the 

Roberts have built)  See map & also  photograph of house at Highertown  

referred to in Mary Winn's article) .  He has two brothers and four sisters. 

They both went to St.Tudy School, Colin left when he was fourteen 

years old , spent two terms at Wadebridge Secondary Modern and left 

when he was fifteen.  Raymond left St.Tudy School when he was fifteen. 

Their friends in the village included David Button, the Sleep family, the 

Connell family (of which there were about fifteen in all!) Raymond Nottle, 

Ivan Island, David Dray and many more, but most have now moved 

further afield.   

They played mainly in the school square, around the horse-chestnut 

tree, the playing field and Higher Town by Russell Nicholl's shed 

(carpenter's shop)   They played with iron hoops with crooks made by 

Gerald Wilton and some of their favourite games were cowboys and 

indians, kick tin, and football.  If they kicked their ball into Annie 

Langford's, Quies Cottage, they wouldn't get it back! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colin Jasper in 6-a-side football  -  Far right front row1 - 1953  
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Fred May who lived at Bosvean had a horse and cart which he drove 

through the village sitting on the shaft, smoking his pipe and wearing a 

trilby hat.  Before he came into sight you could hear him calling "Come 

on Tom, get up there Tom".  By the time he reached the Clink the cart 

was full of kids and off they would go to his fields at Wetherham Lane.  

They made hay with the haypoles which were 30 ft high and  grabbed 

the hay to make a rick. The hay was swept in with an 'oss sweep' and  

raked it into rows with an 'oss rake'.   Once the horse bolted and 

Raymond 'heaved out' at the Clink along with Patsy Hill and Babes 

Keat. The boys used to help Fred milk his cows, by hand,  in the shed in 

Well Lane (Bartletts ex store) They used to walk across the fields from 

Bosvean to the shed (where Felixes, Willows and Manse have now built 

bungalows) They fetched the milk through the field from Higher Town to 

Bosvean (where Wallis and Simmons houses are now)  carrying their 

billy cans. 

With David Button they used to help Gordon Burden but didn't like the 

killing.  They took tripe in wheelbarrows to Red Vale to wash it in the 

stream, once the barrow tipped up and the tripe slithered everywhere, 

they had to put the barrow on it's side and push it back in; fortunately 

this happened on the way down, not on the way back!  Pigs bladders 

were blown up as footballs!  Raymond's family always had pigs . The 

butchered meat was washed in the stream at the bottom of Oak Park.  

He remembers hog's pudding with rice in it and his mother always had 

yeast preparing, bubbling away on the range.  There was no mains 

water, they had to get water from the pump house at Maymear and he 

still has the pump pitcher. 

Jim Mitchell, who lived where the Piles now live in Well Lane, had a 

haulage business and the first time Colin left Cornwall (and the last for 

many years) was when he took pigs from Gus Raymond's to Shepton 

Mallett Fair. He left home at 2 a.m., loaded the pigs at 4 a.m. and was 

through Camelford by 7 a.m.  

Their teachers at school were, headmaster Mr. Wilcocks Mrs Tippett, 

Doug Yelland ( relief teacher) and a young lady!  Their were two classes, 

the infants and the juniors. The toilets were outside in 'wedge corner', a  

white-washed cinder proof house . The seats were square, wooden 

boxed seats and the toilet was the 'bucket & chuck it' type! There was 

an ash-pit by the path between the Rectory wall and the playing field 

where the buckets were emptied. They did gardening at the Rectory and 

also on the allotments at Wayside.  
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On Sundays there was the Chapel Sunday School with Min Nicholls and 

Amelia Wadge. There was a youth club run by Terry Burden and Harry 

Hooper and Cliff Nicholls took a woodwork class but this was short-lived 

as some people messed around too much.   

Colin in Pageant - 1950  

Back Row: Lonzel Nicholls, Tom Button ,?, Mrs. Evelyn Hooper, Muriel Nicholls, Amelia Wadge, 

Jinny Harris, Joy Bartlett 

Front Row: David Hooper  Betty Sleeman Pam Knight Colin Jasper 

The Village Hall did not exist then but there were outdoor pursuits like the 

pageant at the Rectory, the Carnival and the Fair at Tremeer Lane.  

Football was played on the pitch at Oak Park and on either side of the 

road at High Gates.  If it was wet they stayed indoors playing snakes and 

ladders, drawing or reading comics such as Beano, Dandy and Topper.  

After school in the village, on the way home they would sometimes go 

and see Percy Couch (where Graham Murrell now lives) and Percy 

Hambly (Gander Neck!) making coffins, wheels etc. real old carpenters.  

Then on to Uncle Jim Nicholls sorting potatoes (where Val Smith now 

lives, opposite Pat Crane);  Ben LeWarnes garage, he had an  

accumulator for  charging  wirelesses.  On  to the blacksmiths where 

Gerald Wilton would be binding wheels, shoeing or other general 

ironwork; Cliff Nicholls' carpenter's shop where he made coffins, doors, 

windows etc. with Clifford Crowl, Jo Calloway, Des Hooper, Colin Bartlett 
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&  Harry Hooper.  Lonzel Nicholls was a mason and Bill Hooper the 

boss.  There were three shops where sweets could be bought, Kerslakes 

(where Mr & Mrs Murrell now live)   Norman Stacey's Post Office and 

Miss Hewitts where Erica Nicholls worked and out to Dor Cottons to buy 

apples one at a time.  There was also a fruit shop at Bob Armstrongs.   

They used to pinch apples and plums from Mrs. Herring at Redvale and 

also at Ralph Murrells garage.  Families went to Stewart & Jinnie Harris' 

to plant rows of potatoes and picked their own at Tregooden. 

Once a year the hounds used to meet at the tree and they came out of 

school to watch.  Some did not return!  They remember mains water 

coming to the village; Jewells tarring the road with a sprayer, terrible 

smell! and then hand throwing the chippings which were then rollered 

into the tar; council houses at Bodinnick being built; the fact that there 

were very few cars; going to the pictures (1/6d - about 7½p); sitting on 

wooden seats on Hawkeys bus and going to the beach in  Willis' coach 

driven by Tom Cooper.  

When they left school, Colin went to work for Scurrahs and 

Kempthornes, farming and Raymond to Polshea and the Rabbit 

Clearance Society.  

Raymond hedging - taken from a W.I. Calendar  
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My School Days at St.Tudy V.A. School 

by  

Joy Knight (née Armstrong) 

 

I first went to school on 10th of January 1952.  My teacher was Miss 

Pearce, the school then was divided into two rooms, the 'Little room' 

with Miss Pearce which took children from 5 years old to 8 or 9 years 

old, the 'Big room' with the Headmaster Mr Wilcocks where there were 

children from 8 years to 15 years old; there were about 60+ children in 

the school at that time. 

 

 St.Tudy School   

This photograph was taken in Spring 1957 after the Easter Holiday.  All the children of 11 years 

and over were transferred to Wadebridge Secondary Modern. 

Back Row - left to right 

David Sleep, Graham McGinnis, Robert Nichols, Georgie Conell,  Timmy Sleep,  Eric Couch,             

Kenny Jasper  Brian Holness 

Middle Row - left to right 

Doreen Conell, Pauline Neal, Brian Lamerton,  Keith Jago, David Dray, David Button,            

Colin Jasper, Alan Nicholls,  Michael Armstrong, Yvonne Sleeman, Jacqueline Neal                          

Bottom Row - left to right 

Roma Stacy, June Nicholls, Joy Armstrong, Virginia Bant, Maureen Sargent, Mrs Tippit,                   

Mr Willcocks, Wendy McGinness, Shirley Couch, Flora Stacy, Barbara Jago, Ivy Halls, Jean Stone 
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One of my first memories was when the whole school went down to 

Wadebridge Cinema to see the film " A Queen is Crowned".  This was 

the first opportunity many of us had of seeing actual moving pictures of 

our Royal  Family and the new Queen Elizabeth II as there weren't many 

people with a T.V. set at that time, although, according to the school log 

book, the whole school listened to the funeral of the late King, King 

George VI on the radio.  We used the radio quite a lot, every week we 

heard a service, then there was 'Singing Together' and 'Rhythm and 

Melody' for which we used special singing books, and then there was a 

sort of exercise programme, 'Music and Movement' and various other 

stores, historic and other subjects.  We did Country Dancing for which 

we used a record player; we actually went to Wadebridge to take part in 

a competition. 

St. Tudy Folk Dance Team at Wadebridge (1955 or 56) 

 

Back Row - left to right: Gillian Toms, Yvonne Sleeman, Pauline Neal, Marian Dray, Virginia Bant      

Jean Stone, Roma  Stacy, Wendy McGinness, Shirley Couch                         

Front Row - left to right:  Ivy Halls, Joy Armstrong, Flora Stacy,  Jacqueline Neal , Doreen Conell    

Mrs Tippitt  

Another memory I have is when we went on a school trip, eventually 

ending up at Paignton Zoo.  It was on the 4th June 1956 when the 

school was closed for the day when 23 children went on a combined 

bus, rail and river trip.  I was one of the youngest to go along, with my 

friend Flora Stacy.  I remember I had my packed lunch in my little brown 
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satchel and I had a bottle of orange which somehow got broken and all 

my food was ruined; I was very upset and had to be given food by the 

other children.  Another silly thing happened that day, when we went for 

a ride on the little railway at the Zoo and for some reason some of the 

older children jumped off the train before it had stopped and, not to be 

outdone, I also jumped off  the moving train, but fell over and hurt my 

knee and had to go around with a handkerchief tied around my leg.  

Visiting the school dentist brings back very bad memories of travelling to 

Bodmin in an ambulance with very black windows and feeling very sick, 

also having four teeth out with cocaine!  Another bad memory was the 

smell of warmed milk, gone off. In the winter months the milk that was 

left outside the door was brought in an placed on the top of the old black 

fire to defrost, and having to drink this at playtime was disgusting. 

Another bad smell came from the old bucket toilets in the back yard, 

especially in the warm weather!  I remember going out into the 'Square', 

which is open to the road, for P.E. and playing squareball and also at 

playtime playing 'Go' and 'Last one off the ground' and having to keep in 

when the cars came along was a nuisance but not half as busy as it is 

today.  

In 1957 in April, the beginning of the Summer term, all the 11+ children 

were transferred to Wadebridge Secondary School; everyone breathed 

a huge sigh of relief, the numbers went down to 27 at the beginning of 

the year when the first of the full term children were transferred to 

Wadebridge. I in fact went the following September, only the second full 

term child to go to Wadebridge from St.Tudy School.  

Mrs Tippitt took over the infant class and used to take the older girls for 

needlework which we used to have in the 'spare room' which was 

divided off from the 'Big room' by large sliding doors.  The room was 

filled by huge antique furniture, large tables and forms all joined 

together and one behind the other.  We made dishcloths and dressing 

table sets.  

Unfortunately numbers went down and on 18th April 1961 the following 

statement was made:- 

'The Education Committee have considered the future of this school and 

in view of the fall in numbers, have decided that St.Tudy must now 

become a one teacher school with a headmaster in charge.' 
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Changes at St.Tudy Post Office & Stores 

by 

Ivy Bastard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken at Grocer's Dinner at  Hotel  Bristol 

Left to right:  Ivy, Leonard  Parkyn, Pam Parkyn, Barbara Jago,  Judith Broughton              

Rosie Button, Mrs. Broughton  
                

I left school at 15 years of age and after just two weeks of my holiday 
started with the Broughtons on 15th August 1961.  Mrs Broughton had 
asked Mum if I'd  like to work in the shop.  It was ideal as I had no 
transport to get anywhere. I worked full time from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
everyday except Sunday.  Ruby Harper (Carthew) worked there full time, 
and Pam Parkyn worked part time.  Mrs Broughton helped as well if we 
were busy,  she ran the Post Office with Ruby.   The Broughtons took 
over from Stacey in 1959.  There three thriving businesses in the village 
then.  Jack Cleave took over Kerslakes and the Burdens had taken over 
Miss Hewitt's.  There were fewer cars so village people bought their 
groceries and other household goods from the store. 
 
Ruby delivered three days a week, Monday, Tuesday and Friday - to 
Trelill, St.Kew Highway, Michaelstow and Fentonadle.  The staff worked 
non-stop in the shop preparing deliveries and paraffin for heaters.  The 
paraffin was kept in the little one-up, one-down cottage behind the Post 
Office, belonging to the shop; no-one lived there as far back as I can 
remember, but there was still an old "copper" in one corner.   Glass 
chimneys and wicks for oil lamps were kept upstairs, but we didn't sell 
many of these, just occasional chimneys, electricity was in the village but 
possibly only downstairs in some houses.  
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We had a fridge to keep the bacon and had our own slicer.  Bacon was 
delivered Mondays from the Danish Bacon Co. St.Blazey.  It was my job 
to bone it after Ruby showed me how! No milk was sold because it was 
delivered daily by local farms. Una Grose remembers supplying clotted 
cream, twice a week, in large containers.  Dried fruit was supplied loose 
in large boxes.  This was then weighed up in 1lb amounts mostly, in 
strong paper bags.  Sugar, butter, marg, all sold in packets, no plastic 
tubs.  Biscuits were sold loose too.  There was a big variety.  My 
favourite was called "Vienna" - a triangular shaped wafer biscuit covered 
in chocolate.  All the biscuit tins were displayed as the customer came in 
the shop, down the left hand side. The Post Office was on the left. The 
counter was at the back and down the right hand side.  It was a wooden 
counter, with lots of different sized drawers behind.  Only the staff were 
allowed behind the counter, which was reached by a hatch in the counter 
which was hinged on one side and lifted. 
 
 Everyone was served.  Customers came throughout the day.  We sold 
drapery - underwear, jumpers, hosiery - garments were bought "on 
approval" which meant the customer could take them home, to see if the 
garment fitted and pay for them afterwards.  We sold medicines such as 
aspirin in little glass jars, syrup of figs in a brown bottle, cod liver oil and 
Obridges cough mixture. 
 

The Post Office dealt with telegrams - delivered all over the area.  Any 
for St.Breward on Saturday afternoon Mr Broughton delivered in his car, 
as Saturday was St.Breward's early closing.  Thursday was our early 
closing day.  I was there for 2 years before I helped in the Post Office.  
When Pam left, Barbara Jago came.  When Ruby left, Alison Wilton 
came.  Janice Burden, who'd worked for the Stacey's, would help out in 
emergency if anyone was unwell.  I worked for the Broughton's for 17 
years.  When I started there was a garage to the right of the shop which 
later became a very successful paperweight centre.  Sheila Davey and 
Sheila Hooper both worked there selling the paperweights.  Mr 
Broughton bought them from all over Great Britain and abroad.  I 
remember a particularly beautiful Japanese one.  Coachloads of people 
were attracted to the centre.  Mr & Mrs Broughton employed my mum, 
May Halls, to clean.  Margaret Morrish did the washing, Dick Lamerton 
did the gardening. 
 

Mr and  Mrs Couldwell took over in 1978 and I worked for them for 10 
years. I didn't work at any time on Wednesday, Caroline Lyle worked on 
that day. Burdens closed in 1971, there was strong competition from 
International in Bodmin and Co-op at Wadebridge - not supermarkets, 
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but bigger stores.  Mr Couldwell used the paperweight centre to sell the 
copperware which he, and Mr George Starr (from Longstone - Karen 
Smith's father) made in the old cottage behind the shop, canopies, 
bracelets and candlesticks. 
 

In 1988 Mr and Mrs Wilkins came and I worked for them for 9 years.  
They moved the shop into the Copperware Centre.  During this time the 
shop suffered badly from competition from the newer, bigger 
supermarkets in Bodmin and Wadebridge. 
 
Geraldine and Shaun came 2 years ago and it seems as if the pendulum 
may be swinging back in favour of the village shop.  We now have a 
wide range of goods - often personally requested by customers, an off-
licence, the Post Office provides a greater range of services for banking 
and paying bills, and Shaun provides a delivery service. 
 
I have enjoyed working for my employers for the last 38 years at the 
Post Office and Stores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pantomime at Village Hall 
 Back Row: Helen Burden, Nicola Hooper,  ?, June Morish,  James Hooper,               

Maureen Sleeman, Ivy, Mary Wilton,  ?, Shirley Collins, Pam Parkyn 
        

Standing from left: Angela Grose,  Margaret Sleeman,  Jonathan Hooper                                   
Far right:      Joanna Menhinick    Penelope Skinner 

2nd Row: Nicola Keat,  Sue Hodge, John Hodge, Brian Harris, Tommy Collins,                   
Robert Harris, David Kempthorne 

 
Front Row: Shirley Jones,  Linda Parkyn, Kathryn Sleeman,  ?,    Philip Harris,  Andrew  Burden,     

Kevin Kendal, Elden Burden, Graham Keat,   Andrew Kempthorne,  Roger Kempthorne,  ? ,    
Heidi  Burden,   Vanessa Grose 
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  School Life and Teenage Years in St.Tudy 
by 

Sue Main (née Hodge) 

 

I live now next door to the farmhouse that was my family home.  Although 

that is a few yards inside the boundary of St.Mabyn parish, St.Tudy has 

always been my home village. 

The 60's 

I started school in St.Tudy in 1965 shortly before my 5th birthday.  For 

some reason this caused a feeling of great excitement in me as I could 

now join my brother John on his daily jaunt to school.  I don't remember 

how I got there that first day, probably my mum took us in the car, but this 

was not to be our normal mode of transport to school.  John and I rode to 

school everyday on the milk lorry that came to collect the milk churns 

from the farm.  Sometimes this meant that we would be a little late, but of 

course we couldn't be blamed as it was the fault of the milk lorry!  I can 

remember really enjoying those rides to school, it was much better than 

walking. 

When I was a bit older, mum (being a real swinger) bought herself a 

scooter.  We soon persuaded her that it would be much better for her to 

take us each day!  She would take me to Tamsquite turning and then go 

back for John.  Meanwhile I would walk on, when she caught me up John 

and I would swap places and I would be dropped at school and then she 

would go back for John.  We wore no helmets in those days. A few years 

later, after mum had fallen off quite badly, dad bought himself a second 

car to take him to work.  It caused great hilarity when he was seen (all 

6'1") SQUASHED into his Messerschmitt and even more laughs when 

John and I were squashed in behind him after being picked up from 

school. 

Thinking back, I realise I loved my schooldays at St.Tudy.  I think there 

was probably about 28 or 30 children at the school then.  A few of us 

were the fourth or fifth known generations of our families to go there. 

Then, as now, everyone knew everyone so there was no getting away 

with anything.  Mrs Butters and Miss Sheer taught us well and made us 

work hard, but we had lots of fun too.  School trips were always exciting, 

I think we only had one each year.  I remember St Michael's Mount and 

Paignton Zoo. 
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A school play was put together each year and lots of afternoons were 

free from lessons leading up to the production.  One year we did 'The 

Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe', most of us were her children of 

course.  For some reason I had to be a child who sat reading in the 

middle of the stage and got in everyone's way.  After two performances I 

was black and blue from being tripped over.   A lady called Mrs Murphy 

used to put together a pantomime every year.  This was entirely 

separate from school.  Every child in the village would have a part if they 

wanted one.  Even some adults would be there year after year.  As I 

remember these were put on near Christmas and they would be the 

highlight of the year in many ways. 

Mrs Keat was our canteen cook and she provided us with wonderful 

meals, they were just like mum's.  I only remember one person ever 

having packed lunch while I was there.  Miss Wadge and Miss Nicholls 

(Auntie Min to everyone) looked after us at breaks and lunchtime and I 

think they had their work cut out.  Miss Wadge also played the piano at 

school assemblies and plays and our musical lessons once a week.  I 

remember Joanna and I getting into serious trouble during music one 

week for clipping Robert's ear with our castanets.  Unfortunately he 

squealed and we both got 50 lines.  I MUST LEARN TO BEHAVE 

MYSELF WHETHER I AM BEING WATCHED OR NOT. - no surnames 

mentioned, but they know who they are!  I don't know about Joanna, but 

those lines didn't work for me. 

I felt sad when I left St.Tudy school because I was the only one going to 

Wadebridge, everyone else was going to Bodmin or Camelford.  

Suddenly we were all little fish in a big pond.  

 

The 70's 

 

As a teenager I enjoyed Friday night Youth Club, this was a chance to 

meet my old school friends again.  Some weeks we went to the leisure 

centre at St.Austell for swimming and trampolineing.  Other trips to the 

ice skating rink at Newquay were great favourites as most people spent 

a lot of time trying to keep upright! 

Best of all were the village discos on Saturday nights; they were held 

about once a month.  Sliver Bird and Purple Haze made Saturday nights 

impossible to miss.  Tank tops, platforms, flares and flicks, without them 

you just weren't 'in'.  Status Quo, Mud, Slade, Showaddy Waddy, Suzy 
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Quatro until your ears were ringing!  Terry Burden, dad, Gary Keat and 

David Lobb were the main bouncers and we needed them when the 

Bodmin Bikers arrived.  Jean, mum and Maggie kept the coffee and 

crisps going regardless. 

In the late 70's I left home to go to college in Weston Super Mare but 

come the early 80's I was back home again, determined that I was back 

for good. 

I missed a lot of village life while I was away and even up until my 

daughter was born in 1990; then I started to get involved again, but in a 

different way from before.  Now it's my turn to be involved in various 

committees, school life at a different level, youth club rostas etc.  It's 

different, but just as good to be part of it now as it was when I was 

young. 

I hope that the village life in St.Tudy doesn't change too much in the 

future, I think most of the people who live there feel lucky to do so and 

hopefully there will be many more generations of my family growing up 

and enjoying this community in the years to come.  
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Memories of a St.Tudy Teenager 

by  

Alison Hillson 

 

My earliest memory of living in St.Tudy was a day at primary school.  I 

remember walking to school and it was raining really hard.  At break time 

the electricity was cut off.  An electricity cable fell down and was flicking 

sparks all over the road.  As there was no electricity we were all allowed 

to go home.  While I was watching out the window for Dad to arrive, I 

saw a tree from the rectory wall fall over and crash into the roof of the 

house opposite.  That day was the worst storm I can remember. 

 

I used to love primary school, especially in Miss Sheer's class.  We had 

a dressing up box and a pretend shop.  We would all dress up and buy 

beads and other bits and bobs from the shop with plastic money.  Once a 

week we would go swimming at Bodmin on the bus.  The first time I 

swam without my armbands was really scary, but I had Mrs.Anstis 

holding me to make sure I didn't sink!  She let go and I didn't even 

notice, I was off across the pool. 

 

On the way home from school we would go to the shop and Mum used 

to give me 20p.  I would buy little teddies which were 1p for two.  This 

was when Mr & Mrs. Caldwell owned the shop and there was a fishpond 

outside with goldfish in it. 

 

At lunchtime in the summer we would play on the field and when the 

grass was cut the boys would chase us and put grass cuttings down our 

backs.  Looking back now I had some really good times as a child in the 

village and hopefully there are many yet to come.  
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SCHOOL PHOTO 1987   

 

Back Row  - Teachers  - left,  Penny Howe,  right, Faith Surridge (Head Teacher ) 

Sarah Rayson, ,Becky Vanderplank,  Sharon Vanderplank,  Julia Wilkins,  Emma Rayson,    

Tara Pile,    Bonnie ?,     Elizabeth Harnett,  Hayley Lynn. 

  

Middle Row - Alison Hillson,   David Green,  Kerri Ann Jago,  Ross Hodges,  Anna Lyle,  

Catherine Selby, 

Gavin Scurrah,  Chantell Fisher Hughes, Rachel Young, Kelly Lynn,  Alistair Harnett,              

Lucy Ambrose 

  

 Front Row  -  Gary Pearce,  Adam Cook,  Emily Poynton,  Helen Pluess,  Martin Wesley,  

Nicholas Knight, Lee Keat,  Richard Callaway,  Alexander Kirby Harris. 
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Memories of childhood 

by 

Gary Pearce 

 

I was born on 19th May 1982 and started at St.Tudy school, part-time, 

in January 1986.  There were only 21 children in the school at that time; 

Miss Shear had retired at Christmas and Miss How was the new infant 

teacher.  I don't remember in detail any particular things or events from 

my early days at the school, but I do remember Mrs. Butters telling me 

that she remembered my dad bringing a dead mole into school to show 

them.  Mrs. Butters was in her last term as headmistress when I started; 

she had come to St.Tudy school in January 1965 when my dad was in 

his last year at school.  

 

I remember the older children looked after the young ones and helped 

us settle in.  Although the school was small we didn't miss out on 

activities and trips, we used to go swimming every Monday to Bodmin 

and I remember joining St.Breward and St.Teath schools for various 

things.  We went to the Delaware Activity Centre with St.Breward school 

where we did orienteering, canoeing etc.  The school grew in numbers 

whilst I was there and when I left in 1993 there were three teachers and 

nearly seventy children.  I remember my primary school days very 

fondly, as happy and not hard work!  I hope it will carry on being like 

that for all the young children who go there.  

 

I took part in the village carnival throughout my younger days and 

particularly remember the 'Vampires Tea-Party' float that I was on.  We 

made the float up at Tresquare and it was great fun; we all dressed up 

as vampires and we had one person as the victim, laying on a table 

made of bales covered with a white sheet.  My brother Michael lay in a 

coffin made by a couple of the dads, lined with a red sheet! 
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Vampires Tea-Party 

Left to right:  Graham Francis,  Amanda Weaving,  Chris Simmonds,  Steve Simmonds,   

Matthew Simmonds,   Olli Thompson,  Adam Cook,    Jonathon Weaving,    Michael Pearce,    

Paul Francis   (in coffin)                              Victim - Gary Pearce 

The Youth Club re-started when I was about nine and it was something 

we all looked forward to on a Friday evening.  We went on visits to 

places like: Bodmin Fire-Station, Wenford Pottery and a lifeboat station.  

We had pantomime trips and visits to Plymouth Pavilion to go ice-

skating.  I particularly remember the 'It's a Knockout' we had in the 

playing field, it was great fun.  We had to walk on stilts, run with buckets 

of water in a three-legged race, go over obstacles and pull a tug-of-war 

over a plastic sheet made slippery with water and Fairy liquid!  Each 

team had an adult as team captain to cheer us on and at the end they 

were sent around the obstacle course in a race; of course the only injury 

of the day happened then!  Phil Tizzard dived through the tyres a little 

too enthusiastically and hurt his back.  

My early days as a child in St.Tudy were happy ones and I hope the 

village stays very much as it is now.  It is a happy, kind and friendly 

village and the school, and other organisations, reflect this.  
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My School Days 

by 

Joe Knight 

 

My name is Joseph William Knight and I am 11 years old on 17th 

January 2000.  I live at 8 Bodinnick Parc, St.Tudy with my Mum and 

Dad, Joy and Michael and my two brothers, Nick who is 16 and Alex who 

is 13.  I go to St.Tudy V.A. (Voluntary Aided) Infants & Junior School, I 

am in year 6 and my teacher is Mr Simon Bishop.  Next September I 

shall be going to Bodmin Community College, the same as my brothers.  

My older brother Ben (25) and my sister Lydia (28) also went to the 

same school as well. 

My favourite subject is P.E. especially playing football for my school, I'm 

usually playing in goal.  We have won quite a few matches recently 

against St.Mabyn, St.Teath, Port Isaac and Camelford.  When the boys 

play football the girls play netball.  I also like playing basketball, we have 

just had a basketball goal put up in the playing field.  When we have P.E. 

we have to walk up to the village hall where we have lots of room for our 

apparatus which we keep in the new  storeroom.  We also use the 

village hall when we do our summer production; last year we did Oliver 

Twist and I played Bill Sykes, the year before we did Bugsy Malone and I 

played a boxer called Joe.  We do a lot of singing and at Christmas we 

do a special service in Church, we also do one at Harvest and a Spring 

Concert.  

My special friends are Matt Simmonds and Dayll Beasley, we all belong 

to St.Tudy Football Club, we train in the playing field every Wednesday 

evening. This winter we are able to use the new floodlights for the first 

time, we will be having new changing rooms soon. 

We wear uniform to school, red or blue sweatshirts, red or blue polo 

shirts and grey or black skirts and trousers.  I think it looks nice when we 

have our photograph when we all look the same. 

There are about 52 children in school, there are 3 classrooms with 3 

teachers, Mrs Long the Head Teacher takes the Reception and years 1 

and 2, Miss Page takes years 3 and 4 and Mr Bishop who teaches years 

5 and 6.  Ms Dove comes in as Mrs Long's relief when she has to do her 

office work.  Mrs Lyn and Mrs Chalmers come in to help the children with 

special needs and Mrs Matulewicz helps the Reception children.         
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Mrs Ord works in the office and my mum is Caretaker and comes in after 

school to clean up all our mess.  Mrs Couch is the Cook in the canteen.  

I have school dinners, so do about half of the school, the others have 

packed lunches.  

My mum is also a School Governor and helps chose the teachers and 

make all the decisions about the school, the other Governors are Mr 

Simon Ambrose who is the Chairman, the Rector, Mr Bishop, Mr 

Matulewicz, Mrs Brunyee, Mrs Roberts, Mrs Rayson, Mrs Harris and Mrs 

Northcott.   

We go swimming two terms a year at Wadebridge, on Monday 

afternoons, but not in the Summer term.  We go to camp in the Spring, 

last year we went to Porthpean, there won't be any this year because it 

costs too much; I liked camp because we got to do things you can't do 

anywhere else, like kayaking, canoeing and sailing. 

We do lots of subjects at school like History where last year we learned 

all about the Vikings, Geography where we are looking at maps of 

Cornwall.  In Maths we are doing fractions and decimals.  In English we 

are reading the poem The Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll and in Art we 

are looking at buildings and windows.  I shall miss this school when I go 

to Bodmin.   
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 Class photograph 1998 

Back Row: James Luck, Emma Simmons,  ?,  Dayll Beasley,   Miss Jude Page 

Middle Row:  Aaron Hancock, Matt  Simmons,  Tamsin  Cleave,  Adam Cornford,   Tom  Lobb,     

Jack  Luck,    Helen Maninnick,    Kerrie Livesey 

                

Front Row: Rebecca Matulewicz,  Aaron Philp,  Amanda Harris, Morwenna  Main,                  

Hope Yeomans,    Thomas Nankivel,  Joe Knight    Martin Jago  
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My thoughts on St.Tudy 

by 

Morwenna Main aged 10 

 

St. Tudy village is a friendly place with mostly nice people.  It is pretty 

with lots of flowers especially when everyone enters the competition for 

hanging baskets.  There are lots of things to do here and everyone joins 

in which is nice. 

It's good because everyone treats each other in a nice way, like they 

would like to be treated. 

I like the playing field because lots of things go on there and in the 

summer lots of friends meet up there, but it was better with the climbing 

frame. 

I like some of the old buildings the best, especially the old Rectory and 

the Church.  It's lovely at Christmas because the tree and the lights 

around the village make it look beautiful. 

Youth Club is very good and it's great fun being with all my friends when 

we're not in school.  I like the size of the school, it's good.  All the 

teachers are nice and so are the ladies that help.  I like Art and PE best. 

I don't want the village to change because I like it the way it is and I don't 

think I'd ever want to move because I like living near to St.Tudy.  

 

What I like about St.Tudy 

by 

Amanda Harris aged 10 & Rebecca Harris aged 7 

Amanda 

 

The things I like about St.Tudy are that there is always something to do, 

like going to the park.  The best thing is all my friends live there.  If I had 

to live in the village I am sure I would love it.  I live just outside the village 

at Kelly Green Farm.  

What I want to happen in the future. 

I think it would be lovely to have a village garden for the old people.  
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Rebecca 

I like the village because lots of my friends live there. 

I like the park and the playing field because there's lots of equipment 

and it's good fun! 

I want there to be a climbing frame and a see-saw put in the 

playground. 

 

What I want to happen in the future. 

 

I think that it would be nice to have more places to play and I would like 

to have more village parties.  

 

Tom Lobb - aged 9 

 

My earliest memory of St.Tudy is going to playgroup and meeting 

Michael Kempthorne.  We used to like going down the slide.  I like 

going to St.Tudy School because I see all my friends.  I enjoy the after 

school clubs, football club, chess club and running club. 

 

My favourite memory of school is when St.Tudy School won a 5 a side 

football tournament at Port Isaac and we won a cup. 

 

The thing I enjoy best in St.Tudy is on Wednesday evenings I go to 

football club.  It is really cook.  There three age groups, under 8's, 

under 10's and under 11's.  People come from other villages and there 

are loads of us playing.  We are really lucky because we have got 

floodlights so we can train until 8.00 p.m.  We have got two teams in 

the league so we play Saturday and Sundays as well.  

 

I would like to live in St.Tudy when I am grown up.  
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Kerrie Lobb - aged 7 

 

My earliest memory of living in St.Tudy is going to Playschool in the 

village hall. I was only 3 and I liked it when my mum stayed with me. 

 

I like going to St.Tudy School because I see all my friends.  I go to Netball 

Club Wednesday dinnertime because I like sport and Art Club on 

Wednesday after school.  Miss Paige teaches us and she is a really good 

artist. 

 

On Friday evenings I go to Youth Club and it's fun because all my friends 

are there and my mum and dad don't have to come. 

 

I like living in St.Tudy but when I grow up I would like to have a change 

but I would come and visit mum and dad, granny and granddad and 

granfer.  

 

 Michael & Grace Kempthorne from Trewen 

 

My name is Michael.  I am nine years old.  I remember starting football.  I 

used to have to go to St.Mabyn in the winter, but now St.Tudy has a really 

good pitch, with floodlights.  

  

I don't think I'll live in St.Tudy all my life.  I might be a tractor driver and 

live in Liverpool. 

 

My name is Grace.  I'm seven years old.  I have lived in St.Tudy all my life.  

St.Tudy is a nice place.  I remember starting school because I was the 

youngest and the shortest out of the school.  I still am quite short. 

 

I won't live in St.Tudy all my life.  When I grow up I might be a vet. 

I might live somewhere else and come back to visit St.Tudy sometimes 

when I grow up. 
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A day at school with Jessica Button - aged 5 

 

We had the register first and then we had the dinner register and then we 

had assembly. 

 

We sang and talked about all sorts of things.  Then we had hymn practice, 

one was called the "Tiny Ant"!  Then we sat on the carpet and the teacher 

talked to us.  We went to our tables, I sat on the 'circles' table, and we 

played a game where we matched the cards up. Then we painted our 

Christmas decorations, I am allowed to bring one home to put on the tree! 

 

Then everyone took turns on the computer.  After this it was playtime.  We 

went over to the park.  We don't go on the slides, we have to stay on the 

tarmac.  Two people go out with us, Mrs Long and Mrs Chalmers.  We 

went back indoors and did some counting.  

 

Then it was dinnertime.  I had ravioli, chips, sweetcorn and some iced 

cake.  It was nice!  Next was reading time, then learning together.  My 

brother Jack and sister Ruth came with Mummy.  We had a story and then 

it was time to get our reading bags and our coats and go home.  

 

Question - 'What do you like best about the village?' 

 

Jessica - 'I like the church.' 

 

Question - 'Why?' 

 

Jessica - 'I like the bells and I want to get married in St.Tudy Church. I'll 

have to buy a dress won't I?' 
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AND FINALLY......................... 

 

 

'As new arrivals in St.Tudy at the turn of the Millenniuim, we do not, of 

course, have local memories to contribute to this splendid book.  But 

we do have wonderful impressions - of the peaceful beauty of the 

village and the surrounding countryside of Cornwall, and of the 

welcoming warmth and sense of community of the people we have 

already met.  It is these impressions that confirmed us in our decision 

to make our home in Tremeer when we retire. 

 

We are hugely looking forward to spending much more time here and 

to the fond memories of St.Tudy that we certainly will have in the 

future.' 

 

 

Vanessa and Eddie George                  

Tremeer 

St.Tudy.   

 

22nd March 2000 

 


